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Forward
"Talent is helpful in writing, but guts are absolutely necessary."
Jessamyn West ('23)
Dear Reader,
It is our pleasure and honor to present to you the 2010 Edition of the Whittier College
Literary Review. This annual publication of student writing and art work, was organized and edited
by the Whittier College Upsilon Sigma/I essamyn West Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, the
International English Honors Society.
It was our endeavor to bring together a diverse collection of work from a wide range of
disciplines. As Poets, we take great pride in our Liberal Arts curriculum and embrace the broad
range of creativity that springs from our community of students. In years past, we have showcased
an impressive array of work ranging from poetry and short fiction to scholarly essays and
photography. This year, we are pleased to include the exciting addition of music composition to
this volume, along with an impressive collection of art, photography, and essays from disciplines as
varied as Political Science and English, to History and Religious Studies. This eclectic volume
represents the spirit of the principles of Whittier College and the imminent jessamyn West for her
love of words and the courage that defined her character.
Best known for her 1945 novel The Friendly Persuasion, West founded the English
Appreciation Society at Whittier College at a time when national organizations were forbidden on
the Quaker campus. Today, the society she founded is not only a recognized chapter of the
International Sigma Tau Delta, and one of the largest Honors Societies on campus, but also one of
only a select few with a historical tie to a renowned author. The Upsilon Sigma Chapter continues
to keep jessamyn West's adventurous spirit alive by striving to encourage students to explore their
creativity and make the Literary Review an outlet for creative expression and academic excellence.
We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to our wonderful advisor, Professor Sean Moms
for the unwavering support he so graciously volunteered during the editing process and throughout
the year. His guidance and knowledge have made an impact on every student in the English
Department and we would like to express our sincere gratitude for his kindness and commitment
to excellence. We would also like to take this opportunity to express our appreciation to all of our
incredible Professors for their generosity in encouraging students to submit their work. Also, a
special thank to Angela Freeland, our beloved English Department Secretary for her daily
assistance, and to all who took part the editing process. We could not have done it without you!
Doing this work is a labor of love for us and we hope you are inspired by the creativity and
dedication of our students.
Sincerely,
Katy Simonian and Tina Rinaldi
Co-Presidents and Editors of the 2010 Literary Review
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Shannon jaime
I Wonder \'Vhy the Muse Has Risen in Me
And SO I listen
as you talk of your drunken,
ofI-r)ad excursions,
your lies doughnut-glazed and
the slurs spilling like
bright, urine-gold beer
from your glistening lips.
(That old '66 Mustang
will probably outlive you.)
And so I flicker
across the Jtce of memory,
but always, always on the edge
of your vision, a stain upon
the blueness of your eyes
(they were never
SO scornfully clear),
seeping silently into the
dccl) (lark corners of your sight.
And so I simmer
as the clock strikes five,
not twelve (there's no carriage
calling, no shot glass
shoe to mend),
my insides burning with
resentment though I
barely know your name,
though smoky cinders cover mine.

And so I twiddle
my chocolate-flavored thumbs,
(lazed and waiting lor—what
For life to begin? For time to end?
For a sticky ray of tropic sun
to light my way?
You said the fire route was
only half a mile long,
so where (10 I go from here?
And so I wander
with the watery weight
of the future in my arms,
it siren'
s coffee child
who can't hold her caffeine
(she's too green for liquor),
who follows the olive path to
nowhere, no ruby-studded heels
to take her home.
And so I wonder
as these wafer-thin words
soak up the secrets in
your milky smile,
as your story twists and
turns like a strand in the
divine synthetic wind,
why the muse has risen in me.
I wonder.

Annealing of the Lamb
White lam), you called me, delicate and sweet—
A morsel for your black jaws to devour;
In wolf's guise, mad with hunger and deceit,
You thought to slay me in my final hour.
My soul, though smothered by the tyrant's hold,
Is not so weak, SO brittle as to break;
No flames or eyes of blazing crimson-gold
Can mold my will, my glassy core unmake.
Alone I stand, facing the hunter's gaze,
Now seeming meek upon a lien' floor:
Yet you shall see how innocence betrays,
How trembles earth when it hears silence roar.
Then will I rise once, seething, you return
To me at last the heart that would not burn.
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Wren Saito

TOMATOES
Essential garnish to the meat,
The flavor, the color, the shape.
Adorned in red, brown, yellow, it gem of intense heat.
A migrant brotherhood bonded in labor,
Hooded to ward off glaring blaze,
Relentless, crouching, reaching, gathering.
Deceptive names evoking fantasy
Of Siberia relief in it inferno,
Of Brandywine liquid for parched lips
Of an Heirloom in a penniless existence,
Of it Garden Peach in it treeless world,
Of Jubilee in an endless struggle.
A mere penny more per pound
A cry to the fi-fie-fo-fun) giants
Conducting the hunburger drive through.
Pray it minute for an awning
To stem the rivulets of sweat
That run before the ketchup.
Worship Monsanto assuring it red bounty,
Producing it chemical miracle penetrating the flesh,
The womb, the guileless child.
Tomato victims innocently memorialized
Sweetie, Small Fry, Early Girl,
Snow White in hardly it childhood fairy tale.
Cherry lure on it garden salad
Roma tantalizer of Italian fare
And welcome Stupice, it reminder of corporate dominance.
Sterilized tomato seeds
Never to germinate again
Save in endless profit masked in benevolence.
But in poverty born it new generation,
Tomato slaves to pennies per pound,
Assuring an unappreciated McDonald slice.
The juice, running red.
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Katy Sinonian

Sonnet in E Minor
I hear the eager weep of violins,
Like it cool cascade of battle cries
As the cello moans through (lark gypsy hymns
And tills the wanting center of vacant eyes.
The room stands still as souls become enraptured
With the rise of humble harmonies,
Which (lance between the current captured,
Within nostalgic rhapsodies.
I hear the rebel yell of Godly sound
Compete in a daring duel of string
Where notes cause mortal blood to pound
And stir the tempo, cuing bells to ring.
And as the band of strings rises once more
I rise to welcome the last encore.

Urban Nature
I can hear them
singing
In the concrete meadow
Where predawn shadows mask
the faces of the forever young.
As the retired rose's fragrance
Amuses the fireflies (lancing
In the moonlit night
They call out to me
"Remember us" they say
And go on dancing
singing
Waiting for dawn.
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Lindy Blake

Untitled
The Ocean has healing powers beyond the greatest shaman.
I have but to gaze into Its vastness and my soul is whole again.
If for some reason to look upon or gaze into the Blue is not enough,
I can (live into Its depths and ride Its mountains.
My body and the Ocean move as one.
If I try to fight It, It lets inc know it and pummels me into the bed.
Keeps me balanced.
I let the rolling hills (10 what they want with me,
then I crawl into the shallows and collapse,
tired from the love we just made.

Doris Youmara

The Middle-Eastern Boy
Born and raised in France. Not French.
I like hanging out with friends and play video games; go to café's and ride my hike around the parks.
Muslim raised, my culture is ditlèrent; alien.
I go to school and speak French like I speak Arabic. None of the kids stare.
I go to school so I can live better; lit in with the French.
My parents tell me that we are different and that we must remember where we come from.
I have not seen where we come from; all I know is Paris.
The city is very busy, always full of people that look like iiie or darker than me.
We always speak French together yet people stare at us like we are speaking a strange language.
We are not French.
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Shelly Converse-Rath

Picture Perfect
You look so posed, your suit new and stiff
Hair groomed, with the smile you wear for others;
A jester's dance.
But I know you, sweaty, angry, and imperfect
Stumbling over words you've tried to memorize
As you spit them at me in bitterness between the hours and miles.
I know you, eyes wide and mouth breathless
As we hold ourselves palm to palm, baited by the uncertainty of tomorrow.
Never as perfect as the picture
You are folded and creased, and fided from age
As you, combed hair askew, shoes scuffed with ambivalence,
Pail disassembled.
Your arms around me.

Leave a Message
Palms pressed together, this time I mean it,
I look up.
There's a crack in the ceiling,
One I don't remember—
But then again, the line between what
has always and never been
Seems a little smaller
These days.
I'm not sure of the right way,
So under my breath I begin. "Dear Cod,"
"Please..."
And the sound of a car outside, engine sighing, interrupts
My lips remain parted, waiting.
As if there's some goal in mind—
Ashamed at the plea whispered
Only moments ago,
I instead thank all the believers
All the churchgoers, the Bible thumpers
For giving me nothing
to say.
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Freddie Malcomi)

An Island of Mv Own
I land on the letterv shore, kicking periods and

COI1UIIiLS

off of illy 'sandals.

My eyes take in the majesty of the mountain of books that lies ahead.
I am glad to he back, it has been all too long.
Walking up the trail of leather-bound covers, titles peer at me from the mass of'books: The Stand,

Sevej'uice, Great Evpectaiioiis, and "The Waste Land."
I stop when I see a title on a spine flicing me: The Regulators by Richard Bachman
"All of the best

involve removing a book from a shelf," I think as I tilt it on its back.

That old library smell hits me as the stale, strong scent of old paper escapes from the opening wall.
The mix of browned leather and colorful paperback spines greet me in the dark cave.
Taking some of them with me to the bright sky, I settle into the wall.
I smile as the sunlight tightens my skin and contrasts the black ink from the faded yellow paper.
The old leather cover creaks as I open it ever SO carefully.
I know to treasure this time on my island, sifting fact from fiction at my own leisure.

Suspended Over the River
jutting from the Colorado River,
Walled in by terracotta cliffs
Is an enormous spear-tip (>1 an island
Piercing through the skin of the water into the sky
Two men stand climbing the rock,
One in his fifties, the other well into his twenties.
They are grasping at the sun-faded pink rocks and the clii' shrubs fora foothold.
A boy just past seventeen hovers over the river
Crabbing his legs, pulling his knees Into his chest.
Air, rather than pebbles, digs into his feet.
The water below waits to swallow him
His face is tightened as not to let water in, but lie betrays his worry in his brow.
His eyes are closed; he blindly aims for the deepest blue of the river.
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Jannelle Andrade

Untouchable
I have no form.
I am a song lingering in the silence.
I am a pocmn that flows through awed cars.
I ain the shadow behind every object.
I am thc star millions of miles awaN.
I am the light in the darkness.
I an) hope whell it is lost.
I am mercy when it is begged fbi-.
I am love when it is longed for.
I am the breath when it is choked.
I am the heartbeat of new life.
I am the silence of a graveyard.
I am the wind that flies past the flame of a candle.
I am the oasis far in the desert.
I am the shade between endless miles of heat.
I am the valuable object thrown from a cliff.
I am the 1)00k thrown into the fire.
I am the key seen by the prisoner.
I am the horizon far ahead of the ship.
I am the dream crushed by the one who does not believe...

Awakened Once More
On the base of a tree at midnight, alone
All things are as they should he;
Pcrkction surrounds me- the companion of mv solitude.
The sky is blanketed with eternal stars,
The stillness of the night echoes my comfort;
The calni of my heart yields solace...
I sing the praises of this world,
The wind brings forth the melody.
The beauty of this moment trumcends all time.
The pulse of the earth reverberates from beneath the groundA steady heartbeat, pulsating with unending sound.
This is no dream, but unveiled truth.
I am awakened once more to this illuminating Vision.
I kel it swell within me- the freedom to know Peace.
My licut gives in to a greater kind of love,
One only found at this ti-cc.
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Catherine King

The Nymph Tires of Facebook
With Apologies to Sir Walter Raleigh and Christopher Marlowe
Come live with me and he my love
For how long will these pleasures prove
A thousand shining empty boxes
Two-line friends with empty losses
Don't click with me and he my love
Or drink with me and he my love
Don't waste our time with lake Connection
Or vapid, VaCUOUS celebration
But Jive with me and he my love
Let's take a night that we two chose
And wander all the city streets
The quiet parks, the traffic beats
We'll open up our heart's chimeras
Hopes express like bud azaleas
Share a meal that's quick and cheap
The night air rendering it sweet
We'll wander sleepless all the night
And he caught by the morning light
We'll wade into the ocean's berth
Dance slowly in the noontide surf
A love is built partway on dreams
But needs more than computer screens
I want some pleasures we can prove Come live with me and he my love!
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Catherine King

Where In The Work! Is The Tropic of Orange?
(sung to the tune of 'Where In The World Is Carnen Sandiego?', written by Sean Altman and David Yazbeck)
Well it's born in Mexico
And then we'll go to California
It's a city sucking citrus
With a sweet symbolic taste
Its itinerary's loaded up
With moving violations, tell me:
Where in the world is
The tropic of orange?
All its pips are made of symbols
And its skin a bitter history
It hops across the borders
With conquistadore glee
Intake you on a ride
On a guilt trip to Chinatown, tell me
Where in the world is
The tropic of orange?
It's from Mazatlan to border to L.A. to freeway
A!lmnthra to Mayans to Whittier
AND BACK!
Rafaela is its mama
And then Gabriel's a moron
Students all over the campus will he
Singin' the blues
And Aicangel is a freakshow
And the others don't advance the plot so
Where in the world is
The tropic of orange?
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Biyainia Benedetti

The Fall of Babel
Shaky shallow grounds are crumbling.
Ancient earth can he heard mumbling,
Down rntlj inn u-made Babel towei:c
deep within OUF waking hours.
Rolling tumbling tumults of dirt
make sleeping bloodshot eyes alert;
aml unstable legs under bodies prevail
while concrete buildings quake and fail.
Dazed confusion confronts the masses,
standing stunned in white picketed green grasses
Children hiding under warm wool layers
reciting simple Sunday school prayers
The earth rests its fervent aggression
finding release for its concrete tension,
while doe eyed Babylonians look upon
their treasured towers in ruins before the dawn.
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Braniia Benedetti
East Bay
It all began one day
at a coffee shop clown in East Bay
One large latte in a white paper Clii),
wearing sleepy eyes and last night's makeup.
White loam sticks to my upper lip
and YOU walk in on my next sip.
Converse-clad.
Boyishly had.
You are my Tristan noir
in plaid.
Americano and a blueberry scone,
I wonder why you are always alone.
And as I glance up, you catch my eye
I smile, and your mouth signs, "Hi!"
Warm tingling flows clown my spine
Feeling sensational, feeling fine.
Converse-clad.
Boyishly bad.
YOU are my Tristan noir
in plaid.
You turn to leave, I smile goodbye
Wishing you not to leave my life.
Each step you take in your high-tops
And I wish I had the nerves to just yell "stop!"
But you read my mind or so it seems
You turn around, and come towards me.
Your white teeth glisten as a sit in wqde eyed
Watching you approach and sit by my side.
And I wonder if you know...
Converse-clad
Boyishly-bad.
You are my Tristan noir
In plaid.
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Mary Helen Truglia
FOmOITOW They

Will Cut Down This Forest

We head to our favorite wrinkle&ii'ee,
aching for something we have always had but cannot name.
In the plaintive wind
speckled leaves collapse the light
into earth, slowed by honey-thick streams of sunlight
dripping leisurely to rest
in the glitter of the bruised ground.
The gale rises and we fall
into a (liscoinfited, incomplete heap
among trees resonant with flashes of flame.
Puffs of breath make cloud shapes
in the universe between our lips
and we analyze them, because
they are the only things left to make sense of.
Frozen flurried air tastes white wine,
docile chills trickling down our tongues.
Velvet evergreen moss licks hacks caked with
warm color veined leaves—fragments of our past lives.
Oaken roots rise, tangled with
skin, and together we unravel
reveries of becoming unstrung.
Thus we are gone, among crumpled paper leaves and fractured twigs,
sated but not satiated, compliant but not complacent,
clown into the unbreathable cavern
of all we ever craved and lost.
Tomorrow they will cut down this forest;
tomorrow we will cleave our roots,
move forth to trod the upturned soil alone.
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Mary Helen Truglia

Someone Should Have Noticed the Distinct Absence of a Large Glass Bottle; or, On the Partaking
of One (or Five) Too Many Screwdrivers, Thinking They Were Only Orange Juice at the Hole-inthe-wall Bar lust Outside of Town Where No One Thought to Stop Me; or, Ingo die Vodka
The world swirls in soft-serve spirals.
My head lands on the smoothed grain
of the bartender's pouring palette.
I attempt to munch a mouthful of the chocolate-wood Bar;
splinters singe swollen bicuspids.
Slurring purple into indigo, I leap
from forte fire fiesta-ware orange to
pianissimo Onyx, tripping over
staccato slate as I pass through
the night, no longer obscured
in breaths of satin and peculiar plantains but rather
Vodka clear.
Smooth eggshell horns sound
bright from this distance.
The glaze of music recalls a swim
within your earlobe, lime tart and peach fuzz,
honey tears and bear-hug smile.
Wheat-brushed bristles whisper
to my waiting cheek.
Nothing will ever he as Strong as
your last licorice goodbye, staining
tongue, leaving hitter Corners.
Marble hands guide me to a winged bench
so I cannot do anything but float
to where you are a crescendo
of crispy COUSCOUS
and most distinctly not
the fire-engine apple
of my spleen.
The twinge of twang in my
core is a Picasso,
all angles.
Pungent punch-drunk pupils grow wider
in my looking glass
of Skyy.
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Translations by Nicole Beauchamp
Le Parti pris des choses
The Voice of Things
Les Plaisirs de la Porte
Les rois lie touchent pas aux portes.
us tie connaissent pas cc bonheur: pousser devant soi avec douceur ou rudesse fun de ces grands panneaux
lamiliers, se retourner vers liii poor Ic remettre en place, —tenir dans ses bras uric porte.
Le honheur dempoigner au ventre par son n(ud de porcehune lun (Ic ces hauts obstacles dune piece;
cc corps it corps rapide par lequel un instant Ia macdie retenue, 1i1 SoUvre et le corps tout entier
saccommode it son nouvel appartement.
Dune main amicale il Ia retient encore, avant de la repousser décidément et s'enclore,—ce dont le déclic du
ressort puissant mais bien huilé agréablement ]'assure.
Par Francis Ponge
The Pleasures of it Door
Kings don't touch doors.
They don't know this pleasure: to push forward, with softness or severity, one of these large, familiar panels,
to turn around in order to return it to its place, —to hold it door in their arms.
..The pleasure of grabbing one of these tall obstacles to it room at its stomach by the porcelain knob; this
hasty hand-to-hand in which the movement stills, the eye opens and the whole entire body adapts to its new
tenement.
It is still held open with it friendly hand, before decidedly pushing it back and enclosing itself, —which the
click of the powerful, yet well oiled, spring pleasantly ensures.
By Francis Ponge
Le lèu
Le feu fait un classement : (l'abord toutes les flammes se drigent en quelque sens..
(L'on lie pent comparer la niarche du feu qu'à celle des animaux : il fiut qu'il quitte un endroit pour en
occuper un autre ; il niarche a Ia fois comme une aniibe et conline une girafe, hondit du col, rampe du
pied...)
Puis, tandis que les masses contanunées avec méthode s'ecroulent, les gaz qui s'échappent sont transformes
A inesure en uric seule rampe dc papillons.
Par Francis Ponge
The Fire
The fire assembles it ranking: first all the flames head in whatever direction...
(One can only compare the march of the fire to that of the animals: it must leave one place to occupy
another; it marches like both an amoeba and it giraffe, pounces at the neck, crawls on foot...)
Then, while the contaminated masses are methodically demolished, the gas that escapes is truisforined at
once into a single flight of butterflies.
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Translations by Nicole Beauchamp
La Fin (IC l'Automnc
Tout l'autoninc a In fin n'est plus qu'une tisane froidc. I.es feujlles moi-tes dc toutes essences macèrent dans la pluie.
Pas de fermentation,(IC creation d'alcool : il faut attendre jusqu'au printcmps l'efret (l'unC application de compresses
sur une jambe (Ic hois.
Ir depouillcmciit Sc mit ell (leSorclre. louteS les porteS de Ia salle (IC Scrutin S'ouvreilt et SC ferment, claquant
violeninicnt. Au pallid, au panicr ! La Nature (keiTh-C SCS manusCrits, demolit sa bibliothéquc, gaule rageusement ses
derniers fruits.
Puis cite sc leve brusquement de sa table (IC travail.
Sn stature aussitôt parait immense. 1)6coiflc, cite a Ia tête dans la bruinc. Lcs bras hallants, die aspire avec (leliceS Ic
vent glacé qui lui rafraichit, les idécs. Les jours soft courts, la nuit tonibc vite, Ic comique perd ses droits.
Ui terre dans les airs parmi les autres astrcs rcprend son air Scrieux. Sa partie éclairéc cst plus étroite, inliltréc de
vallée d'ombre. Ses chaussures, comme celles d'un vagabond, s'imprcgncnt d'cau et font (IC la musique.
Dans cette grcnouillcrie, cette amphibiguité salubre, tout reprend forces, saute de pierre en Pierre et change de pi-6.
Les ruisseaux Se usuitiplient.
Voilà cc qui s'appelle un beau ncttoyagc, et qui ne respecte pas les conventions I Habillé comme flu, trempejusqu'aux
OS.

Et puis cela dure, fiC séche pas tout (IC suite. Trois mois de réflexion salutaire dans cet état, sans reaction vasculaire,
sans peignoir ni Want (IC cr115. Mais sa forte constitution y résiste.
Aussi. Lorsque les petits bourgeons recommencent 1 pointer, savent-ils Ce qu'ils font Ct (IC luoi if retourne, - et s'ils se
niontrent avec precaution, gourds et rougeauds, c'est ci) ConflaisSanCd (IC cause.
Mais là commence uise alitre histoire, qui depend peut-&Ie mais n'a pas l'odeur de la règle noire qui va me servir

a tirer moll trait sous celle-ci.
Par Francis Pongc
The End of Autumn
The whole end of autumn is nothing but a cold infusion. The (lead leaves of every essence steep in the rain. No
fermentation, no alcohol production: Wait until Sl)l-illg to see the c!Thcts of an application of a compress on a wooden
leg.
The counting of votes becomes chaotic. All the doors of the polling booths open and close, slamming violently. Throw
it away! Throw it away! Nature tears apart her manuscripts, demolishes her library, bangs furiously against a tree for
those last fruits.
Then she ahnipdv gets up from her work table.
Her stature immediately appears immense. Disheveled, she has her head in the haze. 1)angling arms, she inhales the
inspirational icy wind with delight. The days are short, the night fails fist, the comic loses his rights.
The eu-tls in the air among the other stars resumes its serious air. Its illuminated part is narrower, infiltrated by a valley
of shadow. Its shoes, like those of a vagabond, become soaked with water and make music.
In this frog marsh, this healthy amphihiguity, eveivthing strengthens, jumps from stone to stone, and changes pasture.
The streams multiply.
This is what's called a beautiful cleansing, without respecting the conventions! Dressed in the nude, soaked to the
hone.
And then it persists, not drying right away. Three months of salutarv reflection in this state, without vascular reaction,
with neither robe nor horsehair glove. But its strong constitution resists.
Also, when the little buds begin to prick up again, they know what they are doing and what they return to,—and if they
show caution, numb and sanguine, it's because they know what lies ahead.
But another stoiy begins, one that depends perhaps, but doesn't have the scent of the black ruler that is going to serve
me to underline this right here.
By Francis Ponge
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Brvanna Benedetti
A Tale of Two Cities: The Idealist Meets Reality
to catch a final view of the marketplace. I ready my
camera and capture a few more moments in time,
then turn down the ally to my left.
I weave my way through the fimiliar
streets, trudging through the uneven ground of
stones and soil and obstacles of fresh laundry. As
the streets widen and obstacles vanish, my pace
slows, and the silence of the lone road reawakens
my contemplative mind. The realization of this
place, this journey, this dream of mine brings a
smile to my face. I wanted to be the change I
wished to see in this world, and now I have the
chance.
In the distance I see small figures running
towards me. I cover my eyes from the sun with my
hand and peer out towards them, trying to identify
them. There are so many at the camp - so many
children I teach and more that I love. So different,
SO unique, yet they are all the same. They are the
future. I start a steady sprint towards the figures,
arms outstretched, scarf flowing carelessly behind
me, ready to embrace the future in my arms.
Whoever said one person cannot change the world
had never met someone like me...

The rhythm of the music keeps time with
the racing of my heart as I soak in the sights and
sounds and smells of the Bazaar with every sense of
my being. I can feel the heat of the earth rise
through IflY thin sandals as I compress the soot with
every confident step. I glance through the crowd, in
awe of the bustling interactions taking place - a
woman draped in lemon garments, flowmg down
into the clinging hands of a scruffy haired toddler.
The woman bargains with the shopkeeper over his
merchandise, seemingly unaware of the young one
pulling at her bottom hems, exposing her nude feet.
Animals scamper around the feet of the crowd such high commodities in this region. I think back
to my Western raising - once SO unaware that
animals had more PUI1)05C in life than being
displays in pet shop windows. I place the viewfinder
to my right eye and snap a progression of candid
photos, trying to capture all the beauty and life
within one moment. It is simply impossible. I stare
at the scenes once more, flooded with emotions of
life, love, loss, and longing, then continue on my
journey.
I pass a small boy selling dried figs from a
basket tied across his chest and waist. I stop and
buy a few of his wares and am rewarded with a gaptoothed smile of gladness. As I bite into the first fig,
I savor its sweet juice and rough textures of its
seeds. I recall iiiy first taste of fig in papa's favorite
newton cookies which filled our endless kitchen
treat drawer. I wonder if the little trader has ever
tasted such deliciousness in his life. I let this
somber thought linger as I continue to walk and
place the other figs in iiw pocket to share with the
others. I breathe in deeply and turn my head up
towards the sun, bathing my fidr skin with the
glowing rays. The wind ti-aces the round of my face,
then blows my weightless scarf off my bead. The
scarf lays resting upon my auburn tresses which fall
down my back, confined by a loose braid. I put the
scarf back in its place, then turn around once more

The rhythm of the earsplitting horns keeps
time with the racing of my breath as I the stares and
blares pierce through every sense of my being. I can
feel the dirt and grime of the city streets cling to my
sandaled feet as I rush through the crowd, eyes
averted to the ground. I glance up, trying to catch
no gaze as I jump into the hot red trishaw, and feel
the thousands of eyes glaring with fire at nw back. I
ride - thump thump - swerve - honk - through the
gray streets, watching out the open door as we pass;
a POOP woi1iu1 begging along the street, seemingly
unaware of the young emaciated one pulling at the
bottom of' her flowered sari soaked with mud,
exposing her feet of kohl. Animals lie on the waste
side as groups of machungs attack with sticks and
stones and (10 not stop until there is one less,
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leaving bloody corpses for the crows. I think back
to my western raising - once so unaware that
animals were not always treated like my house pets.
I hold my camera tight to my side, but (10 not take
it out. I do not need to capture the candid scenes
On film, as they will he engraved in i)IV memory for
years to come. I stare out once more, flooded with
emotions of rage, hate, fear, and helplessness. I
lean hack in the trishaw - thump thump - swerve honk.
I pass a young boy, selling nothing but hate
from a gun slung across his chest and waist. He
stops us and checks our IDs at the roadside
checkpoint. We are free to pass and I am rewarded
by a wicked wink and a dirty kiss blown through the
heavy air. As I recline in the tiny red trishaw, I
replay the scene in my mind, disgusted by just the
thought of him. I recall the memory of my papa,
and wonder what he would have done, would have
said, if he were with me. I wonder if the young boy
with the gun ever had a papa like mine to teach him
how to act right. I let this somber thought linger as I
continue - thump thump - swerve - honk through the city. I breathe in deeply and cough at
the fumes of diesel and the smell of rotting garbage
on the side of the road. I pull my handkerchief out
of my hag and wipe my face, bathing the white cloth
in the dirt and sweat of the day. The wind traces
the round of my face, bringing with it the cat calls
from the side walk. Sudaa sudaa ... hello
l,eautjful.... where you from lady.... I lean back
further into the seat to hide my white face and

auburn tresses which fill down my back, confined
by a loose braid. I wipe my fire one last time, then
place the not-so-white handkerchief hack into my
bag. I no longer look out the door, no longer take
any photos for memories. Then we turn down the
alley to my left.
The trishaw weaves menacingly through the
unfiiniiliar streets, throwing me wildly around as we
serve to avoid stray (logs and beggars in the road.
As the streets grow smaller and traffic increases, our
pace slows, and the cat calls froni the men in
neighboring cars are reawakened. The reality of this
place, this ideal journey that I have longed for, this
dream of mine, brings tears to my eyes and makes
my knuckles whiten with frustration. I wanted to be
the change I wished to see in this world, but these
people will never give me the chance to try. To
them, I am just a sudaa and could he nothing more.
In the distance I see figures crossing the
street ahead, as a line of trishaws approach quickly.
I cover my eyes Ii'om the glare with my hand and
peer out towards them, and I know. There are so
many at the camps to the North - and so many
more on the streets of Colombo. So many
misplaced and mangled children of war - SO
different yet they are all the same. They are the
future of post-War Sri Lanka. We continue driving,
straight towards the crossing crowd at a steady pace,
Sri Lankan flag flying high on the antenna of the
hot red trishaw, the Sinhala Lion prominent in
view. Whoever said one person cannot change the
world must have been learned.
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Kady Oliker

Eternal Damnation
paper disintegrated before my eyes. From the
ashes of the paper on the floor rose my two
beautiful children now fully grown. I looked into
their eyes but they were nothing more than deep,
hollow pits. "You were never there for its mother,
never, never, never.....This continued as their
bodies began to crumble and wither away to
nothing. I couldn't bear to watch any more. I ran
to the center of my windowless room, curled in the
fetal position and thought what have I ever (lone to

I couldn't tell for sure where I was. I knew
two things though: 1. the last memory I had was the
flashing lights and the alarming noise of the
ambulance sirens and 2. I couldn't feel my own
heartbeat. I looked around, trying to figure out just
where the hell I was. I looked up, there were
cobwebs hiding in the corners with spiders (lancing
in their strands, there was bits of ceiling missing
from years of termite abuse and the sky light, that
was missing its glass, poured in the translucent light
of the moon. I looked down at myself, wearing
only it paper-thin gown, my arms were covered in
bruises alongside the pinpricks of the now absent
needles; I had one single key next to Inc.
Dead ahead of me, a single door jammed
shut with a pad lock attached to it. There were
three knocks that came from the old, rusted door.
I looked through the peephole and standing before
my eyes was the man of my dreams. He was tall
with small-framed glasses, brown eyes, it curly mop
on his head and it crocked smile; he was holding it
single red rose. The rose was mesmerizing the way
the water droplets balled up and one by one
dribbled off towards the floor. I reached for the
knob to meet this mystery man but it was nowhere
to be found. I searched around the room but all
that remained on the floor was the old Victorian
key with no purpose in sight. I tried screaming for
him to stay but only moths escaped my mouth; it
was an eerie silence. I looked through the
peephole once again, watched him glance at his
watch and turn away. I tried yelling again and this
time it small whimper came out followed by it single
tear that made it cool path down my cheek. I
walked to the middle of the room once again to sit
and sulk in my own sorrow and contusion, but alas,
another knock from that single door. Could it
really he him again!
I sprinted to see lily man but only laid eyes
on it letter floating in midair with it "Congratulations
you have been accepted" written across the top. I
looked closer at it and realized it was the college
letter I had ignored so many years ago. I watched
the left corner begin to smoke and then the entire

deserve this?

I rocked back and forth just staring at the
bruises on my forearms, at the key to my left and at
the empty room just waiting to take my soul. As my
mind began to wander to all that I had seen, it
tremendously loud knock came from behind me. I
whirled around to find myself staring at a second
rusting door, but one with a knob and lock this
time. I wiped my eyes with the back of my hand
and picked up the key; there was no peephole this
time. The key slid in with ease, turned to the right
and slowly opened. An iridescent o11) floated
before me blinding my vision.
When I regained sight, I was left staring at
myself in a mirror. The dark circles under my eyes
matched tile color of the bruises on my forearms.
My skill had it yellow hue to it and every blue
collapsed vein could he seen rearing its ugly head to
the surface. Above the mirror was it heart monitor
completely fiat-lined. A deep feeling of sorrow
arose in my body as I realized this was heaven, hell
or somewhere in the middle. I walked through the
mirror and on the other side was the windowless
room I had just escaped fi-om, with a single key
lying in the middle of the wooden floor. Till-ce
knocks could he heard fi-oin the door dead ahead
of me. The fog encroached around me, the
heaviness like a blanket wrapping its fingers tighter
and tighter. It was at this moment that I realized I
was trapped in the confines of my own mind.
There was no escape, just it broken record forever
playing its same song over and over; everything I
had missed..."
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Submitted By 'T'ina Rinakli

Chapter 8

Do Electric People EatSimulacra Lamb?
During the last 50 years, dramatic improvements built into androids like the I-Person and
Nexus-7.5.0 (from the Apple and Rosen Association) have transformed the metal, slightly stolid
and easily distinguishable "androids" that our parents knew, into electric people. ("Android" is
the politically incorrect term, since it excludes them from the wider population of Cyborg/
Humans.) Possessing an enhanced sense of empathy and faster reaction time, electric people axe
impossible to differentiate from other types of people, participating in a wide variety of ordinary
activities like local P.T,A.s, MADD, the American Cancer Society, and EPU (Electric People United),
as well as occupations like, University-level teaching, writing for reality television, toy making,
conservation and law. As advances continue to be made and false memoires installed, many smart
Postmodernist homemakers are beginning to upgrade their perception and reprogram their
menus to include the inclinations of electric people. As we become less human through our
technology and electric people become more humanly sensitive, the vanishing division between
them and ourselves has made serving simulacxa a snap

SimulTacra Lamb

Chapter 8- Quick Recipe Index
Simulacra Lamb with Peaches
83-84
Bean Crud with Cloned Beef Gravy
84
"Chicken" Pot Pie
85-86
"I Can't Believe It's Not Cod!" Fish Salad
86
Engineered Fruit Salad wI Gapple -Plumot
White Wine Vinaigrette
86
Artificially-Bred Pork Chops with Cyborg Sauce ... 87-88
Cucumber "Apple" Pie
89
No Water, No Cream, No Sugar Ice Cream
89
Poatmodernist Cookies
90

witfi Peaches
So easy and appetizing, this recipe is perfect for impressing new
neighbors or any additional guests that show up at your abandoned
apartment building. A delicious meal anytime, it can be served
with baby, carrots, or peas to compliment the Iamb's delicate flavor.
Serves 6Ingredients:
Simulacra Lamb. "Family Pack"
• I cinnamon stick or I tsp of ground cinnamon
• 114 tsp of cayenne pepper
• I large onion, cut in half
• 1/2 cup of port or red wine
• 4 large ripe peaches
• I lemon, juiced
• I cup roughly chopped cilantro
• Olive oil
Preparation:
I. Arrange the lamb pieces in a 12-inch skillet, with olive oil
acting as a thin lining membrane for the inside of the skillet,
2. Season well with salt, cinnamon, cayenne, onion and wine.
(including any other spices of life necessary or desired.)
3. Cook for I to I 1/2 hours, checking and stirring every
15 minutes or so, adding a little more wine or other vital liquids
as needed. Do not let the lamb go dry... (continued pg. 84)
83
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Jessica Miller

The Most Rewarding Purpose
moment of truth. I couldn't stop what I started, and
before I knew it I was just it feather's width below
the canopy of the umbrella. The change in light was
disorienting but I stayed on my mark, and... it hit! A
palpable hit! That old thmiliar slapping sound of
poo on head chimed like it victory chorus as I
successfully maneuvered my way out from under
the umbrella and back into the bright blue sky.
Looking back down, the man groggily awoke,
slapped his hand to his head, and sank his
shoulders in despair.
The sensation was surreal. I felt like I
could swin to the bottom of the ocean. The head
seagull flew over to meet me. Flapping mid-air, he
looked me straight in the eyes. "That was, in all my
experience of making these beachgoers' lives
miserable, some of the best damn maneuvering I
have ever seen."
"Thank you sir."
"This means big things for you, boy."
"Yes sir."
"You'll be soaring with the eagles soon
enough."
"Thank you sit-."
He turned and began to glide toward the
pier, calling back, "There's a whole bag of sandy
fries waiting for you behind Tower Six. Reward
Yourself, Cornelius. You deserve it."
I landed on it jetty rock and thought to
myself, perhaps I will. With that, I turned tail
feather and flew toward Lifeguard Tower Six, to
enjoy some of the most decadent safl(ly food I
would ever eat. And as I flew over the heads of
those who had been spared for today, I pondered,
"Could life he any better;"

I lifted my beak so as not to seem nervous.
This testifying moment was sprung upon me SO
suddenly, Vet... I had to he ready. Making this hit
could he it big step up in the world for me. I could
be notorious! I turned to face the head seagull.
"No problem, sir," I said, flying to mask
the slight quiver in my squawk. "I've been waiting
for this moment. And I would like to thank you for
personally choosing me, sir. I am truly grateful for
the opportunity."
"Stop all your cawing and crowing and get
to it, Cornelius." He shook his head and little flecks
of sand hit me in the neck. "Don't make me regret
this decision."
I advanced slowly to the edge of the
umbrella, slicing the breeze with the tip of my beak.
I shifted my weight from left foot to right, right toot
to left. I squinted my eyes and zeroed in on my
target. The man was flat on his hack. That would
make this more difficult; I would have to shoot at
just the right angle so as not to hit either his chest or
the umbrella. However, he was sleeping, too, which
made him it more stable target.
I flexed my wings, once, twice. I shook my
whole body, starting with my head and working all
the way down to my rear. Keep the adrenaline up. I
lifted my wings slightly to feel the current of the air.
I would have to aim just it nudge Southeast to
counteract the particularly strong wind of today.
With one final shuffle of the feet, I was ofi.
I slid into the air rapidly, moving (town,
down, UI) over it wave of air. My target grew closer
and closer. I gained more speed. I could practically
see my reflection in the man's bald head. Almost
there.., and three, two, one: this was it. This was the
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Titus Andronicus: The 1)uk Comedy
(Young L UCYUS ivns in wearing a backpack, LA VINIA folio ng heinnd with her bloody stumps
stretched Out towards hun aiid niakmg (hSvstn1g/,qiigh,1g noises because her tongue is cut out)
(Enter TITUS and MARCUS)
LUCIUS. Uncle! She won't leave me alone! She's been chasing me around all day.
MARCUS. Don't he insensitive, Lucius. It's just your Aunt Lavinia!
(LA VINIA lurches towards young LUCJIJS who jmnps hack in /ar)
TITUS. See? She only wants a hug.
LUCIUS.(some distance away from hem) I'm line right here.
(LA VINIA is mnakmg exaggeiated, absurd fervent motions and more uighj'guç'hing sounds)
MARCUS. Looks like SOMEBODY wants attention. What is it, girl?
TITUS. Oh, I love charades. At the Christmas party last year I got everyone to guess "All's Well That Ends
Well".., in thirty seconds! I'm the king at this game.(sudden/v renmeniheringLA VINIA i's there) No, no,
Lavinia. You're doing it wrong. First you have to tell us if it's a song, movie or hook.
(at the word "book "LA VINIA flaps ;u1d'uigies)
MARCUS. Book! It's a hook!
TITUS. Okay... but I'm going to (lock you points for not doing the proper hand motion. What book?
(LA VINIA does the corresponding hand movements as in iiadiional chaiade.s; only rr71h her stumps) One
word.., live syllables...
LUCIUS. I know! "Twilight: Breaking Da!"
MARCUS. ONE word, Lucius.
TITUS. I-Immm... five-syllable words... 'Inexplicable'... 'Curinudgeonliness'... 'Discombobulate'?
(A veii' frustmmted LA VINIA forces the backpack off young LUCIUS and heiiig pairing at the books)
LUCIUS. Rape! Rape!
TITUS. I give up, Lavinia. I'm stumped.
MARCUS. Wait, look. She's using her stumps to turn the pages. What book is that?
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LUCIUS. Ovid's "Metamorphoses." She turned to the story of Philotnel.
TITUS. The girl who was raped by Tereus?(LA VINIA iiiakes a "Yes... AND!... "motion with her sit/nips)
Oh my God! That's what happened to you?
MARCUS. Poor Lavinia. Who did this to you? Tell us.(LA VINIA l,e'iis,uigiin WAl?CUS cuts her
o/7.) -Er, don't TELL us tell us.
LUCIUS. Who's up for Round Two of charades?
TITUS. Don't be ridiculous, Lucius. She's terrible at that game.(spying;i tualking stick,) Wait, I have an
idea. 'to LA VINJA) All you need to (10 is write the names of the perpetrators in the sand with this stick.
yes (lie stick to her to hold, hut she, having no hands, drops it) Well, if you're not going to
(TITUS gives
cooperate...

(LA VINIA picks the stick up rvith her stumps and/icr leet and begins writing in the suid)
MARCUS. She's (]one it.('reading,t Do my eyes deceive me
TITUS. There it is, plain as (lay: "Rap: Chevron, Dime trees."(LA VINIA shakes her head and lives the
iegihiitv oilier writing with the ivalking stick) Oh. "Rape: Chiron, Demetrius." Can it be?
MARCUS. Tamora's sons? But they seemed like such nice guys. It's no matter. We must all make an oath
right here, right now, to avenge Lavinia and shed the blood of her perpetrators. Everyone put your hands in.

(they all put their hands in. LA VINJA is the last one to put/icr stump in, and when she does the three men
ny and l.u1 to hoN back their looks 0/s/leer(Ii5giIs() Um... ugh...('iivallorving vomit) Okay. We here swear
to kill those vile Goths. One, two, three, break!
ALL. Break!
TITUS. Everyone meet at my house in an hour. There, we can make proper plans. I'll provide the snacks.

(All exit)
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A Day Without Pants
It was difficult to recall a time before the war
with Scotland. A sense of malaise had long since
fallen over the little country known as the United
States of America. Each and every day was the
same desolate and destructive situation, with no
glimpse of hope on the horizon. The country was
in shambles, yes, but there was something that it
was not in. No, something it had not been in for
quite some time: a pair of pants.

As the pant casualties soared, the war began to
stretch onto the homefront. Posters in the streets
harked importunately: "GROW A PAIR: JOIN
THE MILITARY, AND SHOW THE KILTERS
WHO WEARS THE PANTS ON THIS
PLANET." Propaganda cartoons, popping up like
whack-a-moles, began to infect the nunds of young
0005 (the character of Spongebob Squarepants has
taken on a significantly different meaning). There
Was then a requisition of' all pants on the
homefront. Then finally came the inevitable draft.
One by one, men were picked off like sesame
seeds on an everything bagel and shipped oil' to
training camps, where they would learn the basics
of combat and stitcheiy. Women were not called to
arms. In order to negate all false stereotypes and
prove the equality of male and female in the United
States, women were constitutionally banned from
sewing or stitching.

When President OglethoI) had first declared
war on the Scottish, the response from the patriotic
hoi polloi was immense. Men of every diameter,
from all across the nation, stood at attention in their
finest trousers, eager to put the disgraceful kiltwearing Scots in their places. This was not just any
war. It was afierce struggle for dignity, for honor,
for the common man, and for the fact that pants
were simply superior to any other bottomwear.
Soldiers raced to the battlefront and proudly bore
their slacks, jeans, sweat pants and gauchos,
prepared to tight to the death for the attire they
knew and loved SO Well.

Thus, the scene lay as it was now. A pallid sky
encased the dirty, poverty-ridden country, filled
with pallid, dirty, poverty-ridden people who had
no pants. Every single pair had been requisitioned
to the war effort. Boxers, too, were seldom seen
anymore, as the majority of them were plaid, the
Kilter's emblem. Anyone seen wearing a skirt
would immediately he accused of treason. And so,
the pitiful Panties were forced to take desperate but
hardly satisfactory measures. Some used shirts as
substitutes, wearing their legs through the sleeves
and leaving the torso to hang between their legs like
a loincloth. Others tried to fashion themselves it
lbrm of cover by using twigs, leaves, or whatever
garbage they could find littering the ground. Still,
there were those who believed humanity was
predestined to live in it world extracted of all pants
or any other form of covering, and enjoyed the cool
breeze between their legs (coupled with some looks
of appall from the neighbors) as they strutted down
to the marketplace.

Unfortunately, that turned out to he the case.
The nature of bottom fashioning played an obvious
preferential towards kilts, and the United States
suffered horribly. The Scottish (called Kilters) more
easily claimed victims by savagely dashing oil' pant
legs, leaving wounded soldiers wearing short,
undignified, and to say the least risque jean skirts.
However, the Americans, otheiise known as the
'Panties', had it more difficult task before them.
Once a Kilter was incapacitated, a Panty had to
remove the sewing kit strapped to his own back,
measure and cut ("measure twice, cut once" the
military training camps instructed) the appropriate
amount of fabric necessary, sew diligently, and
festoon the Kilterman with it new, well-fitted pair of
pants. As any one person may assume, this made
ambushes rather difficult, and hardly feasible.
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poignant 'b.' Dudley's cholesterol-riddled heart
quickened to just a few more heats per minute, and
the restive Panty messenger nodded. His life was
going to change for the greater good: Panties on the
battlefront were each allotted one pair of trousers.

Dudley Wilks, a portly man with it languid
energy about him, sat on the cement steps outside
his apartment flat with a tall glass of Very Berry
Kool-Aid in his hand. He drank slowly, silently,
deeply. This sopor always seemed to accompany
Dudley, particularly (luring his Kool-Aid-drinking
periods. Dudley was not content. As he sighed out
this frustration into his beverage, it splash of the red
stuff squirted over the rim of the glass and plunged
in his lap. Dudley let out it plaintive moan. He
kiieiv rice paper pants were it had idea!

After hauling into the hack of the van and
arriving at the Panty Resource Station,
measurement upon measurement was taken
around Dudley's middle, thighs, legs, ankles, and
shins. The painstaking process was momentous and
almost epic, as both Dudley and the (we can all
agree) unlucky tailor worked through the evening
and until the next day. Finally, after much
anticipation and odorous sweat heads, the tailor
presented him with it marvelous pair of gray slacks.
They were hold, yet understated. They were
perfect. The tailor hid him only use them when
absolutely necessary, and Dudley saluted him
dutifully.

Taking in another fulfilling sigh, he calmed
himself as to avoid discomfit. Dudley had always
been it very self-conscious man, embarrassed by the
sight of his jiggling bottom in whatever happened to
he covering his lower half. His very entity, he felt,
was threatened by the massive gobs of dough
surrounding his thighs and belly. How he yearned
to reside in the auspices of it pair of parts!
Unfortunately, Dudley was fat as he was lethargic.
The burden of his depression confined him to a
boulder of procrastination and inactivity.
Therefore, though the opportunity to adorn himself
with it fine pair of slacks was just an enlistment
away, his cowardly languor got him no further than
the stool) of his apartment (and occasionally to the
cupboard for a new packet of Kool-Aid).

At the top of a luscious, grassy hill that surveyed
the entire battle scene, Dudley chugged all the way
up and took it breath of the sweetest air he'd ever
tasted... sweeter than any glass of Kool-Aid he
could ever imagine. The pants, hugging his hips in it
comfortable yet stylish flishion, flapped in the wind
and echoed a fluint, thunderous heat. That, Dudley
thought, was the best battle cry of all.

Therefore, it was certainly it profound event
Mien a man in a corduroy uniform parked it van
beside the curb and approached him with a
parchment letter. The man asked him if he was
Dudley Wilks, to which Dudley replied, yes, yes he
was Dudley Wilks. Well, Dudley, he had received
it draft notice, and was given the option to either
first attend training camp or readily begin on the
battlefront in the war against Scotland. Which
would he preler'

Unfortunately, this momentous occasion was
short-lived because a Kilter came up front behind
and smothered Dudley to death with an oversized
kilt. The struggle (if one could call it that) took no
more than three minutes. After poor, flit Dudley
was undeniably dead, the Kilter slashed at his pants
and mutilated the fabric legs beyond recognition as
any sort of apparel. Both Dudley and his pants
were destroyed, but the rejoice and contentment
with life that had existed there still remained. It in
no way aided the Panties, who eventually
capitulated on the terms that "kilts rule and pants
are for losers," but all the same it stood there, never
to he disrobed.

Dudley looked up at the messenger, quite slothlike, and spoke out the word 'battlefront' with such
confidence that his jowls quivered when his lips (at
the moment stained a pinkish red) bore that
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Freddie Malcomb

As She Walked Out
It's not like I'm even the type to cheat. But damn, when you see someone like that walk by, it makes you
reconsider. The short hair, the red dress with the exposed back; its like she was taking an order from my
mind on how to look. As my 01(1 wooden stool creaked tinder my weight, I considered nw surroundings.
This dusty, dimly-lit, miserable excuse of a bar has been my life's story for it while now. At least since Janet's
accident. Of all the houses for that asshole to rob, he chose mine. I could only imagine him breaking in
like those retarded security commercials where the prps are scared off by the sound of the alarm. If I
hadn't been on the other side of town; if I hadn't fuckin' volunteered to take that fender-bender call... Hell
maybe if that moron could have aimed better, he could've ended janees misery and not have left her as a
fucking vegetable.
I set my hat and badge down on the bar; I can't even wear them past my shift without feeling like I'm
carrying it hundred pounds more on me. The bartender hands me the darkest beer in the house, seeing in
my exhaustion that I probably need it. We don't exchange words; words are for people who need to know
stories. If I felt like talking, I would talk. As the hitter, terrible taste of the mud hits the back of my throat,
the taste I've come accustomed to in this rotting bar, I wonder what could possibly attract a pretty girl to a
(lump like this. It's so grimy in here that even the tourists don't bother taking two looks at it. So why take
the time to enter this shithole long enough to have to exit all the way from the backl Why was she here
long enough so some ugly chud like me could let her outi
I replayed that red dress walking out of the creaking glass and wood doors, "Murphy's" emblazoned in
gold on the glass. For a moment, I think I can escape this lifC; chase her and start anew. Throw everything
away, move on, leave Janet behind; it's not like she'd he mad. The brew anchors inc to my reality, erasing
the possibility and wonder and leaving me staring at some miserable asshole cop drinking in the mirror. '
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Catherine King

The Winter's 'Tale Or, The Spring of Eurynome
A Tale Told on Pilgrimage toCantei'hurv

-

With thanks to Charles Aznavour, Pink Martini, Torn Kitt, and Mitch & Mickey
In the land of Whilom, there was a desert in which
nothing lived. A cursed young woman tried to cross it to
reach a magical spring, but she was only half\.vay across
when her curse sapped all her strength away. The gods
took pity on her and turned her into a tree, hut her tears
still flowed. Eventually a spring came up from that spot.
Her spirit watched over the waters, and she brought
healing to all those who came, and the desert slowly
bloomed. In her honor, the spring was named
"Eurynome" - that is, the wide wanderer.
Three hundred years after the Spring of Euii'nome
began to flow, a poor young man named Caleb decided
his uk was unfortunate. He had an unusual condition
that had afflicted him for as long as he could remember:
when he was emotionally agitated, or around people who
were so, he would burst into song, and often cause them
to burst into song too. This, he had decided, was not the
best way to Make Friends and Influence People. So he
bought passage on a merchant ship, The Scallop,
destined for the great city, of Biblos. As the wind filled up
the sails and the sun sparkled on the water, he kIt a song
coming on.
He didn't hold back, but leapt to the prow and sang
with all his heart,
'Take me aJfal; awaj'hio,n here!
Take inc araj u'/lcrc .sti,ili-liti:c clear!
Oh, it seems to file that my icai:s
l'Vitli a jie,, sunrce ,ii/I all <hsaj,peail'
Biblos was an amazing city, fi.ill of more people and
more kinds of people than Caleb had ever dreamed of'.
One such person was a richly dressed young man
standing beneath a woman's balcony. He was serenading
her - badly. Caleb took pity on the fellow and stepped
closer. When he did, the lovebir(I's voice became
clearer, and his words took on the truth of his heart:
"Muia bab, Isee that maybe,
)bu'rc stilla little anip'v ,jitli Inc..."
At this point a comely young woman walked past.
The rich young man's eves fbllowed her for a heat,
where he completely lost track of the song. Caleb then
noticed that the singer's eyes were purple.
The lovebird picked up his pace at once, singing
glibly,

"Cotta go lion; /10/IC you know non;
I/om'em'ou, that is a hid!
Cotta lnnii; hut(/0)) 't VU!!
Bab,; ',use I'll he hack!'
However, the way he followed the comely young
woman who was not Maria belied his words. Caleb
followed the young ma]) and accosted him outside a ham'.
The rich young man sighed with exhaustion, even from
the simple act of singing. Without imich reluctance, he
gave up pursuing his current inamorata to share a drink
with a fi'iendl v straliger.
It turned Out, the rich young man was named Rafiel.
Raliel's purple eyes indicated that he was cursed - a
genuine curse such as one gets from a divinity.
He had a weak heart; not only did he hill in love at
the dlm'oI) of a hat (and hill out as SOOfl as the hat was
picked up), but his physical heart was weak. So he was
heading for the Spring of Eurvnome to heal himself',
because all his money could not win him the forgiveness
of the goddess of love.
He and Caleb fell to talking, and Caleb saw that even
though Rafiel's heart was weak, the rich man was still
clever and sensible with coins, and not so proud as to be
insuflerable, so he asked Rafiel to accompany him to the
Spring. Raliel gladly agreed. They traveled on together.
After a month of jou i'nevs, they arrived at a poor
hamlet. There they met a girl called Loveday, with
ribbons in her hair. She a friendly thing enough,
although very foolish and lightheaded. But when she
heard that they were set lbr to the Spring of Eumynome,
she begged them to let her go with them. Then they saw
that her eves, too, were purple. But when they asked her
how she was cursed, she only gestured fiercely and told
them that part of her curse was that she could not
explain it to anyone.
Caleb and Rafiel discussed between themselves
whether to let her come along or not - who knew what
her unspeakable curse might bring to thcmi Eventually,
Out of pity, they let her join their party, now a proper
little caravan of curses and discontents.
They journeyed on a little more, and Ratiel's heart
began to trouble him, but he tried to bide it from the
others - right up until he collapsed. Loveday went in
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Joseph Marlin

The Clash: A Relationship of Music and Life
I had to go to school, and the nlusic he played is
now reflected in my musical taste. My dad is it
self titled 'dead head', meaning he Was part of the
country wide obsession surrounding The Grateful
Dead. To be attracted to The Clash, a 'd that
differs SO greatly from his usual taste, tips u- fiat
to how broad and influence they have had
music.
Between the two songs, I learned many
lessons about life that I had no idea would
influence me so heavily. How two musical styles
can mix, complement each other so seamlessly
together and yet be SO completely different. The
electric guitar from London Calling, the rashness

As the late Joe Strummer quoted before a
show, 'Here's our tunes, and we couldn't give it
flying flick whether you like them or not. In fact,
we're gonna play them even if You fucking hate
them.' A lot of words can describe the feelings
expressed in this quote. 'While it is crass and
"1tink', it carries a more important meaning for
mc that I believe is important and Contains it
better message. This quote exemplifies how The
Clash exuded individuality, purpose, and
diversity. The question "Why would you tattoo a
band on your shoulder?' has been a common
occurrence for the last four weeks of my life. I got
it tattoo of Paul Simmonen slumming his guitar
onto the stage during a concert in New York. It is
a timeless picture depicting the raw energy of
rock and roll. Its Oil lilY shoulder, my way of
paying homage to it band that has influenced my
outlook On mUSiC and, most iniportantly, life. I
get a lot of blank looks from people when I say
'It's from it Clash album.' The album is almost
archaic, being released in 1978, and many people
of my generation feel a disconnect because of this
time difference. But I find that even nowadays
the albuill speaks more about the truth of being
independent, being an adult, and finding out who
you are among the masses than IllIlY new artists.
My earliest memories evolved from this
album. When I was still small enough to curl up
in my father's lap, I would conic down the stairs
of, our small house early in the morning before lie
had left for work. Sitting on the corner of the old
beige couch closest to the VilldOW, he would
drink coffee, read the New Yorker magazine, and
listen to music. At this young age, I was first
iltr()cIuCecl to The Clash while lying on my dad's
chest, his heart heating along with the SOilS into
my ear. I would listen to their hit 'London
Calling', which many consider a punk rock
anthem, which would flow straight into the song
'.Jiminy jazz'. This happened every morning ulItil

of punk rock and the soul of rebel searching for
meaning through anger and music. Then
smoothly, it transitions into it punk, jazz, ska,
reggae story of police brutality against a iiam who
'killed' someone in a jazz club. The range of
music that influenced The Clash directly affected
how wide a variety of music I have an
appreciation for today. I can appreciate music
even when I do not like it, because The Clash
helped me realize that these artists are expressing
emotions that have influenced their lives in ways I
do not know about. I started later thinking in
middle school, why were The Clash so indecisive
about what genre of music to play, why they
would always change the tone of their albums
instead of continuing to play what worked:
Though I have always listened to rock, I
never steadfastly listen to only one genre. I never
feel like I should only listen to rock just because I
relate to its texture. I consistently change genres
depending On my mood, my surroundings, my
leeling. This influence directly stems from
listening to the broad fornls of music that The
Clash play. Instead of basing perceptions on first
impressions, I read deeply into the person, place,
music, history, or perspective that it situation
presents. This has influenced my education,
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helping me think critically about subjects, not
simply jumping to a conclusion WItlU)ut seeing all
sides of the conflict. The Clash were rebels, they
were grungy, and they could care less what people
thought of their music. This attitude and
confidence has inspired flie not to change who I
am for other people, but to rather present myself
and let others decide what they think.
I by no means consider myself wealthy simply
because I bought a tattoo. In fact it set me back
200 dollars. I consider myself lucky to he wealthy
enough to get a tattoo that means SO much to me.
What the tattoo represents to me is what I
consider my greatest wealth, my individuality. My
wealth means a lot to me, and my perceptions of
other people and their perceptions of me help
this wealth grow. The thing that is great about
music is that no matter how rich you are, you can
still live a wealthy life through music. I find
myself lucky to have a great appreciation of
music, which is composed not only of my musical

tastes, but of the history and culture behind
music, the skill required to create those sounds,
and the emotion that the song is trying to get out.
My (lad always told me to think hard before I
permanently etched something into my skin. I
honored that, considering that a tattoo is
permanent. But The Clash's influence on my life
had been etched in my brain long before I had
even considered getting a tattoo. I came to my
realization that no matter what stage I am at in
life, I cm still relate my choices back to this
British punk rock band. So when I have to
answer the question I say, "Because they remind
me how I want to live my life.' I don't want to do
drugs or play music for a living, or even wear the
same clothes that they (10. I want to embrace their
philosophical independence and diversity, their
individuality and toughness, uid their character.
My journey towards self-definition began with this
band, and continues to this day.
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Ronny Nevo
Rains' Days and Mondays
Heaps of dirt)' clothing lay in piles in front of
the heater like bored cats, stretching and kneading,
stealing our warmth. The cluttered kitchen drips
ftucet water and emits it dank odor of leftover chow
mein and broccoli beef, scatters of recipes from it
hook whout it spine. The refrigerator hums it
forgotten doo-wop tune and flips to side B. Beyond
the chintz curtains, the lights from the movie
theatre can he seen, one letter illuminated at it time.
Often I have gazed at the sign, rearranging the
letters in my mind to create something dirty,
something crude. After all, Santa is Just Satan
reorganized.
I pad quietly into the bathroom, cool
linoleum tiles below iiiy hare feet. They reflect with
a jaundice yellow, sick at their cores. I gaze into the
mirror and wonder how long it has been since its
hidden compartment had been cleaned out. Empty
floss containers probably remain, collecting (lust
like state coins, irrationally kept in cardboard slots.
Georgia with the engraved peach. Oregon's Crater
Lake. Florida. Califbrnia. Ohio. The towels need to
he washed.
I return to the bedroom, sit on the 40% oil"
rocking chair and stare at you. How beautiful you
seem. Flow peaceful and innocent. The moon
arched around the earth, causing the slivers of light
to caress various objects. Gertrude Stein's objects
float through my mind, tingles of Barnes and
Nobles cafes-within-bookshops. A carafe, that is a
blind glass. Slowly I unfold my legs from beneath
me. They tingle with near-sleep. I flex and crack my
toes arid heels. Shiver.
Sitting next to the alarm clock on the
nightstand, I gaze into your shut eyes. "Gabe." I call
you to wake up but you do not even stir. I lean
forward. "Gabe." I feel like Orpheus, playing his
music to call his wife hack from the afterlife. But

she responded to his postcard tune. Your shut eyes
flash "Return to Sender" and I sigh.
I toss clothing off the bed and climb in,
pulling covers over my panties and t-shirt. My feet,
airplane cabin cold, find yours and attempt to
freeze you back to awareness. An instant recoil
spasns through your body and I Cannot be sure
that it wasn't it "falling dream." Desperation dawns
like it smoker caught in 30 degree rain, lamely
attempting to light a limply wet cigarette with damp
matches. Smoke billowing quickly. Maybe it's in it
hurry to get to heaven.
I reach out arid touch your smooth chest,
work iiiy hands up your body. Hands PiIU5e briefly,
fingering an ancient artiflict, weighing fruit in
Middle Eastern alley stores. Continuing, I find your
collarbone with my hand, feel your scar on the
ridges of my fingerprints. "It was stupid," you had
011CC said. "I was skiing and I crashed into it tree.
Broke it in two places. It hurt like it bitch." I
thought hack to my own skiing mishap, which now
seemed impotent and incomparable to yours. Mine
was only an inconvenience.
I 1)10w air into your ear to revive you, but You
swat my breath away like it fly with your cowlail of a
hand. "Gabe," I whisper again. "Hm" you sleepily
respond. "Gabe," I repeatedly urge, "wake up
now.
Your butterfly eves flutter open. "What is it"
You glance at the clock. The alarm won't he going
off fbr ariother few hours. I feel eyes settle onto my
your hands pulling me to sleep. Gently, I rest
my chin on your chest and look at you. Now that
you are awake, I don't know what to say.
"Sort-\, to have woken you," I lamely begin, lying.
"I needed to tell someone how beautiful the night is
and what the streets smell like in the rain."
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Melissa Saniarin

Welcome to Downtown Fullerton
A rush of wind blows ni)' hair, a car honks its
horn, and the smell of exhaust wafts past as I stroll (lowl)
the sidewalk: this is Downtown Fullerton. It is the
Orange County equivalent to Uptown Whittier because
of its parallel location near a college, thriving commercial
and residential sectors, and 'quaint' atmosphere. I chose
Fullerton for precisely this reason, as I thought it would
he a great comparison to a city I walk through almost
ever' (lay.
Perhaps because I do frequent uptown
Whittier, I might not he as observant of it anymore, but
as I of) jectively sauntered (low]) the boulevard in
Fullerton, I noticed some interesting, yet subtle, things
on the street. Much of Fullerton is easily overlooked
from a car, but as it pedestrian, I was struck with the
composition of this portion of the city.
Being close to a college campus, the landscape
of Downtown Fullerton is rather typical; shops,
restaurants, and of course bars of all kinds line the
checkerboard grid of the city with Harbor Boulevard as
the main and most travelled thoroughfitre. It is separated
from the rest of Fullerton by an obvious conglomeration
of shops, a change to quaintly written street signs, plenty
of parking Spaces, and more pedestrian accessibility.
Thus, nw derive began.
Upon arriving, I first noticed that there were many bright
teal park benches lining the walkways. They were
scattered every so often near these beautifully manicured
planters and well-groomed trees, making these benches
seem the perfect locales for stopping from a strenuous
shopping spree (or particularly heavy night at the bar).
They arc ideal as long as von don't mind the view. If
you don't mind gazing out upon a rushing river of
nonstop traffic, a sparsely filled parking lot, or a decrepit
looking alley \'a' (luring your moment of respite, then
these benches truly are funtastic resting spots. Too bad I
did not see a single person sitting on a bench, although
an older lady (lid set her l)UF5C on one while she waited
for a bus.
Never mind the benches though. If you are in
Fullerton, you most likely aren't going to want to sit
down anvways. There are too man)' shops to browse
through. Dozens of stores dedicated to clothes, bath and
body, kitchen, antiques, shoes, hooks, and interior
design line the main street. In fact, there are so man)' of

these tiny store lionts that most of them try to grab a
passerby's attention, and (10 SO through a variety of ways.
In these store windows, I saw an extremely elaborate
version of Santa's village complete with moving train,
huge signs advertizing 60% off sales, Christmas lights
framing picturesque salons, and - my fuvorite mannequins standing outside store fronts. These
mannequins, typically hookende(l by a clearance rack of
clothes, are particularly good at catching the attention of
it prospective customer. The)' are quite visible and eyecatching, especially when they are hanging on it noose. I
don't think this particular store owner meant to (10 this,
but I was struck by a certain mannequin clad in a red
coat and black pants hanging by its neck from a post and
hook in the middle of the sidewalk. Apparently these
shop clerks weren't as disturbed as I was by a womanly
figure suspended by her neck, but then again with this
recession going on, I suppose people are trying
everything in order to attract business.
Downtown Fullerton also has it barrage of
restaurants to choose from after you are finished with
and furnished from your full day of shopping, most of
which boast a lull bar and lounge. As I strolled past
mans' of these restaurants in the late afternoon, I
detected the beginnings of Italian, Mexican, and
Mediterranean dinners, which smelled absolutely
delectable. Coupled with the aroma of colice (and no
doubt wine on it Friday night), I can see how Fullerton
could easily entice a hungry pedestrian. Their selection
of restaurants and bars cater to Al sorts of people;
themes range from: Western, Asian, modern, French, or
retro. My favorite was a bar called Cherch. Granted the
Spelling Was oil, but considering a beautiful white
Methodist Church actually does stand it block away from
this infamous bar, I found it veil' ironic. I know Chcrch
isn't meant to he it place of worship, but I could not help
laughing that it bar, the ultimate place of secular
enjoyment, shares it name with the ultimate place of holy
piety. I honestly don't know what to make of this
metaphor and correlation.
In any case, these bars and restaurants are all
within walking distance of each other, and I imagine (or
rather know having been one of these bar hoppers
myself) that people do bounce from restaurant to
restaurant on a Friday or Saturday night. But today, they
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that the city wants its visitors to experience Fullerton.
The image was not realistic at all, (in order to be so, it
would need to include houses crowding the hills, a rush
of cal-s, trucks, -u::d UVs in the foregi-ound, and a mess
of stoi-efi-onts and window displays). In any case, this is
just another instance of the myth of urban spectacle.
Downtown Fullerton is a nice place, don't get me wrong,
but it is certainly not caught in a time warp of the 1920s.
However, using this nostalgic sentiment is a classic way to
appeal to people looking to conic to a city and enjoy
thoroughly themselves, like they did in the 'good old
(lays'. And this is Downtown Fullerton.
Where are All the People:>
In a city, that is built with nice curvy sidewalks,
park benches every few feet, and ample stores to mill
around in, the only thing that was missing in this urban
mix was people. Interestingly, the sidewalks were
uncannily clean, but also uncannily devoid of
pedestrians. In hict, the word that came to mind as I
was strolling down one street was: sterile. There are an
oddly large amount of bright Christmas decorations and
hint music playing (which the roaring traffic could
obviously not benefit Iron>), yet no people to enjoy it.
As a matter of fact, I came across two apropos signs in an
antique shop window that eerily captut-ed this absence of
people. One said "On the Au -" and the other said
"Applause". It was as if the store was trying to conduct a
non-existent passing population. I was literally the only
person around when I saw these signs in the window and
it is an odd feeling to walk by a sign that directs VOL] to
applause when there is no crowd around in which to
applause with. I am sure that if we froze traffic,
evacuated the cars, and gathered everyone around that
window, we could certainly have created applause worthy
of a concert, but isolated in their an-conditioned
vehicles, the people in Fullerton were ill no shape to
notice these details in the store fronts. The stores in
Fullerton are hunched up together, making then> the
perfect composition for pedestrians to take advantage of,
but this layout is easily zoomed past at 30 mph.
To be fair, thei-c svci-e a kw people on foot or
on hike during my trip. However, out of the 2.5 or so
people I crossed paths with, only 4 of them were women
(two teenagers, one college student on a skateboard, and
one old lady). The rest were all men, and peculiar men
at that. Most had backpacks and unkempt facial hair
(perhaps college students or (litre I say those down and
out...) and many were Hispanic men 01> their bikes. I
(lid 5CC one African American man with dreadlocks, but

were all virtually empty. Of course, I was wandering
around in between meal times, but the only person I saw
at one of these joints was a lone man sitting on the
terrace of an Italian restaurant smoking a cigar and
(lnnking a glass of something I am sure was not simply
iced tea. No matter, it's always live o'clock somewhere.
This dichotomy of bars and churches (there are
about four churches and a Christian book store flanking
all sides of 1)owntown Fullerton) is not isolated, for there
are also several dichotomies on the streets. The shops
on Harbor were all lined up and lit perfectly next to each
other like a set of Legos. This particular street was also
ti-ce-lined, speckled with matching teal benches and trash
cans, landscaped, laid out with scrolled sidewalks, and
was surprisingly free of trash. Lights glazed the trees in
the center divider and big beautiful lampposts stamped
the corners of intersections. It is the peilect example of
urban spectacle.
However, turn down any side street and things
are slightly different. The streets are still relatively clean
and the buildings still quaint, but the fronts are older
looking, there are gaps between buildings, sonic empty
lots, construction sites, and a series of not-as-ritzy shops:
liquor stores, hardware stores, pawn shops, and even a
bail bondsman.
I was still impressed by the lack of graffiti
overall in Downtown Fullerton though. In hict, I only
saw one instance of it during my entire journey. I had
turned down a side street and noticed a back door facing
a parking lot that was splattered with markings.
Although, I wouldn't even consider it legitimate graffiti,
because it looked more like purple smudges.
Nonetheless, it was a door I would not v:u>t to enter on
my own. I don't know if this lack of graffiti indicates
anything about the demographics of Fullerton or i i was
merely in a 'better' part of town, but it is interesting still
how these public marks symbolize the amount of
safeness on the streets. It is as if grafliti is a barometer of
how dangerous a neighborhood is; thus judging by the
relative absence of it in Fullerton, I suppose I was in a
very good area.
On the other hand, sanctioned public art is also
a sign of the scale of a neighborhood. On a corner, I
came across a wall mural sketch of Fullerton above a
series of newspapers. It portrayed a Spanish-style
building with rolling hills in the background and an old
car parked on the side, a picture reminiscent of the past,
because none of these elements exist at all in Fullerton
today. Yet I got the impression that this is exactly the way
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he just stared inc (l()sVfl as I passed. In fact, not it single

in Sao Paulo, Beijing, Helsinki, and Vladivostok, all in

passerby ever tittered a word as I walked by. 1 must
admit, there were moments, especially as I was walking

one glance.
And still, this was not the only public clock in Fullerton.
A ways down on it side seF, the Fullerton Community

down it side Street with no cars, that 1' iertamly wanted to
reach it iiaiii thoioi.ighfitre as soon as possible.
Perhaps this is all it reflection of the fact that
this was a Monday
( ) I idav afternoon and not a Saturday night,
but it is it hit strange and rather disappointing to see that
so niaiiv people V0Lild rather travel inside their own
vehicles 0 also only ever saw two buses) than experience
life in Fullerton on the sidewalk. You can see so much
more on foot taking in the storefronts, listening to the
Christmas music, smelling the cafes, catching the tail end
of it heated store interior as it door closes, burning
calories.., this must he an indication of the Southern
Calif'ornian mentality that the use of cars far outweighs
the use of our feet and the benefits of walking.
What Time is it again?
Iii this age of cell phones, I hardly think anyone
even wears watches much anymore, except of course in

Bank building, which looked like it had been built in the
fifties, (and probably had) displayed both the time in
digital format as well as the temperature. This clock was
no doubt a remnant of some past era when cell phones
still were not common and being able to tell the
temperature and digitized time was both technologically
advanced and convenient. Unfortunately, both these
functions can also he easily achieved through a cell
phone or blackberry, as long as you have an internet
connection. However, not having my cell phone in
hand, I (lid appreciate knowing that it was 56 degrees
outside, and I thanked myself for bringing my jacket.
Although once again, I (lid not even notice what
the time was from this clock. What this indicates to me
is that our society has obviously become so regimented
Oil time that people are becoming immune to it. Looking
hack, I had absolutely no idea of what time it was the
entire time I was walking (even though these clocks were
staring me in the fitce throughout my stroll) until I got a
phone call. Even then, after I finished talking and put my
phone back in n' purse, I had to grab it again because I
had already forgotten: what time is it again?
STOP Telling Me What to Do
I honestly never realized how much a city is
really planned out. Of course there is the discipline and

the name of fashion. Thercfbre, it struck me as
particularly interesting that its I strolled around Fullerton,
I came across several clocks on public display. The first
was placed on top of a lamppost and had a beautiful ftce
in Roman numerals with a scrolled frame. It was,
naturally, in the center of the main thoroughfiu'e. I
honestly did not even notice what time it was by that
clock, although I (lid notice the old-fashioned, Lion, the
H'itehi, and the lVajthobc lamppost look about it. I
guess it was ten after four when I (lid see it, but that is
precisely what was so ironic about this ('lock and why it
was even there.
First of' all, this ('lock was located among the
central shopping/bar area, and I assume most shop
keepers and restaurant owners would want their
customers to feel as if the city was timeless as they

profession of city planning, but this term did not impact
me until I started wandering around the city. It struck me
in Fullerton that cities are not just planned, they arc
literally dictated. Every street corner, sidewalk, curl),
alleyway, and intersection is adorned with some sort of
sign telling its what to do. Naturally we encounter these
signs incessantly white driving, but I don't think any of its
i-edize how bizarre or mundane some of these signs truly

strolled along the streets, in order to spend more time
and money there. However, this giant clock stands
overlooking the pedestrians and reminds them of how

are.
Signs are ftintastic inventions for it city; without them
people would he running red lights, zooming down
streets, and causing major traffic jams, but we are
seriously inundated with them. Because I was walking, I
was truly able to appreciate how much of the basic city
plan - the streets and sidewalks - can he physically read,

much less time they have to enjoy their day. I am
assuming that this structure was there merely fbr
decoration and to recreate a nostalgic atmosphere of
when a City clock was necessary for the entire town, but it
seemed rather pointless to me here. If any one wanted to
know what time it was, I can almost bet the first thing
they would turn to would be their cell phone or
blackberry where they could not only get the time, with
seconds included, here in Fullerton, California, but also

and in most cases repeated. As 1 approached a corner
intersection, there was a stop sign. But the word 'stop'
was also painted on the ground. This double reminder
can he interpreted its either an added precaution or an
insult to a driver. If a driver cannot spot it red reflecting
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Sip], they should not be driving. But it just struck mc as
funny how almost every stop sign in the cityy, w repeated
like this. This particular One was even mounted on a

traditional press buttons, but censored switches that
would make a beep when your finger touched the center
of the dial. The post also had the proverbial signs with

fancy Lgl post to bring extra attention to it.
But Stop signs are not the only double duty

arrows pointing which way that button is to control of;
and in many cases these corner posts also served as a

indicators on the road. On another particulatv
complicated intersection where you could not go straight
but only turn left or right, a 'right turn only' sign was

local bulletin board f'or poster and fliers. I am assuming
the reason Fullerton used these teal metal frames as stop
lights is that they ale sturdier and less environmentally

repeated on both sides of the road and painted on the
road itsell Coupled with two stop signs and a 'no
parking anytime' sign, I would he it little afraid to ride
nw hike on this section of' sidewalk for fear of getting
tangled in the posts. It is not that I don't appreciate all
the extra warnings about traffic rules in this part of town,
because in a predominantly shopping, dining, and
entertainment location I am sure there are many a drunk
drivers and careless pedestrians on the road. But as in
the case of this corner, the signs seem a hit excessive.
All I can say is that it's a good thing that Fullerton does

damaging than wooden posts and because they don't
accept staples for fliers like wood does. But, people still
managed to tape up announcements on these corner
signposts, demonstrating the utter malleability of the
cit.
Even the roads themselves had some interesting
signs labeled on them. One read "taxi cab 8pm to 2am",
which I am assuming is mostly in reference to the
weekends. However, it was rather funny to see that while
the other side of the street was packed with cars, this
whole section was empty because of these yellow stripes

not have any one way streets.

on the curb. Even though the words clearly stated it only
applied from 8-2, people still avoided this zone. Clearly,

Even the 'miles per hour' were constantly
repeated every kw fict on the road. This is particularly
helpful because nothing is worse than getting ticketed for
speeding in an area where the speed limit is not

people in cities are just so used to obeying traffic lass
and regulations and recognize the color coded nature of
the city. Red, yellow, orange, and all the hot colors
always seem to indicate some sort of warning and I just
think people have become accustomed to this, which is

accessibly posted, but it was hilarious to see just how
many times 25mph was plastered across this
tlmroughfue.
But my favorite sign was a random post crookedly
standing in the center front of it narrow alleivav that

not necessarily a bad thing. But what it tells inc is that
we have clearly become conditioned to respond to not
only words and phrases, but also the colors they are
presented to its in Ill-ball settings.

said: "No motor vehicles". What was so ironic about
this posting is that five feet behind it was a hill grown tree
in the center of the alleyway that would not allow any

\Vith so many sti niuli bombarding us in it city,
traffic laws have to compete with being noticed by
people, so they resort to bright colors and repeated

vehicle bigger than a mo-ped to get through anyway. Not
to say that the sign was not helpful, but I would like to
see a car or truck even try and pass into this alleyway.
These are signs that I am sure I would have miever
noticed nor at least given it second thought to had I been
in my car. But being a pedestrian in this city gave me an

phrases. I appreciate all the cllkrts that the city planners
(to kw its citizens in trying to regulate and order this
urban locale that can all too easily become chaotic.
However, I cannot help smirking at how much they (10
dictate the flow of, the city, and how it is displayed.

entirely dificrent experience and read like an entirely
different narration. For instance, the buttons you press to
cross the street were rather unusual. They were not

Fullerton, like nearly every other modern city is truly a
Word City
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Emily Baeza

What's Your Blood lvpe? 0 Positive or Middle Class:
An Analytical Essay on Dracula, Van Helsing and Blood
Standing in one collier, with an ivory

attempts to seduce these immen, Van Helsing is serving

moustache atop a simpering smile and towering height,

as a keeper of order and organization. This was because

your favorite nocturnal leech, is everyone's favorite

the British Empire kared that the blend of peoples

Valiipire: Count Dracula. And across the ring, a withered

would lead to their (lcniise (AxWound). The Count is

red-haired Dutchman glares, taunting his adversary with

meant to represent everything the British Enipire feared

what seems to he a crucifix, the challenger: Dr. Abraham

(i.e. racial degeneration). He is not of it pure bloodline

Van Helsing. These men may seem physically

and is not shameful as "We Szckelys have a tight to he

unmatched to fice each other but, however, are perfect

proud, for in our veins flows the blood of many brave

rivals in Brain Stoker's Dracula. Set in nineteenth

iices.....(p. 40). This usage of blood indicates that it is

century England and Eastern Europe, the novel brings

closely tied to race. Dracula's mixture of race, or blood,

focus to the prjudice of the middle-class onto those of

is allegorical to that of the Celts and Irish. The very

the lower-class due to a period of overcrowding and

backdrop of Castle Dracula, Transvlvania, is reminiscent

mass immigration. Dr. Van Helsing's relationship to the

of Irish folklore. This impurity of blood was despised

Count embodies the racism and class discrimination of

and antagonized social expectations. By presenting the

the Victorian era in Europe, as seen most thoroughly in

romantic cordiality of Van Helsing alongside the savage

the scenes depicting Dracula's vamping of Lucy

antics of the Count, Stoker builds afoil between the

Westenra, her subsequent blood transfusions, and the

characters as they magnify each others' strengths and

professor's progressive scientific practices.

weaknesses.

Dracula, the doppelganger of Van Helsing,

In the Victorian era, England saw niass

challenges the strict moral codes and etiquette by which

emigrations of Irish peoples who had experienced

Van Helsing lives by. The professor was a man of God,

horrors such as ftmine and poverty and sought it better

just enough to carry out "God's will" (p. 432), and just

life. This fusion of middle-class Englishmen and lower-

inadequately enough to consider the possibilities of

class Irish only amplified the Victorian obsession with

supernatural solutions to a supernatural problem. This is

purity and clarity of distinction among (lillerent groups

evident within the scenes of Dracula's vanipings of Lucy.

of people by nieans of lace and nationality. By Dracula

Dracula, in a manner much against that of the gracious

preying upon English women, lie is going against what

courting of the Victorian cii, enters the root)) of an

was socially acceptable and indulging in their kar of

engaged woman in the (lark of night to indulge in the

losing purity w'ithin bloodlines. In opposition, Van

transmission of bodily fluids. This kind of behavior

Helsing dictates who can and cannot participate in

antagonizes the very fhbric of Van Helsing's cultured

Lucy's blood transfusions. He points out, " lArthur, her

protocol. His respect for the sanctity of marriage is

fiancél is so young and strong and of blood so pure that

wife who is

we need not defibrinate it," (p. 149). By "defibrinate",

"alive by Church's law, though no wits, all gone." (p.

the professor is refei-ring to the process of unclotting the

buttressed by his mention of his deceased

211). It was custom in Victorian England for the

blood. Blood types were unknown at the time, making

mourning of a loved one to he publicized and lengthy

this screening method extremely precarious. Suggesting

(morbid outlook). That which was kept most private and

this means that lie assumes Arthur, a middle-class

secretive was sex via an uptight civilization. Contrary to

Englishmen, has the strong blood that Lucy needs,

this, Stoker lrescilts Dracula who nonchalantly "courts"

judging only his appearance and class status. He

his first victim, Lucy, in it public setting (atop a Cliff) and

continues to attribute Arthur, her "brave young lover,"

his second victim, Mimi, in it very perverse manlier,

by saying that "lie is the more strong and young than

having her suck the blood from all

me," (1).150). By doing so, he is screening the possible

OPCI)

wound oil his

chest. The Count's whole manner is anathema to him as

participants and classifying thcni by strength and

these incidents of vamping ruin the sanctity of holy

appearance. Furthermore, he disapproves of allowing

matrimony. By actively trying to resist the Count's

Lucy's lower-class servants its he "karisl to trust those
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women, even if they would have courage to submit,"
(1).180). Although Lucy is in a great state of peril and
quick action is necessary, he refuses to ask her maids for
their aid. Van Helsing continues this filtering POCCS5
throughout Lucy's four blood transfusions. The
professor always chose the best man by his appearance,
without regard of medical history of disease or health.
This is referring to the screening of migrated peoples as
they passed or arrived in England. At the time, it was
common fbr British scientists to classify the lower-class
1w sole appearance. The 'index of nigrcsccnce," invented
by physician ,John Beddoe, was a formula to identify the
racial components of a given people. It was believed that
certain laces differed by not only physique, but character
(i.e. "refined features of the British meant a "superior"
character). Anthropologists went so far as to measure
skulls to assign people a "race" based on the placement
of their jaw (Racism). Van Helsing's process mirrors this
socially acceptable method of assessing others and
resonates the British disdain of Irish people. This was
because the British Empire feared that the blend of
peoples would lead to their demise (AxWound). The
Count is meant to represent everything the British
Empire feared (i.e. racial degeneration). He is not of a
pure bloodline and is not shameful as "We Szckelys
have a right to be proud, fhr in our veins flows the blood
of many brave races----- (p. 40). This usage of blood
indicates that it is closely tied to race. Dracula's mixture
of race, or blood, is allegorical to that of the Celts and
Irish. The s'ciy backdrop of Castle Dracula,
Transylvania, is reminiscent of Irish folklore. This
impurity of blood was despised and antagonized social
expectations. Evidently, Stoker presents his "impure"
title character as an Irishmen and the antagonist of the
English vampire hunters.
At the turn of the century, or the Industrial
Revolution, the overall growth of urban England
propelled the advancements of medicine and surgical
practices. Embodying this veil' movement is Van Helsing
as he is quick to suggest the then-innovative practice of
blood transfusions to salvage the drained Luc. "There
must be a transfusion of blood at once. Is it you or me,"
(p.147). The succinct diction he implicates to present
such a modern practice emphasizes his initiative.

Similarly, he is familiar with the operation he plans to
use against Lucy by saying "I shall cut off hei' head arid
fill her mouth with garlic, and I shall drive a stake
through her body." His ability to connect suia'rnatural
medicine with modern day practices further magnifies
his superiority over the muddle-blooded Dracula. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, Dracula is a man, fbi' lack
of a better word, who lives in the past. As previously
noted, he takes pride in his Szekelv blood and the
accomplishments of his ancestors. Van Helsing is able to
lead a teun of vampire hunters, whereas Dracula works
alone. This team consists of' a Dutchman, Englishmen
and an American. This fusion of cultures in an effort to
defeat the Un-dead being provokes the idea of racial
supremacy over the invading people, or Dracula or the
Irish. The hunters are able to adapt to new places and
travel easily, as oppose the Count who seeks stability in
his coffin or Castle in Transylvania. The ability to adiust
to a changing setting reiterates the supreme
characteristics othci's hold over the Irish.
Blood is much more than just that which allows
its to live as it flow's through us. To Van Helsing, it was
the holder of race that perpetuated class discrimination.
So you don't only have to watch out for Dracula sucking
your soul, but also for the impurities that occur once
your bloods mix!
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Julia-Ellen Spi-uill-Smith
Joliti Milton and Philip Larkin:
iraditional and Contemporary Discussions of Time

Despite the three-hundred-year gap between
john Milton and Philip Larkin's published works, their
ideas regarding time and the Ii tinian experience seem to
echo each other quite strongly. Milton's three most
personal sonnets, numbered 7, 19, and 22, present
cOncerns about his own identity and purpose as a poet in
relation to "the subtle thief of youth," also known as
Time. Knowing that all humans, including himself, are
subject to the inevitable rape of Time forces Milton to
consider how to best utilize his life. Similar sentiments
are Ihund in the post-World War II poet of Philip
Larkin. Often criticized fbr being morbid, Larkin
fcuiesslv addresses ideas of (leath throughout his works,
particularly in his poems titled "Next, Please" and
"Aubade." While similarities can he found in Milton and
Larkin's poetry, a major difference lies in their religious
affiliations which undoubtedly affects the messages
present in their work. Yet both poets' careftil
consideration of the impermanent human condition are
artlulh' presented through their poetry and offir timeless
food for thought about the significance of our human
experience.
Milton wrote Sonnet 7 in the early 1630s,
around the time of his twenty-third birthday. At this
point in his life hc was at the end of his collegiate studies
and was anxious to delve into his life's work as a great
English poet. Sonnet 7 discusses his concerns about how
much of his life had already past and how little lie felt lie
had to show lbr it. The sonnet begins, "How soon bath
Time the subtle thief of youth, /Stol'ii on his wing my
three and twentieth year!" (1'&l' 141, lines 1-2). These
opening lines reveal Milton's anxiety about the
relentlessness of Time and in, personifying it, assigns a
certain forcefulness of character, thereby acknowledging
that lie had no control over its course. He wrote that his
hasting (lays "no bud or blossom shew'th" (P&P 144,
line 4), which implies his failure to produce any work of
greatness vet in his life that had already seen twenty-three
years. It is clear in the first quatrain of Sonnet 7 that
Milton was very fbcused on his legacy and purpose in
life, and lie comprehensibly articulated his astonishment
about the rapidity of time for a single human. Despite
the anxieties demonstrated in the beginning of the
sonnet, Milton confronts the notion of his death head on

by the end in writing, "Yet be it less or more, or soon or
slow, /It shall be still in strictest measure even! To that
same lot, however niean or high, /Toward which Time
leads me, and the will of Heaven..." (P&P 144, lines 912). By the end, Milton seems to accept his fate as a
mortal man, using this acceptance as a kind of strength to
persevere in his life "As ever in my great Taskmaster's
eye "(l'&P 144, line 14). This last line when Milton
references the Taskmaster he is, of course, referring to
his god and more specifically the parable of the laborers
ill the vineyard found in Matthew 20:1-16, in which the
Taskmaster declares "Thus the last shall be first, aiid the
first last." This is significant to Milton's perseverance
because it highlights his acknowledgement of his
powerlessness over Time and the will of the Taskmaster
(i.e. God).
In Sonnet 19 Milton again contemplated his
purpose as a poet and, being at another turning point in
his life, was fbrccd to reconsider his efforts. This sonnet,
written approximately twenty years after Sonnet 7,
revolves around Milton's newly acquired blindness and
how being blind greatly affected his sense of purpose and
identity as a poet. In Sonnet 7 Milton was focused on the
obstacle of Tinie in relation to his life's work, but in
Sonnet 19 lie is fbcused on his blindness as an obstacle
amidst the ever p•eet Time. Milton develops a sense
of frustration and impatience throughout this sonnet,
uncertain of why Cod has dealt him this hand. Being a
highly driven mall, Milton seemed enormously troubled
by his blindness and unsure of how to continue his work
especially since lie had yet to complete his greatest work
PaflKhsC

In the first quatrain of Sonnet 19 Milton
expresses his feelings of uselessness when he writes "that
onc talent which is death to hide,! Lodged with me
useless, though nw soul more bent.....(1'&P 157, lines 34). Milton recognized that his talent as a poet should not
be kept from the world, but felt that it was trapped inside
him without his ability to see, and in spite of his strong
determination to share the gift. The climax of the sonnet
seems to conic in line seven, when he imagines chiding
God by asking, "Doth God exact my labor, light
(leluCdL"' (P&P 157, line 7). How is he expected to
continue his work in complete darkness, for the duration
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ill) had habits of expectancy—Watching from a bluff the
tiny, clear,/Sparkling armada of promises draw near.
How slow they are! And how much time they wastej
Refusing to make hastd "(Larkin, pg. .50). The Opening
of this poem describes the human tendency to waste
time thinking about the future or preparing for a fiitui-c
that probably never comes. The metaphor that Larkin
uses of the "sparkling armada" effectively characterizes
the experience of looking with endless hope towards the
promises of the future, whatever they might he for an
individual,
Itial, and anxiously awaiting their arrival without
taking note of the present. Utrkin continues, "it's No
sooner present than it turns to past. !Right to the last"
(Larkin, pg. .50). It seems that what Larkin is trying to
convey here is that setting up expectations for the future,
planning out time before it has occurred, only leads to
grave disappointment. It is easy to think that each
promise of the future will "heave to and unload /All
good into our lives, all we are owed! For waiting so
devoutly and so long. /But we are wrong..."(Uirkin, pg.
.50). Time is unforgiving and unstopping. Each
expectancy of the future - writing it masterpiece,
marriage, children - occurs momentarily in our lives and
then is over, turned to past. Nothing is certain in human
existence except the "black-Sailed unfamiliar" ship also
known as death. While this may seen) fatalistic, it is in
flict totally realistic, and after reading Milton's sonnets it
seems likely that he would resonate with Larkin's
approach.
Similarly in "Aubade, " Larkin further discusses
death and the human fear of accepting it as our fate:
"The mind blanks at the glare ... The good not (lone, the
love not given, time/ Torn oil unused..." (Larkin, pg.
190). Human beings (10 not like to think of their death
because it has been socialized to be a tragic and shocking
event, when in reality everyone must (lie and it does not
have to be such a dreaded fact. Perhaps if humans were
to accept their death befbre it happened, they could
appreciate the present that they are alive in; thc could
make better use of it; they could be liberated by this idea
instead of oppressed by it. What Larkin seems to
emphasize about the fear of death and time is that when
we meet it we will have no choice but to accept it, for
"Death is no different whined at than withstood"(Larkin,
pg. 191). Knowing this now, however, while there is still
time left in our lives could dispel fear and encourage its
to live our lives instead of pretend they will never end
and waste them away holding out for a fuiture that holds
no hands and keeps no promises - except one.

of his time 01) cart]) : Tin)C being such a J)FCCiOUS
clement of human existence, as discussed in Sonnet 7 in combination with his blindness - makes the notion of
eternal darkness, i.e. death, even more real for Milton at
this stage in his life. But again, he must persevere. And
SO he does, as seen in the following few lines when he
acknowledges that his chiding would serve no purpose that "'Cod (10th not need! Either man's work or his own
gifts ...... (I'&l' 157, lines 9-10). This humbling realization
that "his IGod'sI state Is kingly" perhaps reassured
Milton that he was not the only one attempting to live
according to God's will; that he was not being punished
by Cod with blindness because Cod does not rely on
even the great talent of.John Milton. Nonetheless his
blindness was a huge road block for Milton, iuid through
Sonnet 19 we as readers are able to gain a sense of his
dilemma and JXui).
Univ a few years following Sonnet 19, Milton
wrote Sonnet 22, in which lie again discussed his
blindness but seemed much more at ease about his state.
He wrote that his eyes had forgotten their sight in the few
yeius that they had been without it, seemingly as a way of
saying that he had come to terms with his blindness, a
drastically different position when compared to Sonnet
19. He wrote, "Yet I argue not Against Heaven's hand or
will ... but still hear UI) and steer! Right oinvard" (P&P
160-161, lines 7-9). Milton's new lound strength and
confidence, he says, is derived from knowing that he lost
his sight defending England, and no task is more noble.
Thercfire although he has no more sight, he does not
feel that he lost it for an unworthy cause. Milton wrote,
"This thought might lead mc through the world's vain
masque! Content though blind, had I no better guide"
(P&P 161, lines 13-14).
The progression of Milton's thought
concerning his identity is initially tested in Sonnet 7 by
the notion of time and later tested in Sonnet 19 and
Sonnet 22 by his blindness. By the end of Sonnet 22,
Milton has seemingly accepted his fate as a man and,
further, as
blind man. His discussions of U me and
PUfl)OSC throughout the three sonnets lead him to this
place of confidence and acceptance. Milton recognized
that he would not live eternally on earth, but was
determined to leave behind it legacy of great poetry by
using his talent and time to the fullest.
The poetry of Philip Iirkin parallels mans' of
the ideas that Milton presents in his sonnets with regard
to the impermanence of life. In his poem "Next, Please"
Larkin writes, "Always too eager for the future, we/ Pick
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While 1)0th Milton and Larkin contemplate
similar ideas regarding the hLin)aiI condition in their
poetry, their thoughts ultimately move in separate
directions. For Milton, the discussion of Time leads him
to the consideration of death, which for a faithfi.il
Christian leads to the ascension into heaven; Milton is
moving up. Larkm's understanding of death and time,
however, is much more final (Larkin was not a religious
man), and is therefore moving down. As Milton's time
passes he moves closer to the kingdom of heaven, but as
Larkin's time passes, he moves closer to mere death.

Because for Milton there is the prospect of a ilk after
death, Time as a force seems to be of greater interest to
him in his poctry than death alone, whereas death alone
seems more interesting to Larkin than the force t lime
leading to a place that he does not believe in. Despite
these dillerences in their views, Milton and Larkin still
seem to he pushing the sanie idea that in spite of
impending death, our lives have worth and deserve to he
experienced whole heartedly.
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Mary Helen Truglia

"What if the Duchess Should Speak?": Speech, Silence, and Submission in 77w Duchess ofMalli
For her discourse, it is so lull of rapture,
You only will begin then to he sorry
When she doth end her speech, and wish, in wonder,
She held it less vain-gloiy to talk much
Than your pCl)iulce to hear her: whilst she speaks,
She throws upon a man so sweet a look,
.and to dote
On that sweet countenance; but in that look
There speaketh so divine a continence,
As cuts oil all lascivious and vain hope.
(Webster, The Duchess ofMa/li I.ii.112-17,19-22)
The Duchess of Maui is ostensibly ii story of
resistance of a young widow who actively defies her
brothers' wishes and refuses to he constrained by (male)
authority. While her brothers, Ferdinand and the
Cardinal, "would not have her marry again" (Li.265), she
sets out to do so in the name of love, declaring: "If all my
royal kindred / Lay in my way unto this marriage, / I'ld
make them nw low foot-steps" (I.i.348-50). When she
does marry Soon after, she not only marries in secret, she
also marries out of her high social class, choosing
Antonio Bologna, her household steward. Beibre we
know it, she has also had several children - provocative
signs to her brothers (who have little room to talk) of a
sexuality gone wild, when in reality they are the product
of a legal and loving marriage. Her actions peg her as a

woman willing and eager to fight back, to prevent anyone
from taking charge of her body and desires. She does
have grounds fbr asserting such authority. She is
., after
all, an aristocratic widow with claims on a duchy and with
autonomy so legitimate that her brothels must use
clandestine means to restrain her. Yet at stake in the play
is not merely the question (or problem) of a widow's
unique rights, independence, and power and how they
can or cannot be contained by male authority. At issue
too is the prospect of kmale selffshioning and the kind
of voice and agency it carries.
Though in part The Duchess of Ma/li
dramatizes what men can (IC) to women, at its core is
rather what women can (10 to men by the act of being
submissive. That the duchess will act on her will comes
as no surprise, given her initial asides. What is puzzling,
and revealing, however (especially since she seems to
have married as much to exhibit her autonomy as to
satisfy herself), is that she does so through submission.
On the one hand, she dares "old wives" to report that
she "winked, and chose a husband" (l.i.355-6). On the
other, she keeps her move into mamage and sexuality
under close cover. When the "deadly air" (III.i.56) of a
"scandalous report" (I1I.i.47) actually approaches her,
her honor, and her brothers, she proclaims her
innocence. In the face of the suspecting Ferdinand, she
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denies the truth and assures him that she will many only
"for [his] honor" (III.i.44). Pretending to he deeply
troubled by rumors "touching Ilied honor" (IILi.48) and
help1ss to intervene, she leaves the remedy in his hands.
It is ônly later, when he overhears her speaking of her
closetel sex life (she thinks to Antonio), that she
confesses to her marriage. Yet when she does, she
strategically hides her husband's identity and his
Pi0hlC1)Thtic social standing through her careful choice of
words and underplays the implications of all her secrecy,
insisting: "1 have not gone about, in this, to create / Any
new world, or custom" (flI.ii. 111-2).
To some degree, the duchess' posture of
"innocency" (III.i.55), and at times her silence, is a
matter of survival, fhrced upon her by a family and
society intent on keeping the widow under wraps. The
Duchess of Malhi assumes the form it does because
Webster simultaneously participates in, and calls into
question, the Renaissance's cultural repression of the
feminine and its associated assertion of masculine power.
The tragic playwright's role is paradoxical: the closer his
attention to the dynamics of feminine idealization and
desecration, the stronger become the repressive
mechanisms that reinforce cultural perceptions of
women as either saints or whores.
At the end of the play, when her secret is out,
when false words have been said about her and people
have listened, her time to live is up. Importantly,
however, hers is not a simple case of cooptation, it
forced relinquishing of her desires. Her gains are truly
extraordinary, at least for a kmale character on the early
modern stage, and the play amplifies their significance by
underscoring the pressures that surround her. By the
end of Act II, the duchess' reputation is under siege alid
her life threatened. Ferdinand vilifies her as "a notorious
strumpet" and is ready to "purge" her "inkcted blood"
(11.iv.26) and, even to the Cardinal's horror, " Ihewl her
to pieces" (1I.iv.3 I). At the beginning of Act III, her
infamy has spread to the "common rabble," who,
according to Antonio, "(10 directly say / She is a
strumpet" (III.i.25-6). Yet in the meantime, (luring a leap
of two children and several rears, this "excellent /Feeder
of pedigrees" (III.i5-6) is living and producing heirs at
her liberty. And her brothers, the representatives (SF
church and state, have not said any words that were able
to stop her.
To some degree, the play smoothes over this
Will) in time and plot by having characters talk about how
time and children fly. Nonetheless, the break works

dramatically to underscore the duchess' unprecedented
freedom, to highlight the remarkable, though invisible,
license that comes with visible compliance. Secretly
;iutoilomous, she is overtly submissive to her brothers'
constraints; overtly submissive, she seems at 011CC
untouched and untouchable. Under the cover of
patriarchal authority, she can act on her will. In the end,
of course, the duchess is caught, confined, tormented by
madmen, and turned into "a box of worm seed" (IV.ii.
124) at the murderous hands of Bosola, Ferdinand's
right- hand man. Yet tellingly, when her subjugation
becomes reality, a matter of force rather than choice, she
no longer complies. When there is nothing left to gain
Irons submission, she asserts her will directly, making
clear the uncompromised and uncompromising nature
of her voice.
While the men around her "write" her to
conform to their own perceptions of the kminine
"Other," she is silent. From her brothers' perspective,
she can talk, but she cannot speak; she can make noise,
but can have nothing to say. Ferdinand's pun, "women
like that pail, which, like the lamprey / Hath ne'er a
hone in't," is significant, in this regard, because although
it is certainly a sexual reference, it may also refer to the
tongue. The Duchess oh Maui abounds in images and
scenes which emphasize the Duchess' entrapment in it
world in which she can talk eloquently, but cannot speak
her mind directly because she must display her will by
disguising it behind submission. Early in the play,
Antonio praises her "discourse," but only by evoking, in
the same breath, her silence. It is not her speech so
much as her "sweet countenance" that "speaketh so
divine a continence, / As cuts off all lascivious and vain
hope" (I. ii. 121-122). With her brothers, the Duchess
hardly utters it word. In fifty lines (SF Act 1, scene i she
speaks four times, never more than two lines, and is
interrupted twice. In Act III, after exchanging trivialities
with Antonio and Cariola, she is confronted by
Ferdinand and told "Do not speak" and "cut out thine
tongue" (III. ii. 75, 108). He refuses to let her speak her
innocence. Finally, during her torture, Bosola notes that
"Iser silence ... e xpresseth more than if she spake" (IV.
i. 9-10).
As long as there is hope for release, as long as
Ferdinand (as Bosola pretends) will entertain
reconciliation, the duchess displays "a behavior so noble
/ As gives it majesty to adversity"(IV.i.5-6), and asks for
her brother's pardon, still (if Bosola is right)
"passionately apprehend ling] / Those pleasures she's
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kept from" (Mi. 14-:5). But once Ferdinand hiniscif gives
up his guise of Innocence and betrays his undaunted
aggression, SO does she. When he brings her the hand
(he pretends) of Antonio and (lenounCe) hei children as

articulated, or (lchned, the duchess' claim is neither
vacuous nor defeating. For it is she who ultimately gets
the last word. After her death, her voice reverberates
from the grave, echoing warnings to Antonio that could
(if this were not a tragedy) save his life. And at the end of
the play, we hear that the eldest of her and Antonio's
sons will inherit the duchy- importantly, through his
"mothers right" (V.v.1 13). She is indeed "Duchess of
Malfi still." Significantly, it is from it position as wife and
not widow, the ruled rather than the unruly, that the
duchess has established her "right"; through marriage
and not widowhood that she has acted on her desires. In
Elizabethan drama, when IniuTiage figures as it means to
power, it is predominantly as a means to male power-a
means for men to safeguard (male) society from
oversexed and overactive women, to manipulate,
appropriate, traffic in, and otherwise dominate women.
Yet, in The Duchess of MaIfi the illusion that women
could he contained through marriage is seriously
challenged by the Duchess' agency through her
"submission", speech, and silence.

"bastards" (IV.i.36), she lambastes him for denying the
legitimacy of her marriage and "violat lingi a sacrament o'
th' Church" (IV.i.39)-once again invoking a patriarchal
authority to authorize herself, but this time openly
against him. It is then that she "account (si this world it
tedious theater" where she "playt si it part... 'gai nst Pled
will" (I\'i.834), and then that she refuses to play it. It is
also then that she resists Bosola's eflortS to dominate
and destroy her, and then that she declares herself
"Duchess of Malfi still" (IV.ii.142).
In locating this, her signal moment of self
assertion, in the midst of her confinement and
immediately before her death, Webster may he
dramatizing what he has been showing throughout: the
possibility of selfasscrtion within circumscription. Even
if the sell in question is not Yet fully intenonzed,

Mary Helen Truglia
"Creating it every moment afresh": Representations of the M0dC11) City
in Woolf's iWi:c. 11illowavancl Boccioni's The City Rises
The city can he seen as it structure that both forms and
fragments consciousness. The city provides it unique
expenence that shapes how and why these pieces of art
were created.

To the writer, attempting to capture or recreate
city and consciousness, words become weapons against
such destruction or loss. For Woolf',war and violence
were forces to he countered and erased, in part by
searching for continuity and community. For Boccioni
however, employing vibrantly violent colors, war and
violence were to be reveled in and celebrated as catalysts
for change mid for the future. We see ill Mrs. 1)a/Ioirm'
a diflcrent view of fragmentation, one subversive in that
very (lificrence. Woolf sees multiplicity as creation and
innovation. Rather than evincing a single, linear urge to

Aspects of the "modern city", as we know it
today, had their origins in the early twentieth-century
depiction of cities within art and literature. "Modernity,"
as a term, invites thoughts of change, progress, industry,
science, and urbanization, among others. Emotional
sentiments about modernity are also significant: it is
changeable, fleeting, and transient. The cityscape, as well
as creating the literal setting, serves as a symbol for states
of mind and internal methods of coping with external

shape and contain, to control, the narrative instead
evolves in it fluid process, just as the city is constantly
changing. Woolf brings the motion of the city into her
novel through her choice of words and even through her
punctuation style. She employs a great deal of
semicolons, making her paragraphs both fluid and
halting simultaneously. Representations of the city are
part of what makes modern art "modern". For each
character in the novel, and indeed for each reader, the

reality. The city provides the backdrop for the modern
sense of fragmentation, as if everything is splintering and
disintegrating. Reminiscent of T.S. Eliot's "fragments
shored up against im' ruin" Or Yeats' lines, "Things fttll
apart, the centre cannot hold VMere anarchy is loosed
upon the world", the fragments, use of time, and fluidity
in both Abs. Dallouai' and Boccioni's The CTh' R,:se.s are
symbolic of their attempt to capture and illustrate fticets
of the modern city.

city, in this case London, comes to represent different
things in their lives. They literally inhabit the same
streets, but mentally travel different paths.
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Clarissa loves London because the city
environment provides her with a sense of the order,
vitality, and stability she lacks within her self. In addition,
IA)ndon validates and celebrates Clarissa's choice of
performing the role of the perfect hostess. In doing so,
London validates the only sense of identity Clarissa has
aside from her emptiness and the lack of the unified self
she covets. While in the city, Clarissa is "part" of the
house there, ugly, rambling all to bits and pieces as it
was; part of people she had never met; being laid out like
it mist between the people she knew best, who lifted her
on their branches as she had seen the trees lift the mist,
but it spread ever so fhr, her life, herself. Clarissa at this
point merges with the city environment and thereby
becomes a part of this environment. The city
environment (hoes more than sustain and expand
Clarissa's sell'. Merging with the city environment helps
Clarissa, for it fleeting moment at least, achieve some
semblance of unity and stability. In doing so, the city
functions as it substitute for the unified, stable self she
lacks. The city, then, as the aforementioned quote
indicates, momentarily becomes Clarissa's self'. She
comments to herself "that somehow in the streets of
1A)ndon .... here, there, she survived". Clarissa survives
specifically because the streets of London embrace her
and nurture her during the times when she feels the
worst about her inability to attain a stable, unified self'.
Clarissa is not always comfortable with herself or with
her role in the private sphere, but she can be
comfortable in London.
On the sti-ects of London, for example,
Clarissa, in addition to using her ability to merge with her
urban environment as
substitute for the self she
desires, is an aristocratic insider and worthy of respect.
Perhaps most importantly, the representation of Big Ben
within the novel indicates the ordered, dominating world
that urban life can provide to those like Clarissa who
seek such order and stability. The sound of Big Ben,
which Rezia describes as "sensible", is a dominating
presence in each character's hik, a demand to adhere to
one's busy schedule, it reminder that life is progressing in
an orderly, measurable lsshion. Big Ben's dominance
and insistence oil order interrupts numerous moments
when Clarissa either finds herself sadly contemplating
her lack of a unified self or finds herself forced to
confront the unhappiness of the life she has chosen. Big
Ben strikes the half hour, for example, just as Peter
seizes Clarissa by the shoulders and cries, "'Tell me
Are you happy, Clarissa? Does Richard-". The strike,

Tine anchors lnOVeiflCnt ill the city but one
must always he ilvaie of the relativity of tune in context,
rational time as shomi by the changing of the hours
announced by Big Ben and internal time in memory
triggered flashbacks. Clarissa longs to look into the
nniTor and see hersdll as unified, coherent, as "Clarissa
Dahlowav; of herself". When she looks in the mirror,
however, she can only see her sell as "dci initc" when
"some eflort, some call on her to be her self, drew the
parts together". She "tried to be the same always, never
showing a sign of all the other sides of her", but she can
only attempt to convey this self to others through
performing it role. The role of the perfect hostess is to
serve as it substitute f>r what she rekrs to as her
"incompatible" self so that she alone, she says, may
acknowledge her split self and may instead Prqect to the
outside world the image of one who possesses the muchcoveted conception of the self*. Clarissa, during her walk
down Bond Street, associates her absence of it unified
self with the vitality of the city. Where the novel as a
whole sees the city as changing and fm-agnnentarv, Clarissa
attempts to latch onto the steady grandeur and external
timing in order to center herself'. Immediately preceding
her refusal to say people that are "this or that," for
example, Clarissa notes that she is watching the taxi cabs
in the busy London streets. At this point, she again
reflects on her "self", notes again that the city was
"absolutely absorbing; all this; the cabs passing", and
then reflects again that she sill never say of herself that
she is this or that. Similarly, Clarissa reflects on her
"oddest sense of being hem-self invisible; unseen;
unknown" immediately before noting the "astonishing
p1-ogress with the rest of them, up Bond Street". After
having made this observation, Clarissa comments that
being Mrs. 1)alloway, and more specifically being Mrs.
Richard 1)alloway, has caused her to he not even
Clarissa anymore. Clarissa associates the absence of a
self with the vitality of the city. Upon seeing Hugh
Whitbread, Clarissa states, "I love walking in London.
Really it's better than walking in the country". The
characters are connected by place and time, they are
literally crossing paths. The self and the perception of
the city are always placing fragments together, and are
always changing and malleable while giving the intangible
sense of stability. All of the action/dramatic eflCct in
DaIJojizm'is internal. It is not about the city explicitly; it is
about the perception of the city through the emotions
and unconscious of the characters, most especially
Clarissa.
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along \'itl) Elizabeth's entrance into thc room, truncates

Dynamism, labor, construction, scaffolding,

Peter's words and saves Clarissa from having to answer

smokestacks all combatively vie for attention in the

Peter's question. Peter's words at this moment threaten

painting, and in creating them so, Boccioni depicts both

to fbrce Clarissa to question her choice to perform as

the cir, and the concepts of the movement of Futurism

The CTh' Rises can he seen as

Mrs. Richard 1)allowav, the perkct hostess; Clarissa is

itself.

on the verge of being forced to attempt to define her self

representation of the written Futurist Manifesto. The

outside of her role. Instead, Elizabeth, the product of

central image of a man with upraised arms placed before

Clarissa's decision to marry Richard, enters the room as

it

if to validate Clarissa's chosen lifestyle, and Big Ben

revelations of light, pow., and energy of' the burgeoning

it

visual

rearing horse shows mankind conlronted with the

strikes veil' loudly, restoring order by confirming that

urban world, and from this confrontation man is being

this conversation between Peter and Clarissa will not

converted to the cultural movement which strove to dclv

take place. There could he no such external ordering

the traditional urban spectacle: Futurism.

outside of the structured pacing of a city. External time

could in no way resemble traditional depictions ol the

enters in so as to give external order to internal flux.

The CYn' Rises

city because the Futurists refused to live in the past.

Woolf attempts to capture the nature of the

They questioned the desire to live engrossed in the past

changing modern city by giving the reader fragments and

'hen there was so much modernity and vitality to be

exploring the internal self where Boccioni creates

had. The traditional constraints of time and space no

disorientation through rapid brushstrokes and energetic

longer mattered because "already we live in the

M,:c. Da/Ioun' gives the reader a sense of seeing

absolute... we have already created speed, eternal and

the city through the people rather than the people

ever present". The urban landscape was therefore the

colors.

The CYtv R,:cc.c blurs the people until

most fitting thing to depict - why would a Futurist want

they are barely recognizable because they are so much a

to paint a field or bowl of fruit? Neither of those

through the city;

put of' the rush of' the city. The Futurists "sing the love

captured the chaos of modern urban Ii k like imagery of

of danger, the habit of energy and boldness". This is

the city. The same fluidity present in MJN. Dallojmam

evident in the flush of' warm colors, reds and yellows,

enters the city in the form of speed and movement for

interspersed with cooler blues and whites. Rather than

Boccioni. As Futurists, proponents of "luictories

allowing the 'reader' to view the city through description

suspended from the clouds by their strings of smoke,"

The CTh' Rises, they are able to create

of characters, Boccioni places the viewer in media res,

which we see in

attempting to place upon the viewer the sense of the

representations of the modern city that would be

violence and energy of the city.

impossible to create in the countryside, where there are

For Boccioni, the painting strives to represent

no masses of crowds or a rush of traffic, no clashes of

time as both fleeting and constantly in movement; the

man and machine ill quite the same way. The urban

painting pictures more than one action, and vet the

Sl)CC

painting is frozen in time.

stability and motion. Both iWis. DaJJoim,m and 771c C)i'

of the city provides an environment of symbiotic

,Just as the sensory perception and spectacle of

Rices are constantly "creating it every moment afi'esh",

the city in ilirc. Dallorini; the onomatopoeia of the

showing the nature of the carl' twentieth-century city as

strikes of Big Ben and the noise of the busy city, in The

fleeting and eternally changing.

16ses the vibrant and violent colors depicts the
horses and people as forces of nature pitted against and
aligned with one another in a primal struggle from which
perhaps something revolutionary and modern could he
born,

The Gitv Rj:s'es depicts the appearance of

movement through the blurring of ligures in the
foreground while the city, flictories in the background
remain steady. Asa Futurist painter, Boccioni focused
on "process rather than on things" and the power art had
to "synthesize the manifold experiences of sense and
memory in

it

coherent 'simultaneity'".
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Tina Rinaldi

When Science Looks Back: Animals and Morality
nicanings of am na]s by putting fbrth substantial evidence
of their independent mentalities and cognitive abilities
thereby forcing the reader to recognize the
consciousness owned by other species. The similarities
between animals and ourselves, disrupts the
distinguishable binary between "us" and "them",
damaging our perspecti\'c of animals as producible
objects. In recognizing the existence of salmonisity and
the cognitive abilities of animals, we can no longer claim
ignorance and continue to operate without a sense of
morality regarding the animals we affect. It is my goal to
make apparent the unfolding of this perspective, by
examining the affects of engineering salmon as Portrayed
in Rik Scirce's hook, Fishy Business, in relation to the
awakening evidence of other creature's cognitive abilities
as exhibited in Noske's work. As humans come to the
realization that animals are more conscious then Ave
would like to bclicvc, and that our manipulation of them
produces noticeable consequences, it will become
increasingly important far science to adopt a more
ethically-minded approach, one that utilizes it greater
sense of inter-subjectivity towards the creatures Ave
interact with.
The current process in hatcheries of raising highly
engineered fish geared towards pleasing our consumer
and scientific needs demonstrates the "human meaning"
of salmon as being interchangeable fish(sticks). In it
hatchery, engineered fish are vital in order to achieve
economic efficiency, controlled conditions and near-total
predictably, since wild salmon pose the problem of being
erratic living creatures, too unruly to fulfill the needs of
human productivity. Hatchery fish are ideal to the
"hwnan meaning" of salmon because they have been
literally created for that human purpose, selectively and
artificially bred, placed in incubation trays and then
quickly relocated into "raceways", holding tanks for
Voting fish that resemble "miniature horse-racing tracks"
(Scarce 88). Scarce describes the efficiency of their
accelerated development, explaining that they "emerge
from their eggs at the same moment, and mature at the
same pace... [tile), aid released at the same time and
return to the hatchery as adults within a narrow
'window'" (Scarce 97). Furthermore, to insure it
successful and abundant "crop" offish, weak salmon are
eliminated by "shocking" them while still in the egg stage.

It would he unfair to suggest that people do not
consider or value the vitality of salmon when throughout
United States and Canada numerous fish hatcheries have
sprung up in order to save these fish from extinction hr
replenishing their SwIfti)' dwindling populations. In the
case of salmon, it is clear that humans certainly (10 place
value on their lives, however it would he well within
reason to question our motives in which species Ave
decide to "help" and in manner Ave decide to "save"
them. In hatcheries, extremely controlled conditions are
maintained in order to manufacture highly engineered
salmon, perfectly designed for efficient farming and
trained to act with a regularity and predictability ideal for
the application of the scientific method. While wild
salmon are chaotic, engineered salmon are tooled to
meet hatchery needs: learning to eat from automatic
feeders, growing accustom to wholly regulated hatchery
conditions and fat at an accelerated, standardized rate.
These fish become so appropriated for hatchery lik that
they become failures in the wild, while additionally
posing a threat to the survival of natural salmon
populations by their cultivated abundance and lethal
potential for spreading hatchery-fostered diseases. In all
these ways it becomes evident that our true interest in
salmon lies within our own self' interest; that in acting to
replenish wild salmon populations, humans have created
for ourselves a more easily manageable version of
salmon, engineered lish(sticks), deliciously suited for our
purposes. Through the various ways these fish have been
tampered with, both wild and hatchery salmon have
been irrevocably transformed by the actions of the
humuis "saving" them, costing salmon what can be
considered their "salmonisity", their salmon-version of
humanity, in the process. Through the dramatic changes
humans have induced in salmon, Ave divulge our true
motives in "helping animals" by showing that we value
them based upon their "specific hunian ncanings", the
significance wc place upon them as producible. As
shown by the hatchery-created schools of
interchangeable swimming fish(sticks) Ave use to replace
the disappearing wild salmon, humans have very little
understanding of how to produce salmonisity in the fish
Ave breed.
In Barbara Noskc's hook, Beyond Boundaries:
Humans and Animals she challenges the human
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A practice accomplished by pouring the tray of
incubating egis "waist high... into an empty, plastic bucket
placed on the floor" (Scarce 97). In both the creation of
cngineered fish and this method of 'shocking" out the
weak, hatchery salmon are clearly human products made
to satisfy the role we have demanded of them. They are
predictable, obedient, rapidly growing fish(sticks),
perfectly appropriated to the business-like efficiency and
timekeeping of the hatchery.
Not only are these salmon tooled to fit our needs as
consumers, but as a result of being engineered they
embody the repetitiveness and interchangeability ideal
for study. In the scientific method, salmon biologists
attempt to break down what they are studying into parts,
choosing to examine one fragment rather than the whole
complexity of an ecosystem all at once. This technique
combined with the scheduled behavior of hatchery fish
lends itself to the false impression of salmon as an
interchangeable, mechanical mass, rather than a school
of individual and spontaneous fish. By investigating the
actions of salmon that have been isolated from the
fluctuations of the wild, their predictable behavior
appears to he mechanized, allowing for the reinvention
of living fish into little swimming machines. This is
illustrated by one salmon biologist who describes salmon
as being, "beautifully fueled" like rockets (Scarce 88). In
thinking of salmon as being mechanical, it stands to
reason that the principles of one machine could he
applied to another. Within this mentality, individual
salmon are seen as being the same as the rest in the
school, different breeds of geographically diverse salmon
are blended as one, and even dissimilar species of
animal are chunked together. One scientist expressed,
"You can take a course in ecology, and if you've got a
good grasp of the principles, you can apply them to any
animal. It didn't bother me that I worked oil moles
rather than on whitefish cod" (Scarce 72). As shown by
this scientist's response, the physical construction of
salmon in hatcheries has made it easy for humans to
think of living creatures as interchangeable mechanisms,
objects waiting for production. In their design to meet
the demands of science and consumerism, engineered
salmon have been drained of their salmonisity, acting
less "salmon-like" as they become more fish(stick)-like.
This adverse affect of salmon construction as
fish(sticks) is Further shown in the way that engineered
fish, while being excellent at living in hatcheries, are
terrible at existing in the wild to the extent that they even
hum the survival of wild salmon populations. Within

the hatchery, conditions are carefully maintained to
insure that salmon, as the product, are kept healthy and
plentiful. In man)' cases, production is increased by
means of raising and regulating water temperatures while
boosting the amount of food supplied to the fish. Along
with stabilized temperatures, water is also kept as sterile
as possible in an attempt to prevent hatchery-fostered
diseases. Each of these precautions are taken as it \va\' of
protecting the hatchery's "products" from unexpected
fluctuations in environment, while ensuring that they
grow fitt according to schedule. This mentality disregards
the importance of salmon learning to he salmon,
fsvoring instead the automated reliability of engineered
fish(sticks). For the hatcheiy-bred fish, "home" is the
hatchery, explaining why so man of them are illequipped to handle life in the turbulence of rivers and
streams. Once released from hatcheries this becomes
glaringly apparent by the way that engineered salmon are
physically weaker than wild salmon, having spend the
greater part of their lives eating in harmonized holding
tanks. They lack the skills needed for survival, racing
towards any figure that "looks like a human feeder"
while additionally "staying near the smirhice of the water
to get food quickly", an idea that even very young wild
salmon know could he very deadly (Scarce 104). As
overfishing, dam construction and other influences cause
a decline in the wild salmon populations, hatchery
salmon are being used to "supplement" rivers and
streams for the benefit of commercial and recreational
fishennan. The co-existence of wild and hatchery salmon
within rivers has led to occurrences of interbreeding that
some biologists are worried will irreversibly blend the
binary between the two, thereby weakening the
population as a whole. In recognizing the hatchery
salmon's absence of salmonisity, their interbreeding with
wild salmon acts to distort the species itself polluting the
salinonisity of all salmon. This point is
'fictionally
illustrated in Octavia Butler's science fiction novel Dawn,
where Lilith, a survivor of earth's total destruction, finds
herself in the care of aliens, who in return for saving
humanity wish to blend with it. As the aliens genetically
equip Lilith with the skills she needs to comfortably
survive amongst them, she gradually becomes less and
less human-like, comparably to how the salmon we're
"saving" are becoming less "salmon-like". As the novel's
plot progresses, other humans distrust and ostracize
Lilith because they do not recognize her as being part of
humanity. Her gradual transformation from human to an
alien-hybrid coincides with how salmon are losing their
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down at the surrounding ground upon the call of it
python (Noske 133). Other instances of animals
communicating with each other includes; wolves, bees
and members of the Cetacean family, such as dolphins
and whales. Apes, who prefer to "speak" with gestures
rather than words, have been successfully taught ASL,
American Sign Language, demonstrating a great deal
about their leaning capabilities and ability to
comprehend the human concept of words. Different
studies have held evidence that monkeys and apes even
recognize some instances of syntax and hold a
connection between words and their real or abstract
meanings. These animals have additionally been
observed manipulating the language of ASL to create
new words and even telling the occasional behavioral lie
or joke (Noske 142). In another study, even pigeons
were found to have the ability to recall abstract concepts,
identifying not just trees in photographs, but fish, an
image unfamiliar to them as well (Noske 145). Lastly, a
variety of animals have been found to use tools,
including polar bears, vultures, sea otters, and elephants.
Some creatures, like chimps, not only use tools but
construct them, exhibiting an innovation that humans
frequently forget they have (Noske 152). In all of these
cases, animals have clearly exhibited that they are not
mechanical but cognitive and feeling creatures, each
unique in their own being. These "discoveries" (10 not
just blur the binary between them and ourselves but
remind humans of the blind-spots in our understanding
of their behavior.
In conclusion to Scarce's portrayal of engineered
fish(sticks) and Noske's awakening evidence on the
consciousness of animals, it becomes evident that
humans have overlooked the salmonisity of salmon in
flivor of our own self-interested and product-driven
meanings. Taking into consideration the proof that
Noske provides of unmal's cognitive abilities as well as
the disappearance of salmonisity in hatchery and wild
salmon, it becomes necessamy to adopt it moral
responsibility for our actions towards the other equally
sel!awareaniinals we aflëct. This requires science to
utilize a perspective of inter-subjectivity, the ability to
perceive diflerences but not devalue them, in the
processes of learning to make more ethical decisions. As
Noske points out, this mentality is frequently applied on
a human to human basis in the discipline of
anthropology, where it participant-observer "does not just
work with her mind as if observing humans in a
laboratory setting" but instead "immerses herself body,

salrnonisity to the human-dnven construction of them as
inert product.
This self* interested perspective of animals as being
what we construct them to be is contented and troubledin Noske's Beyond Boundaries: Humans and Animals,
which provides ample evidence that while we
scientifically oljectil\ing animals, they actually possess a
variety of cognitive abilities that make them just as aware
and complex as ourselves. This consciousness of an
aninial's mental presence is frequently experienced by
humans, when while looking at an animal suddenly
comes to realize that the animal is actively looking back.
This phenomenon is described by .John Berger, who
explains,
The eyes of an animal when they consider a
man are attentive and wary... Mail becomes aware of
himself returning the look... And so, when he is being
seen by the animal, he is being seen as his surrounding
are seen by him. His recognition of this is what makes
the look of the animal fiuinliu...The animals has secrets
which, unlike the secrets of caves, mountains, Seas, iUC
specifically addressed to man (Noske 62).
Within this instance, man becomes aware of his own
construction of nature and that it is not what he has
assumed it to he. In this realization, when animals cal)
no longer he perceived as mechanical, soul-less objects,
our frequent reaction is that a new division must be
drawn. We distinguish ourselves as superior to them by
"the qualities generally thought to distinguish humans
from animals, those which concern the human being,
singly or collectivity, in its capacity of thinking, planning,
(inter)acting and speaking Subject" (Noske 126). By
denying animals these cognitive abilities, we deny them
their own animnalness, their specics-specific way of being.
We convince ourselves that if they are interchangeable
and cultureless, then our alterations upon them are
irreverent. We falsely reassure ourselves that nothing has
been wronged.
Noskc combats this erroneous belief with numerous
cases where animals have been "discovered" to PO5SCS5
the abilities we previously denied of them. For instance,
various studies have shown that animals POSSCSS their
own way of conm)unication. In one case, velvet monkeys
were found to use dillerent calls to warn of specific
predators like eagles, leopards or pythons. The monkeys
would react to the call even when no predator was
insight, looking up at the sound of an eagle warning and
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objective of salmon biologists, as it would an
anthropologist, to act as a representative of the animals
they studs' in response to the surrounding governments
and corporations, who will always principally be
concerned for their own welfare. Currently, this most
directly entails salmon biologists to take action against
the dindling numbers of wild salmon by, rather than
artificially "replenishing them", demanding limitations
upon the amount of fish caught by both commercial and
recreational fishers in order to allow populations to
come back naturally. Understandably, what I am
suggesting will have an impact upon the traditional
manner in which scientific endeavors are funded, but I
believe the payout will bring both moral and scientifically
insightfiil rewards. By seeking financial support from
alternative institutions, salmon biologist will be able to
approach their species on a more complete, intersubjective level while moreover owning the possibility to
study whichever aspects they feel most essential in their
animal, free from the demand of producing pre-funded
results. In these ways it is my argument that in gathering
a moral standard and greater respect towards the
salmonisitv and consciousness of salnmn, we can achieve
an inter-subjective perspective towards this species, as
well as others, granting us a more complete picture of
the animals we share earth with.

mind and soul in the Other's sphere, sharing her
people's daily life, learning their language as well as their
habits and views" (Noske 169). 1 do not mean to suggest
that salmon biologists should throw themselves
overboard in order to obtain of this mentality; but that
science as it whole, in order to operate with an improved
sense of morality, must come to gain it sense of empathy
for the creatures we study, giving them the space in he
their own "tribe". In action this requires that salmon
hatcheries not he allowed to continue diluting the wild
salmon populations with their own concoction of
engineered fish. 'While in addition, salmon biologists
must overcome their previous sense of interchangeability
in order to more hilly study and appreciate salmon as
they are in the wild, rather than how they react in
laboratory, controlled settings.
This inter-subjective approach accompanied by the
realization that there are blank spaces within our
understanding of animals that we have, as of yet, been
unable to fill, reminds its that "science is not Nature, nor
even a reflection of it" (Scarce 198). In recognizing these
voids in our comprehension of animals, it becomes
easier to see how the balance between control/power and
sclfdetcniination/freedoiii present iuuong animals and
ourselves, must he reevaluated, to lessen our selfinterested interkrence in favor of granting salmon more
self-determination in their existence. This should he the

Jannelle Andrade
Meditation of the River, Light, and Climb
Close your eves, sit in it comlortable position and free
your mind of outside thoughts. Begin by breathing in
Mid breathing out slowly. Focus on your breaths.
Become aware of the air entering and leaving your body
slowly. Now listen to the following meditation and
picture these images while maintaining 'our steady
breathing....
Picture a wide, open space with nothing around you.
Slowly, there begins to appear a landscape of beautiful
green meadows with the sun high above shining brightly.
Imagine now that there is it flowing river beside you.
The water appears immaculate, absolutely clean. It
shines brilliantly, catching the light of the sun above it. It
reflects the golden rays of the sun pcifectly, so much so
that the river appears to he golden in hue. You begin to
follow this golden river down a smooth path until you
come across a rough and rugged terrain. The road along

the river becomes increasingly more diflicult and you
begin to struggle, but still you keel) following this golden
river. As you follow the river, you hear fitint music that
seems to resound Iioin the water of the river. The music
becomes increasingly louder as the road becomes more
challenging. You find that the river comes to an end and
empties into a black lake. You reach the (lark lake and
the music stops completely. The land surrounding this
lake is barren and dead. There are no lush, green fields,
no flowers or trees, no animals- just a (lying world. The
sky appears dark and the sun has disappeared leaving
you engulkd almost completely in darkness, except lot-r
the faint light of the moon. You can still see the river
slightly, so you sit next to the lake and begin to focus on
the (lark water. You find that you cannot see your own
reflection in the water as you (lid in the clear river that
feeds it. There is a whirlpool in the middle of this lake,
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swirling around rapidly. Suddenly, the sun breaks
through again lighting the moon for the sky—the sun
warms the air. You begin to feel warmth emanating
firom the sun above you and as the sun warms your
body, you hear the music start up again, getting louder
and loudcr. You look in the lake once again and see the
darkness start to fide into clear and crystal-like water like
the river water until the whole lake becomes just as clear
and sparkling. The whirlpool in the middle of the lake
vanishes and the lake grows calm. You stand up to find
that everything around you has become green and lush.
The ground is green vith tall grass, many beautiful trees
and various kinds of flowers appear. Now von begin to
form words to go with the music and you realize that
your eyesight has become sharper; all your senses are
heightened. You become more aware of all the minute
details around you as well as the landscape as a whole.
Everything looks so much more beautiful than before....
....Iniagine that you have just awakened from a (Ice!)
sleep and you are not vet fully awake. Your eyes burl)
from the light around you, but after a while your eyes
adjust to the light in front of you. It is all hazy and you
are uncertain of what you see. At first you think that
what you see is a huge mass of fire, but as your vision
begins to focus, you find that what you are looking at is
actually rows and rows of large towering candles lit up
magnificently. The rows of candles are endless,
expanding for miles in every direction. You walk among
the rows, taking in the warmth from their flames. Some
candles are taller than others, some are close to burning
completely out. You come across it candle that looks
(hiflerent from the rest. This candle seems to not need a
wick for the flame to burn above it. The flame of this
candle is suspended in mid air and it remains perfectly
still and doesn't flicker like the other flames. Next to
this candle is another one. As you approach this candle,
you are surprised to find that you can see your reflection
against its side. You walk over to other candles but they
(10 not reflect as the other one does. You go back to the
candle with the ability to reflect and you study it closely.
Suddenly, you hear the flapping of wings. You look up
and see it flock of birds approaching various candles.
The birds flap their wings vigorously and blow out the
flames of the candles (her arc above. You look
anxiously for it bird to approach your own candle but
instead you see it bird approach the candle next to yours,
the one with the immobile, disconnected flame. As the
bird begins to flap its wings, the flame begins to waver.
You call out to the bird, pleading for it to stop but the

bird continues on. You run to %'our candle and push it
slowly towards the bird, oflering it up instead. The bird
pauses, as if it is considering what to do. Finally, it leaves
the special candle and starts to How out the flame of
your candle, until the flame vanishes. The bird flies
away joining the others it came with. You arc left now
with it candle that no longer has light or warmth, but you
notice that your own body stiff [eels the warmth of it
flame. You look down at yourself and see a brilliant
glow about you. You have become your own source of
light and warmth...
....In)aglne that you are walking along it beach at
night. You conic to it cliff and look up to find that it is
jagged enough to climb. You are not sure why you have
this overwhelming keling to climb, but there is
something above calling out to you. You think it might
he someone calling your name, coaxing you to reach the
top. You begin to climb slowly because the rocks are
very smooth and you are afiaid of slipping. You come to
the haffvav point of the cliff and the wind kels
wonderful around you. It kels as if it is helping to lift
you up. Suddenly, you kel something grab one of your
feet. Ittugs 00 you, causing voti to almost lose your
balance. You cling to the rocks as hard as you can, but
there is still something pulling you dowii. You look
below you and see it seaweed-like vine wrapped around
your leg. It is coming from the ocean where you can see
millions of floating boats. Each one has something in it.
One boat has an abundance of food, another has dozens
of sparkling jewels, and another boat is filled with
beautiful, lustful people calling out to you. You are
entranced by these boats and allow the vine to pull you
down to the beach once again. You mevel in the joys of
each boat during the day, but at night you still have it
desire to climb the mysterious cliff and reach the to!).
Each night you attempt to climb this cliff, but every night
you allow yourself to be pulled back down wheil you
reach the halfvay point of the cliff because you stare off
into the ocean and see the boats. One night you decide
to tie it cloth around your eves and von begin to climb.
This time, when the vine wraps around your leg, you
begin to fight it. You cannot see anything around you
and this scares you, but still you struggle with the vine.
Finally, it lets go of you and you continue your climb.
You reach the top of the cliff and remove the cloth from
your eves....
Analysis
Mv aim in writing this meditation was to show in a
somewhat simple way some of the complex and
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important points of Buddhism. The meditation is like a
narrative that you are meant to place yourself in. It
directs your thoughts specifically to certain images to
show precisely what you are meant to see and
experience. This is a three part meditation. Each part
represents one branch of Buddhism: the Thcravada, the
Mahayana, and the Vajrayana.
In the first part of the meditation representing the
Theravada branch, the golden river represents the path
of Buddha's teachings, the 1)harma. The road becomes
more challenging because it represents the sacrifice a
Buddhist must make to reach enlightenment at the end.
It also represents the hardships and temptations along
the way that make it hard to stick to the path of the
Buddha. Coming to the dead wasteland with the black
river represents giving in to the temptations of the
material world, a world that quickly festers away. When
You begin to lose the path, you lose yourself completely,
that is why there is no reflection in the black lake. The
whirlpool in the lake represents the cycle of samsara
continuing on and so your suffering continues on. The
sun breaking through represents the awakening you feel
when you come to realize that the material world holds
no promise of happiness. Then the waters begin to clear
up and the whirlpool disappears and the world begins to
"come alive". This is the point of enlightenment, when
all becomes clear and perfect. This part of the
meditation shows the Theravada branch in that it shows
how strictly one must adhere to the rules and steps in
order to reach enlightenment (Carbine lecture). There
is the time in the meditation where the sky grows darkthis is because you have conic to a point where you are
not following a path but have reached a "dead end".
Only after you reject the fulse glamour of the world and
focus your thoughts to higher ends (10 you find that
enlightenment is within your reach (Carbine lecture).
This part of the meditation is meant to tell the reader
about the stricter side of Buddhism that most people
who know nothing about this religion may find
surprising.
In the second part of the meditation, it shows some
key points of the Mahayana branch in Buddhism where
there is a great sense of sacrifice and giving. In this part
of the meditation, the candles represent each person's
life, or more specifically each person's potential fbr
enlightenment. The birds that come in to blow out the
flames represent the continuance of suffering because
they hinder the candles from continuing to be lit. The
only way a person can become enlightened is if their

flame goes out on its own by just burning out. But
because the birds conic in to 1)10w out the flames, those
candles represent those who have lost their way and are
not any clos:t to enlightenment. When you envision
ourself giving up your flame for another's and you
become your own "flame" then you have become fully
enlightened through your selfless sacrifice. The
Mahayana branch stresses giving and doing SO for
bettering your karma to reach enlightenment and also to
help others be flee of suffering (Carbine lecture). This is
shown in this part of the meditation. The 2nd part of the
meditation is meant to show a "middle", milder side of
Buddhism that shows how much "heart" goes into the
desire to become enlightened.
In the third part of the meditation, which portrays
the Vajrayana branch of Buddhism, voll al-c trying to
reach enlightenment which is at the top of the cliff. You
are always brought down by carnal pleasures and
materialistic things of this world. These are represented
by the boats in the ocean that are luring you in and away
from climbing the cliff. Each time you attempt to climb
the cliff but fail represents a new cycle of samara that you
have entered into. The cloth that blindfolds you so that
you will 110 longer he distracted by the pleasures
represents your understanding that these pleasures
simply do not fulfill your deepest desire, which is to
reach enlightenment. That is how you are able to finally
climb the cliff and reach the to!). It is important to stress
that the constant enjoyment of these earthly pleasures
was the vehicle to reaching enlightenment because it was
necessary to enjoy them and then become tired of them
so that you could find the motivation to let them go and
he tree to reach enlightenment (Carbine lecture). This
part of the meditation is meant to show how
contradictions can serve a higher purpose in Buddhism.
The things that are meant to draw you away from
enlightenment can actually he your means of getting
there.
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Nicole Gonzales

The 20' Century US Citizen: the Living Dead
around their ethnicity since their arrival to the Americas,
and the best symbol of this is to fight the power that
oppresses them: the whites. With the black hero killing
off the white swarms, he shows how his race wants to
fight off the opposition of their movement. While the
1968 version of Night may he illustrating the desire to
change the views of blacks, the remake and 1990 version
of N4ht of the Living Dead symbolizes the desire to
change the stereotype of women.
In the 1968 N,ht of the Living Dead, the central
theme was on racial tolerance, but in the 1990 version
the female characters go through an extreme make-over.
Pinedo points out that "the 1990 remake of iV,hr of the
Living Dead similarly casts all the living dead as white
and features a black male character... but the central
tension of this film revolves around gender rather than
race conflict" (Pinedo 150). The flict that the desire of
racial equality has been replaced by the desire to destroy
gender stereotypes shows how American culture has
evolved. Men are no longer the focus of attention and
power. Pinedo says, "Through most of the 1968 Night of
the Living Dead, Barbara is passive" (Pinedo 144).
Romero wanted his main focus to be on the fact that the
main character was black so that the audience ttils to
notice how na3ontv of the female survivors were
pathetic, weeping, lost causes. The best example is that
of Barbara, who throughout the entire movie becomes
lost in her own world and allows things to happen to her.
Pinedo then finishes with, "In the 1990 version, she is
remade into Barbara... who sheds her impractical pumps
and skirt... and who initiates the defensive boarding of
the windows" (Pinedo 145). In this modern version of
!Viht, Romero removes the image of the weak, helpless
female and gives his hero a female sidekick, who
dominates above the males in the farmhouse. This
transition shows how culture desires women to he seen
as independent and strong, whereas before they were
portrayed as "pathetic". Another character that Romero
uses to illustrate the female uprising is in Cooper's young
(laughter, Karen. Aaron argues that "the still-shocking
scene in which the zombielied child, Karen, murders
and then starts to devour her iither before hacking her
mother to death with it trowel" is the most "convincing,
cinematic birthplace of the monstrous child" (Aaron 96).
The ftct that Karen, who represents the newer

As technology progressed and the efforts that people
had to put into certain actions lessened, humans became
it creature that was portrayed as ultimate fear: the
Ijndead. Although not Undead like a vampire, but the
humbling, simple minded Zombie. In zombie movies,
the cultural fears and desires of it certain time can he
illustrated either by the survivors or the zombies. The
most political and prominent zombie movies of the 20'
Century take place in the United States and they were
created by George A. Romero. His movies were Night of
the Liviuig Dead (1968), Daun of the Dead (1978), Day
of the Dead(1985), bind of the Dead(2005), and Diwv
o/tlic Dead(2008). Although it is not one of his movies,
the jV,ht of the living Dead remake (1990) will he
incorporated for a point of contrast between American
culture in the late 60's and early 90's. Romero's zonthie
movies portray the fears of political power and the desire
for change, illustrated through either the characters or
the zombies. Romero's first movie, Night oft/ic Living
Dead, uses the characters/ survivors in the film to
Portray the cultural desire of civil rights by making the
main character an African American male.
In the 1968 black and white flick, iVihit of the Living
Dead, characters face inevitable (loom when the county
is overrun by flesh eating zombies. To refute the
stereotypes that American culture held (luring that
decade, Romero had an African American male he the
only character to be completely composed throughout
the chaos. Pinedo remarks how "iVi,çlit features as hero
the sole black character whose race is, remarkably,
unremarked upon" (Pinedo 47). It was unheard of to
place it black man as a main character in a film that mas
recorded at the time of the Civil Rights ?s lovement. He
was the only one that kept his cool throughout the whole
movie, already forming enemies with the ill-composed
white character, Cooper. Pinedo says, " lDiycrj points
out that all the living (lead, whose determination to
dominate is resolutely resisted by the hero, are white"
(I'incdo .57). This shows the cultural desire of white
domination and the resistance to give minorities rights.
The hero fights to survive the takeover of whites. Ernest
points out that culture "views black Americans as
zombies, ghosts, or some other stereotypically
monstrous Other" (Ernest 191). At the time, blacks are
fighting to break out of the discourses that have revolved
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generation of I ciales, kills her parents, who represent
traditionalist beliefs On WOfllC, leads to predicting the
Sexual Revolution in 1969, where the newer generations
of ki .UCS were shooting (lowil the traditional beliefs of
woman frailty. While the Night ofthe Liiiug Dead
movies may represent the desire of social revolution,
Roniero's other zombie movies portray the kar of
political power.
Romero creates the movie Dairij of the Dead to
illustrate the fear of the government's inability to control
consumensm. In the movie, the survivors take shelter in
it
mall, where the zombies represent American
consumers in their kingdoms of consumerism, the
shopping mall. Morse says, "Freeways, malls, and
television are the locus of virtualization or an attenuated
'hction el1ct', that is, a partial loss of touch with the
here-and-now, dubbed here as 'distraction'" (Morse 99).
This shows how people lose themselves to consumerism,
turning themselves into mindless zombies. The cultural
kar of domination of consumcnsni is kcl by the kar of
the government not being able to control consumerism.
Morse adds, "Malls and freeways.., induce a state of
distraction: for example, the very design and intentions
of the mall taken to extreme can induce what the
'cosmallogist' Kowinski diagnoses as the 'zombie efhct"
(floating for hours, a loss of a sense of time and place)"
(Morse 110). This "zombie effect", which has already
alilicted visitors of the malls and freeways, has now
branched off into the living rooms of every American
citizen. The high (leinan(l for television has lead to the
increased dependence on TV which can he illustrated in
the beginning of the movie when the two gentlemen who
are arguing on the TV station. Lewis says, "Add to this
authoritarian management, which essentially tells all
employees not to do anything wit I i nit being told, and
you wind Up with a group of zonthies who can't think or
take an initiative for themselves" (Lewis 94). This very
easily applies to the movie Land of the 1)cad, where
Romero modeled the ruling capitalists as the Bush
administration. The ruling party orders the soldiers to
take out the zombies that returned to playing their roles
when they were alive. Allen and Bekoff say "The most
extreme loi-m of... skepticism [of, behavioral capacities] is
evident in those who believe it is possible to have a
zombie who behaves just like it human" (Allen 1.50). The
zombies are portraying normal citizens that appear as
zombies, as the Bush administration made the
impoverished people in Middle East become a breeding
ground for terrorists that resemble poor human beings.

Americans blindly followed the Bush administration to
their own destruction, an economic downturn that was
the result of it long and fruitless Terrorist goose-chase.
Swinburne points out, "The pain may be a pain which
causes not the existence of a human but that a human
who would otherwise be a very happy zombie becomes
capable of moral choice, and desires knowledge"
(Swinbune 242). The Bush administration took the pain
of 9/11 and morphed it into a blind motivation that
egged on Americans to use every last fund in the
government's coffers to find the Terrorists that destroyed
the \VTCs. In the end, the country was flung into an
economic recession; a kar that is represented as a
government that takes its citizens down it path that leads
them to their own destruction similar to what occurs in
the movie; the zombies (lid not kill the survivors, their
electric knees used for protection (lid. Along with fear of
a government that leads itself and their citizens down it
path of destruction another fear is of a government that
resembles an army regime.
George A. Romero expresses the fear of government
being an oligarchy and taking total control. In his 1985
movie Day oltlic Dcad, the remaining survivors are a
group of scientists and armed soldiers. Lewis describes
Ilim' leaders "addicted to personal power talk in terms of
'I want this (lone.' They are concerned with achieving
their objectives, and care little for the concerns of
others" (Lewis 94). In the movie, as the characters begin
to lose all forms of civility, the leading general disregards
his orders prior to the apocalypse and takes matters into
his hands. During the year 1985, Ronald Reagiui is the
president of the US and was participating in the Cold
War, and his actions were feared to be somewhat
authoritarian. Hameroll, Kaszniak, and Scott say, "But
suppose the zombie, genuinely but mistakenly, believes
that it is conscious" (Hamerofi' 173). While the surviving
humans full into it complete state of anarchy, the
zombies themselves begin to show signs of composure
and civility. The zombies represent how American
citizens should rise against this authoritarian government,
seen in bow they ill) and tear iipiUt the soldiers, literally,
and should not he left in the passive, submissive state
that the surviving scientists are in. Therefore, it can he
seen that the majority of Romero's films have a political
undertone.
In conclusion, it Ciii) be seen that Ronicro's zombies
are the fear of government power and his survivors are
the desire for social revolution. In most cases, it can be
seen that Romero provides it window that the zombies
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taken advantage of by the government. His first film was
the only difference to his political motifs, the survivors
having their true loims become revealed and illustrating
the desire to change culture's view on race and gender.

create to look into the raw mental interior of the
survivors, bringing out the best of them and bringing out
the worst of them. At times, he wants the zombies to be
pitied, and the survivors are in fact the had guys, which
illustrate how the zombies, being American citizens, are
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Nicole Gonzales

The Rape of Mina Harker, Victorian England's Model of Perfection
Every society constructs a model into which it
demands its citizens to become the exact likeness of that
model. Of course, there would always he opposition to
these 'perfect models'. In Bram Stoker's Djacula, Mina
Harker symbolizes ideal womanhood in Victorian
England and Dracula is the opposing force that drives to
destroy her image, and this can be seen through Stoker's
discreet insults and mocks that he makes towards the
lifestyles of the citizens of Victorian England. Dracula,
viewed through the interpretation of blood as a sexual
fluid, portrays Mina's repressed thoughts, desires, and
vices that Victorian England sought to destroy in women.
Dracula can he seen tainting Mina's purity through his
nightly vamj)ing with her by mixing their blood.
In the psychoanal'ticah interpretation of blood in the
novel, it is viewed that when it character is asleep and
Dracula is vamping that character, the character is
experiencing their subconscious thoughts. When Mina
was describing her being vaniped, she said she was
"bewildered" but "did not want to hinder IDraculaj
(Stoker 342). Freudian psychology decrees that dreams

are the repressed desires and flintasies of people, and in
Victorian England, citizens were set to follow very strict
morals and values. Dracula is indeed the apparition of
Mina's desires, and perfectly reveals that although
Victorian England tried to mold its citizens into
peilcction, they were nowhere near peilect within their
own minds. Mina is distraught that she wits inclined to
"such a flute" when all she wanted was to "walk in
meekness and righteousness" (Stoker 343). Consciously,
Mini promised to follow the idealism that was held for
women, and because of this state of mind, she kels that
she has destroyed herself because she has disrupted the
hikstvhe that was believed to be the norm. Dracula can he
seen its abstract thoughts and ideas that came to he as the
result of the uptight regulation of Victorian England, the
physical form of the rejected naturally 'sinful' tendencies
of humans. Dungan says, "Dracula may indeed he read
under the scope of psychosexual intentions and
certainly.., the real danger whether perceived or
actualized [is] of... eroticism". All of the characters in
Dracula have held repressed thoughts and desires, but
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the primary targets of repression have been women
because they are required to remain pure throughout
their lives. Mina Harker is the perfect example because
in the novel she is the most revered female character and
upholds strictly all Victorian morals. There it can he
seen that through all these harsh rules and teachings,
iU)Y natural human temptations became taboo.
Religion reigned supreme in England in the
Victorian era, and thus had God's word as law. To
contain purity and to remain pristine throughout, the
church had manY natural human desires become
repressed and forbidden. When rescuing Mina from the
Count's clutches, Arthur and Quincey hesitate fiom
entering her room exclaiming that it is 'unusual to break
into a lady's room" (Stoker 335). Even with time running
out to rescue their dearest Mrs. Harker, the men hesitate
because of these hardbound lessons. Even with her life
at stake, these rules still appear to have well ensnared the
men's morale. When she sees the state that she is in,
Minis cries that she is "unclean" and that, when it comes
to Jonathan, "must touch him or kiss him no more"
(Stoker 339). Mina feels that, because she has been
violated by the blood of Dracula, she is filth)', tainted,
and no longer Harker's pure wife. Due to the fict that
Mina is the embodiment of Victorian England's model
of pciection, her horrified reaction implicates the fact
that she has been thrown down from her pedestal of
pristine glory and feels the end of life as she had knowii
it. Dungan states that "Dracula penetrates and in effect
rapes his victims taking their life and Victorian realities,
then flipisi them causing them to give in to sexual
temptation and satisfaction". In Victorian England,
sexual satisfaction for women was invariably taboo and
the fact that Mina, who is the image of Victorian ideals,
has experienced what was believed to be forbidden
provides Stoker's view on Victorian beliefs. Through the
sexual interpretation, Stoker can be seen revoking
Victorian morals through the actions of Dracula. Stoker
is portraying the weakness of Victorian teachings and of
humans to their animal instincts by how Mina gives into
her lust, represented by Dracula, a vice she so sought to
repress.

Repressed vices and desires are pushed away out of
consciousness and as seen in the novel, Dracula releases
and indulges in them. Renfield is "mad" that the Count
was "taking the life out of IMi ia " when he was waiting
for him (Stoker 334). Renficld had described that the
Count was indulging his ultimate desires and became
very jealous when he Ibund out that the Count was
attending to someone else, especially Mina Harker. This
very well expresses that humans naturally tend to prefer
pleasure subconsciously, and the fact that Renfieki was a
common lunatic, he is outraged to find that he was
replaced by Mina the Pure. "The blood" on "her lips
and checks and chin" was the outstanding proof that the
prim and proper Mina Harker had been indulging in
bottled up vices (Stoker 337). Provided by Mina's
hysterics at her discovery, she cannot hide the flict that
she has broken her own barriers of self control. In their
lifetime the victims of Victorian norm are lost when they
find that they have broken their very own standards and
morals. Dungan argues that "Stoker uses sexuality in
Dracula as a commentary on the politics and society [of'
Victorian England". Stoker is obviously making Mina
the portrayal of Victorian ideals and is using Dracula to
destroy that image, expressing his disdain of Victorian
ideals and his refusal to conform to follow these ideals.
In a sense, Stoker may he expressing his desire to live as
Dracula, unperturbed by sobriety. Therefore, as it may
he seen that Stoker idolizes Dracula, Stoker molds
Mina, the model of Victorian England, just SO that he
can taint her with his whims to he free from societal
frameworks.
As seen in the novel I)jacula, Mina is the model for
women in England in the Victorian Era and Dracula is
the suppressed temptations and sexual desires that
swomen contain. In the psychoanalytical interpretation,
these blood exchanges show the raping of the ideology
for women in the Victorian Era with new ideas and
beliefs. As seen through the mock details of Mina's
lifestyle, Brain Stoker uses Dracula to poke fun at and to
show the weakness of the model that religion had
construed for women, as well as men, of the time.
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Shannon jaime
The Darkiing Chamber: The Mystery of Mind in Virginia Woolf's "A Mark on the Wall"
seven inches above the mantelpiece" (2425). This mark,
seemingly meaningless on its own, becomes an occasion
for meditation on the sell life, tradition, civilization,
nature, freedom, chaos, unknowahility, and even
existence after death. As Woolf' herself mentions, it is in
our moments of idleness that we truly become aware of
our thoughts and see how they veer into the banal,
random, philosophical, or fantastical. Yet in spite of the
stream of ideas that follows, the woman simply cannot
lthom what that thing on the wall is: "But fbr that
mark," she says," I'm not sure about it" (2425). This
brief statement of doubt represents a purely modernist
dilemma. If understanding is rooted in the task of
piecing together the disconnected fragments of
experience, then failure to (10 50 could potentially lead to
a crisis of PeI'soIl identity.
Lulled into a (laze of conifortable warnnh, the
woman continues her reverie, wishing that she could
"sink deeper and deeper, away from the surface, with its
hard separate facts"(2426). According to the modernists,
consciousness alone connects and is connected to
everything. It is represented as the summation of fluid
momentary impresSions, halflnemories, and "almost
infinite number" (2426) of reflections, all of which
influence the way we perceive ourselves in relation to
others. For "as we face each other in omnibuses and
underground railways we are looking into the nurror;
that accounts for the vagueness, the gleam of glassiness,
in our eyes" (2426). Again in "Modern Fiction," Woolf
describes consciousness as "a self which, in spite of its
tremor of susceptibility, never embraces or creates what
is outside itself and beyond"(2433), indicating that all we
observe and consider affects us on a psychological level
and becomes a part of our personal mental space. Truth,
fbr modernists, does not exist objectively on its own, but
is instead a product of the mind's interaction with reality.
Foreshadowing postmodern multiplicity, Woolf also
implies that the world, which is composed of countless
fragments of meaning, is a looking glass that reflects the
form of our identity (Howard 1). Additionally, she
expresses the idea that fiction, or any type of w'orthwhile
literature, is the tablet on which the language of the
conscious and subconscious mind may be written.
Although she is very much interested in words and
their relationship to oljects and the psyche, Woolf, like

In her famous essay "Modern Fiction," Virginia
Woolf describes life as "a luminous halo, a semitransparent envelope surrounding us horn the beginning
of Consciousness to the end" (2432). Such a description,
striking in both its insight and poetic beauty, reveals the
modernists' fascination with the mind and their desire to
understand its nature through language and art.
Considering the failure of Romantic idealism, however,
one might assume that the majority of modernist
literature would I-eject the notion of the inward turn. Yet
as inhabitants of a post-war landscape, modernist writers
argue that we articulate our artistic vision not by
interacting with Nature, but by navigating the shadowy
labyrinth of human psychology. Consciousness is, for
Woolf and the other modernists, a name lhr the
essential thing we seek, for the principle of higher being.
It encompasses experience, memory, dreams, an
awareness of self and surroundings permeated by feeling
and thought. It is the source of—and often inspiration
for—creative power. It is an instrument of interpretation
that, due to its very subjectivity, can give its neither
perfect knowledge nor faith in the stability of the external
world. The fact that the tel-rn "consciousness" has so
many diflerent connotations illustrates why modernist
works are infused with such a deep sense of doubt. In
attempting to express the complexities of the mind, they
also question the meanings of words and our ability to
make sense of the incoherence that exists all around us.
A prime example of modernist exploration into
consciousness is Virginia \Voolf's short piece, "The
Mark on the Wall." From the beginning of the story (if
we use the term loosely), the first word, "perhaps," gives
the impression of uncertainty, multiple possibilities, and
lack of clear definition. It suggests that, regardless of the
intrinsically vague nature of recollection, our mental
fitculties are all we have lbr recalling past events and
reflecting on their significance or futility. Like all of
Woolf's works, this internal narrative is about the
circular and often unreliable way in which we think,
imagine, make associations, and return again and again
to the present. While the "I" sits alone in a fire-lit room,
sheltered from the coldness of winter, with only
flickering shadows and lifeless objects for company, her
mind starts to wander—until she absently notices "a small
round mark, black upon the white wall, about six or
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any true modernist, has SOITIC serious misgivings about
humans' hunted capacity to interpret reality. After
another series of musings, the woman in "The Mark on
the Wall" returns ags! to her contemplation of the
unidentifiable mark; she still, however, cannot figure out
what it is, and this leads to an increasing sense of
desperation: "No, no, nothing is proved, nothing is
known... And what is knowledge;)" (2428). As she thinks
more and more about the past, the woman begins to fi.cl
oppressed by the burden of history and literary tradition,
which, like that mark, can never he washed away or
ignored. The mark, it superficially tangible thing, impacts
the woman on an abstract level, revealing that it is her
state of mind, and not the mark itself, that changes.
Nevertheless, she latches on to the mark in order to
distract herself fi-om her thoughts, like one who, "waking
from it midnight dream of lion-or—hastily turns on the
light and lies quiescent, worshipping the chest of
drawers, worshipping solidity, worshipping reality,
worshipping the impersonal world which is proof of
some existence other than ours" (2429).
Based on this train of thought, the implications of
total subjectivity arc indeed disturbing. If we become too
immersed in our consciousness, where can we go if we
wish to escape ourselves: Near the conclusion of the
narrative, this woman's inner-conflict COWCS to express
an acutely modernist loss of connection to the external
world. When no lightning flashes of significance
illuminate the (lark chamber of her mind, her thoughts
become more and more confused, and all semblance of
order swifUv disappears:
Where was Ii> What has it all been about;> A tree; A
river;> l'hc 1)ownsi1 Whitaker's Almanack? The fields of
asphodefl> I can't remember a thing. Everything's
moving, fidling, slipping, vanishing... (2429)
But just as the woman lingers on the brink of chaos,
another voice brings her back to the present. In the end,
it is something as ordinary as the mention of a
newspaper—a chronicle of common, everyday events
occurring in the outside world—that restores the woman
to her current existing sell'.
When we do at last discover what the mark is— "Ali,
the mark on the wall! It was a snail" (2429)—it seems an
almost anti-climatic, if somewhat strange and
unexpected, realization. The answer is so simple that we
wonder why it ever mattered in the first place. Yet we see
that "snail," its aword in the English language, has
symbolic significance. A snail can refer to the actual
creature, or to a slow-moving or sluggish person. It can

signify death and rebirth, as it seals itself in its shell
(hiring the winter—like the woman in the story—and reemerges in spring. The shape of a snail's shell is
associated with spirals, whirlwinds, labyrinths, winding
paths—all meanings that apply to consciousness as it is
represented in the narrative. By looking at language in
this light, we realize that the title of Woolf's work also
carries with it a number of figurative associations. A
mark is a symbol used in writing or printing; it token,
sign, or indication; a distinctive or defining characteristic;
and, perhaps most importantly, a visible impression or
trace, either deliberately or accidentally made, that
distinguishes a small area from the space around it. A
wall is it boundary, a barrier, something that defines the
limits of a space or olject and prevents total
comprehension. The mark on the wall may also be a
symbol of humanity, or consciousness, surrounded by
emptiness and incomprehensibility. Or maybe the mark
is just a mark, the snail is just a snail, and things really are
what they are. From it modernist perspective, the mark is
both nothing and everything; it gains value only when we
acknowledge and ascribe meaning to its existence.
Ultimately, whether or not we fiil to determine the
essential nature of things, artistic interpretation is both
the act and the purpose of the conscious mind.
In the first section of the introduction to his work,
Yeats claims that "the world knows nothing because it
has made nothing, we know everything because we have
made everything" (2418). Woolf, in "The Mark on the
Wall" and her other major works, agrees that humans
create meaning through perception and language. The
major problem with subjective meanings, however, is that
they are inherently fluid and changeable. Modernist
writers acknowledge the difficulties in integrating the
scattered pieces of myth, memory, dreams, feeling,
thought, language, and experience into it coherent whole,
which is why they express such doubt toward the
attainability of objective knowledge. While they do
consider the mind, like art, to be something that reflects
itself, modernists also realize that dwelling in a state of
complete subjectivity can ironically lead to chaos and
insanity. Yet as Virginia Woolf suggests, life is a brilliant
ring of light in the midst of existential darkness. If
boundaries that seem solid do allow some insight to pass
through into our minds, our goal as human beings is to
become more aware of our world, to open the door into
our consciousness as a means of discovering some truth
about our private and our public selves.
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Kate Normand

From "Separate but Equal" To Equal: The Treatment of African American WWII Veterans
Upon Their Return, and The Effects on Their Masculinity
in the Jim Crow Army, an African American soldier

The case of Plessy vs. Ferguson in 1896 established
the policy of "separate but equal" in American race
relations. By the 1940's and the beginning of W\'VII,
the policy was still in elket in all aspects of public
doctrine, including the military. The invisible heroes of
the war, African American soldiers, were enlisted into it
restricted form of service which yielded limited benefits
after the term. These men, lighting for a country that
had forgotten them, had varying expectations of their
postwar treatment, though many believed they would
emerge from the frontlines to it more successful life or
more equal treatment. Regardless of their reasoning,
they were let down, stuck in the quagmire that was
"separate but equal." Asaresult of the limited resources
and benefits granted to African-American GIs, it was
difficult for many men to have Ihith in their masculinity.
If they did not receive the benefits they needed to go to
college and get it decent job, how could they provide for
their fmsilies? How could it black man feel confident in
his manhood when the country he fought for abandoned
him, and fiuiled to recognize his heroism? Thus, black
masculinity became largely invisible for many of the
following decades.
As it was in the beginning so it would be in the end;
Black mcii drafted into military service were drafted into
an environment similar to the environment they would
enter upon their release. The quota system of drafting
enlisted black men into segregated units. Many of the
men enlisted believed they would he able to choose the
branch of the military to serve in. On the contrary, most
black men found themselves in the army. Even in other
branches, there were it limited number of jobs reserved
for black men. In Maggi M. Morehouse's book Fighting

states:
In the navy you could only he a mess man, and I didn't
want that. There were very limited opportunities in the
air corps. You didn't really have a choice—you thought
Vol] did, but you really didn't. They assigned you where
they wanted you to go. It wasn't like now, where you go
in and pick a branch of the service you want to enter.
Then, they mostly assigned blacks to the army, so that's
where you went?
In most branches of the service, black men were placed
into segregated units and were allotted a small number of
jobs. The masculinity of black men was already being
broken down. African American GIs had no control
over where they would he sent or what their job would
he. They were placed in that position (Inc to their race,
and would remain there after the war, without a solid
foothold in their ideas of black masculinity.
The Selective Service Act of 1940 stated that
soldiers, white or black, could he drafted into the army
wherever the army had need of them.' However, army
units remained segregated, and discrimination was
evident with the allocation of jobs to black GIs. In his
hook The Warrior Image, Andrew .J. Huebner explains,
"Most blacks in the military worked in service roles,
carting around supplies, cooking food, and in general
doing the (lilly work required to equip millions of
soldiers fir from home." Thus, another piece of black
masculinity was taken from these men. Instead of serving
their country in honor, many men "served the service."
Service jobs are often seen as demascuhnizing, and the
fact that most African American soldiers in the military
were given service jobs, is proof that their masculinity
was invisible and fuled to he acknowledged.
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The Segregation and discrimination of the military
was also scen in the number of black officers and the
soldiers under their command. The racial tension was
cvident in the small amount of African American officers
in the service. Not only were there few, they were
generally in the army, and they were only in charge of
fellow black soldiers. According to the army's 1940 Plan
for Mobilization, "black officers were to command only
black troops. No black officer could command a white
enlisted man, and no black officer conkd hold a position
higher than any of the white officers in the unit." This
structure caused racial tension and strengthened the idea
of "separate but equal." In efhct, it also aflected the view
of black masculinity by instilling within the men that
black men possessed a lesser form of masculinity and
loyalty, and as such must he separated from the superior
white men.
Because black men served their country in service
roles and in segregated units, some white Americans
questioned them and their loyalty. In a particular
incident, Senator James Eastland of Mississippi stated,
"the conduct of the Negro soldier ill Normandy, as well
as all over Europe, was disgraceful, and that Negro
soldiers have disgraced the flag of their country." This
disdain for the service of black soldiers showed that their
service was not recognized as true service because they
were not often in combat. Most black soldiers joined so
that they could fight for their country, but because of the
quota system and the sad state of race relations (luring
WWII, they were not often able to (10 50. This disdain
may he the reasoning behind the lack of benefits slated
to black GIs after the war.
Not only (lid black veterans lack benefits upon their
return to the states, often it took many extra months for
them to even return home. There were various reasons
for this, namely the ftsct that no bases wanted to house
African American soldiers after the war while they
became readjusted.' Furthermore, the U.S. government
created boundary zones in it policy they called
"Redistribution." This policy, which Morehouse calls,
"perhaps the most demoralizing aspect of the
deactivation program," defined areas in America where
soldiers could deactivate or rest before going overseas.'
There were many other instances of discrimination
in the daily lives of African American veterans. Huebner
discusses a number of violent cases of such
discrimination in his hook, such as the story of Isaac
Woodward:

Oil the day of his honorable discharge from Camp
Gordon, Georgia, Isaac Woodward took bus to South
Carolina, only to be arrested, beaten senseless, and
blinded after an altercation with the driver. Tic police
chief of Batesburg, South Carolina admitted to
crunching Woodward's eves out as he lay on the ground,
but was later acquitted of the crime."
With so many cases of violence occurring against black
veterans, it is obvious that the hopes of these men for
equality back at home were ultimately dashed. They
should have come home with pride to a country that
would applaud their sacrifices, and they should have
conic home to it country in which they could feel secure
as men and as human beings. On the contrary, they
were constant targets of hate and violence, and thus
could not protect themselves uid their manhood, or
their flumilics from the contempt of the country that
would not protect them.
African Americans had many reasons to enlist into
military service—whether it was the desire to climb the
business ladder after the war, or the hope to emerge into
a more racially accepting environment, these men were
let down. Few benefits were granted to black (As,
though many men were able to take advantage of their
benefits immediately. However, the benefits given to
black soldiers were extremely limited and sadly reduced
compared to those allotted to white soldiers. Most
V\'VII veterans in general wanted to take advantage of
their educational benefits, which proved difficult for
black veterans. In Christopher Paul Moore's hook,
Fighting for America, he explains:
The few black colleges were flooded with applicants, and
most other colleges accepted whites only. Job-training
programs were segregated in the south and under white
supervision. Black veterans were one-third of the WWII
veterans in the South but got one twelfth of the job
training slots. Home buying was skewed against black
veterans too. Many black veterans bought new homes
with the help of a Veteran's Administration mortgage,
but they were limited as to where they could buy
homes.
As Manifest Destiny was to the white man a century
earlier, owning a home was to black veterans coming
home from the war. The American Dream, which had
so long been reserved for white middle class Americans,
seemed in reach with the money given to black veterans
to buy homes. Unfortunately, there were restrictions on
that its well. Much stake was placed in independence
and freedom in America, especially for black Americans
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who went without it for so long. For an African
American man, it is important to have selfdetermination. A true black man has a 301) owns
prOpl'ty aixd builds a family. Without the frecdom to go
to school and get a good job to buy a property
somewhere and raise a family, what does it black man
have to he secure in his inasculinitvP
After their release from the war, miuw African
American veterans wanted to use their government
stipends for schooling. As previously stated, it was often
difficult for black men to get into and stay in college
following the war. Morehouse's hook showcases
firsthand accounts of the educational struggle of the
black WXVII veteran. One nmn, Fred Watt, "found that
he could not go to college and support it family, even
'with Uncle Sam's help,' so he gave up fui-thci-ing his
education."' Another, Jim Williams, "studied music for
two years, and then, he said, he 'became an addict—I was
addicted to eating at least one hot meal a (lay. So I had
to go to work.'" Thus, black men who already had
families but wanted to make more money in it more
rewarding career, its well as those men who aspired to
more than a military career, had to abandon their hopes
in order to support themselves and their families.
Moore cites Langston Hughes' poem .Flarlcm to
describe
plight
of
black
veterans:
the

The lack of educational and housing benefits struck
quite a blow to black veteran's faith in their manhood. It
would he difficult for any man of any race to feel secure
I'll his manhood when the country he sacrificed so much
to protect (toes not kel the need to protect his rights as a
citizen. To combat these iniquities, the NAACP arrived
to make the American people aware of the problems
with the country's race relations. They iNanted to raise
awareness of the benefits of an educated black society to
show that black veterans discharged from the military
deserved equal benefits as white veterans." It has often
been said that Aniericans are fond of their lawsuits, and
that is exactly the course of action the NAACP took.
Another veteran cited throughout Morehouse's hook,
Alex Pitcher, joined the NAACP shortly after his release
from the service, and he explains that the NAACP did
not just talk to veterans; they implemented the CI Bill of
Rights in their arguments, which would allow many black
veterans to he able to attend graduate schools. However,
most graduate schools of various disciplines
discriminated against blacks. To combat this, the
NAACP started filing antidiscrimination lawsuits against
graduate school. If the NAACP could inspire the
American government to change policy, their eflort
could not only change the educational benefits of black
veterans, it could also subsequently change the
availability of jobs for black veterans, significantly
increasing their quality of lik and faith in themselves and
their masculinity. Similarly, the actions of the NAACP
helped incite passion into the hearts of black veterans so
that they could fight for their own rights individually.
After their return from the frontlines, many veterans,
"kIt they had earned their citizenship," they wanted to
implement their, "newfound 'Americanism' by
demanding all the rights and privileges of full
citizenship." These men, as Morehouse explains, "were
not content to live within the constraints of'a segregated
society," and so, joining their hi-others in al-ms once
again, this time those in the NAACP, they stood up for
their rights, joined as soldiers, and as men, and as
African Americans.'
African American men were some of the first
Americans to enlist in the military at the start of \VWII.
Instead of being applauded for their service, many black
men were given subservient jobs instead of field work—
"honorable" work. That is not to say that black men
were not in combat positions or honorable ranks. In
fact, thousands of black men fought for their country,
albeit in vain. When they returned from the battlefields,

What happens to a dream deferre(:
Does it (lii' Lif)
like a raisin in the suit;.
Or fester like a Sore—
and then run;
Does it stink like rotten meat:>
Or crust and sugar over
like a syrupy sweetP
Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.
Or does it explode:
The poem, published in 19.51, can be related to the
defeiTed dreams of black veterans, paiiiculaily those
who wanted to pursue it college education but were
disappointed when they discovered that the meager
benefits given to them were not adequate for education
and survival. This disappointment was no doubt
devastating to the black veteran's idea of his own
manhood, since he was made to defer his dreams to take
care of his family and himself, and part of' being it real
American man is having a claim in the American
Dream.
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occurred within the American infrastructure which
drastically changed the rights of African Americans as
citizens. Because of the heroism and support of black
soldiers in WWII, America and the free world were able
to emerge victorious. Similarly, because of the heroism
and support of the NAACP and the warriors of the
American Civil Rights movement, black manhood has
emerged a powerful force-one that is now visible,
fighting the good fight at home and abroad, and setting
examples of courage, strength and N%risdon, for all to
admire and emulate. ,

instead of being met with parades and confetti, many
black veterans were greeted by hatred and violence as
well as disdain and apathy. On top of that, African
American soldiers returning from V/WI! Were victims of
severely diminished benefits and very little aid from the
US government. Asaresult of these diminished benefits
and the discrimination against black veterans, many men
could not afford to support themselves and go to college
or enter job-training progriuns. Subsequently, it was
difficult for black veterans to feel secure in their
manhood, because they often were forced to give up
their aspirations and their claim to the American Dream
in order to survive. Eventually, the NAACP stepped in
to fight for the rights of black veterans, specifically in
education. Thus, the black veteran was inspired to fight
against the inequalities thrust upon him by his country—
the country he had fought to protect. The reduced rights
of black veterans caused a change in race relations in
American government policy. Now, each soldier who
fights or has fought for the American nation has an equal
right to the benefits slated for veterans following war. In
the decades following the postwar era, many changes
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Catherine King

Jane and the Broken Narratives
person. However, to Aunt Reed,.Jane remains a monster
who should not he allowed happiness. To accept that
would mean to accept that Jane was not a vengeful sprite
who vanished easily when she was sent to Lowood - "I
wish she had (lied!" Sarah Reed spits - but a real person
with real needs. Reed hated Jane and resented her, and
so made her into something less than human. This
inverts the traditional changeling fantasy because Brontë
tells it from the point of view of the 'changeling' herself,
who is a victim of an unsympathetic and resentful
guardian.
Additionally, Bronte wrote from the point of view of
it governess, a member of society who also was viewed as
an anomaly, someone ultimately expendable - a
changeling in terms of class. The Honorable Miss
Blanche Ingram declares governesses, as a species, to he
"incubi", or sexual demons (205). Like the changeling
child Jane, the governess Jane has to hide away from the
grand, rich company, "behind the window-curtain," and
spoken of as "one of the anathemised race." However,
Brontë reminds its that, though "men are hard-hearted...
God is friend to the poor orphan child" and the
unwanted governess - despite being "poor, obscure,
plain, and little," Jane is dear in God's sight (27, 293). In
order to prove that both dependent children and
seemingly dismissible governesses merit warmth and
respect, Brontë casts .Jane as the outsider and 'other' in a
traditional changeling narrative.
The changeling disrupts the order of the
household into which it enters by absorbing the love and
energy that should go to a human child. To love a
changeling is folly, and so for .Jane's Uncle Reed to love
her is only another reason for Sarah Reed to hate .Jane.
According to Sarah Reed, referring to the inflint.Jane as
'it,' "he used to nurse it and notice it as if it had been his
own," and Mrs. Reed can only perceive this as a
weakness for a weak child (267). His affection for his
niece only helped to fuel the jealous ire that Mrs. Reed
bore towards.Jane, making her even more miserable in
the long term. Even the idea of him disti-esses Jane more
than it calms her: during her terrifying stay in the red
i-oom, .Jane fears that "Mi-. Reed's spirit, harassed by the
wrongs of his sister's child" might come, "revisiting the
earth l ... J consolatory in thcoiy, Ihuti terrible if realized"
(20). By both provoking Mrs. Reed's anger towards Jane,

Charlotte Broiite's novel Jane Ere has many
striking elements, including unlikely coincidence,
harrowing adversity, and hints of the supernatural. These
connect the novel to the tradition of itiiy tales
commonly told in England and oil the European
Continent. However, Jane's life does not follow an easily
predictable path, and neither (IOCS the plot. When a
plotline that threatens to turn into a cliché turns up, it is
only allowed to germinate SO tar before it suddenly and
dramatically changes. Four separate aspects of the novcl
- Jane's relationship with the Reeds, her relationship
with her uncle, John Eyre, her relationship with Mr.
Rochester, and her time with the Rivers - interrupt and
Support each other, building oil of the three faiiy tales of
Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, and Cap 0' Rushes,

along with the traditional myth of the changeling. Jane
Eu-c contains all these themes, and variations on all
these stories, but Brontë does not execute them as
simply as they appear. In the end, although the novel
ends happily, none of the stories have taken the
expected path to reach that goal. They rely on each
other for their full and complete execution. Brontc
weaves the various fsiiy tales and myths together in
conflicting but ultimately complementary threads.
The fithy tale elements of Jane's life begin at the
start, when Bronte draws parallels between Jane and a
changeling - a fairy that has been substituted for a
human baby, but which cannot blend in with humans.
Her aunt, Sarah Reed, will not admit Jane to any of the
pleasures that the Reed children enjoy until Jane acts
"more natural," because ane is very unlike what Reed
thinks a child should he (Fire 9). Even as an infitnt,
Aunt Reed says, Jane would "not Iscreami heartily like
any other child, but Iwhiniperj and Imoanl" (267). In
folklore of the British Isles, a child who did not develop
normally, or was deformed or sickly, was dubbed a
changeling, a baby from the Fair Folk. Perhaps "a lain'
come from Elf-land," as Mr. Rochester likes to idealize
Jane later on, had switched the troublesome child with
the real, human baby (309). Though some stones oiler a
way to retrieve the stolen child, most of the time a
changeling would only weaken and (lie. Sarah Reed tries
to doom Jane thus when she writes to Jane's uncle saying
that "Jane Evre was dead: she had (lied of typhus fever at
Lowood" (27.5). The reader by this point sees Jane as a
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and by terrifying Jane in the red room, her literal
godfather only enhances Jane's misery without meaning
to. However, Jane does have a fairy godfather who
improves her life, even if it looks like a curse: John Evre
of Madeira, Jane's paternal uncle, has an important sway
on the plot despite never actually appearing on-page. He
helps to account for many of the more improbable
coincidences of the story - such as the (Iranlatic reveal of
all impediment to Jane and Rochester's first marriage,
and the windfall of an inheritance. John Evre of Madeira
is nothing less than the fury godmother - or godfather to Jane's Cinderella. However, through the machinations
of Aunt Reed, John Eyrc's boon to Jane is not revealed
until years later. John Evre also acts as Jane's ftiry
godfather in a much more direct way. Briggs the solicitor
reveals that it was Mr. Evre who told Mr. Mason about
"the contemplated union between [Jancl and Mr.
Rochester" and when the truth of Mr. Rochester's prior
marriage was revealed, "he implored Mr. Mason to lose
no time in taking steps to prevent the false marriage"
(339, 340). He protects her honor, reputation, and ]leter
integrity, so even though her heart breaks to leave
integrity,
Rochester, Jane herself knows that the news was for the
greater good - that she "was right when jshej adhered to
principle and law I...) God directed Iheil to it correct
choice" (414). This action also sends Jane directly on the
path to her (hitherto unknown) cousin's house, where
she not only discovers kindred spirits ill the form of St.
John, Diana, and Mary Rivers, but her uncle " Ileavesi
her all his property," leaving her rich and independent
(440). Neither the boon of independence, nor the
blessing of family, would have been possible had it not
been for the broken wedding with Mr. Rochester, nor
for her uncle, who acted behind the scenes its afairv
godfather.
Similarly to how the subverted fitiiy godfhthers bringing blessings out of pain and anxiety out of good
intention - alters and redirects what would he a simple
Gindcrclla plot, the presence of Mr. Rochester and his
wife as it two-faced Beast interrupts and diverts what
would he the clearest fairy tale ill the narrative of the
story: Beau/ , and the Jjeast. The first clear diversion
from the h)riluia is in the apparent nature of the Beast
himself. The Beast is supposed to be ugly, dull, but
good-natured; Mr. Rochester readily admits himself ugly,
witty, and condescending to everyone around him. He
concedes this, and laments it to a certain degree: "Nature
meant me to he, on the whole, it good man.., one of the
better kind, and you see I am not so" (1.59). This

statement also indicates an initial transformation that
took place in the past, when lie was "thrust onto it wrong
tack at the age of one-and-tw-ent, and has] never
reco'ered the right course since" (1.58). Bronte thus
indicates that Rochester is a good man at heart who
yearns for redemption, even when he is not willing to
seek it. ,Jane's status as an intelligent, destitute girl, her
departure and delayed return, her anguished confession,
and acceptance, all fall into place according to tradition.
It seeulls like they are all set for their happily-ever-after until Jane's unwanted fairy godfather intervenes. This
forces ',,It-. Rochester to reveal the true Beast of
Thornfieid Hall - his powerful, animal-like, lunatic wife.
She is ugly, ("tile fearful blackened inflation of the
lineanients!"), but, far from dull, she is "cunning as a
witch," and malicious (327, 492). The most horrible
truth of this revelation is the fact that there is no lasting
good that Mr. Rochester can offer Jane. Although he has
it good heart underneath his crusty exterior, he still
cannot honor Jane as his wife. Brontë, despite her mercy
showii to the 'changeling' Jane, does not give an easy
solution to the hind between Mr. Rochester, who is a
beast in his pride and stubbornness, and Bertha Mason,
who is a beast by her insanity. Jane holds Rochester
responsible, even to it wile who is
.l danger to him and
reminds him, "you are inexorable... site cannot help
being mad" (347). Jane cannot force him to change his
ways, but by abandoning him a second time, she can and
(foes force him to live with himself and lus own past.
Now the formula begins to work again - f'or Jane later
has it vision of Mr. Rochester crying out to 11cr in
anguish. She returns to him, finds him entirely humbled,
and accepts him as it husband. Though he has not lost
the sharp tongue that she learned to love, he is no longer
it godless wanderer, sick with pride. Rather, he is an
atoning man who has paid the price for his sins, asking
God, "give me strength to lead henceforth a purer life
than I have hitherto!" (516). He and Jane wed each other
as equals - not only socially, but literally, with it felicity
which they base in virtue like that of the Beauty and her
Prince.
While Jane exiles herself from Mr. Rochester, she
acts out another fitiry tale, a lesser-known variant on
CYnderelhr Cap 0' Rushes (from the Best-Loved Stories
Told at the National SroivrehIiiigFes/iva. This story tells
of a girl who, after being driven out from her home by
her hither, makes it suit for herself out of rushes.
Through use of disguise and three masked halls, in the
end she reconciles herself to her father. Her marriage to
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heroine's single-minded paternal af1ction, which she has
translated as matrimonial love that is enriched through
maternal, sisterly, and religious love. .Jane still places
'home' with Mr. Rochester, but she no longer-depends
on him for 'home' as she once did.
Jane's story, if taken as a fairy tale, is unconventional,
difficult, but ultimately more rewarding for these
dilliculties. Unlike a typical changeling, she did not
simply vanish because she was not wanted. She (lid not
have everything laid out easily for her by her silent
uncles, but had to fight for herself from the start. She did
not vanquish Mr. Rochester's wik by merely saving, "I
love you," but had to accept Bertha's gruesome existence
and act accordingly. She had to truly break away from
Mr. Rochester in order to he sure that she loved him,
and she did not remain fixated on him to the exclusion
of all else, but opened her heart to other forms of love as
well. If Brontë had played any of these stories straight,
exactly as they appear, they would not have as much
power as they do woven together. The Beau/i' and the
Beast narrative is broken because Cinderella's fairy
godfather intrudes on the plot. Cvj, O'Rushcs goes from
and returns to the Beast's castle, but on the way wins for
herself falnily and independence. These plots not only
highlight Jane's isolation from the Reeds, but they also
highlight the divine providence that guides her Uncle
Eyre to stop her wedding, which allows her to truly
transform the Beast into it real, flesh-and-blood human.
And, of coul-se, Jane's reversal of fortune by the end From an unwanted dependent to a mother, it wik, it
treasured member of a family - signifies that she has,
indeed, carned her happy ending - a prize beyond any
pot of gold that it rainbow could oiler.

rich young man is a nice bonus, but only secondary to
being returned to the father she loves so well. The
important distinction of Cap 0 'Rushes is that her notion
of 'home' never changes from her lather's house,
whereas Cinderella loses her home - her center of love
and identity - with the death of her mother and gains it
new home with her new husband. Janc's first true home
is with Mr. Rochester, but she abandons him of her own
free will. Over the months of her banishment, ,Jane
cannot forget her master - she finds herself "weeping
for the doom which had wrest then from adhesion to
then master" (41.5). However, as Brontc altered the
paths of Cinderella, Beau/i' and the Beast, and the
changeling narrative, she cannot leave the story of Gap
O'Rushcs as is. Even though the story ends with Jane's
return to Rochester, she discovers, thanks to her fairy
godfather, her own people - with whom she shares a
"perfect congeniality of tastes, sentiments, and
principles" (402). This reversal of young Jane the
changeling - someone wanted, someone who belongs is no less important than her exile and return to her
master. Jane's definition of 'home' is not relocated nor
completely altered, but it is expanded. Before, Jane
affirmed, "wherever [Mr. Rochester is] is my home - my
only home," only natural, as he was the first person who
not only treated her as an equal, but who was an
intellectual and emotional match for her (283). Now,
home is also Moor House, it fact that is more than
evident in the utter delight that Jane takes in preparing
the home for the return of her cousins: upon becoming
rich and independent, she says that her PUI1)05C is "to
have all things in an absolutely pethct state of readiness
for Diana and Mary I... I to give them a beau-ideal of a
welcome when they come" (4.51). Domestic freedom
and control is it new activity for Jane (as opposed to
being an extra hand when Mr. Rochester's vast party
came to town), and it is a new vav fir her to express her
affection and gratitude towards the cousins who have
clone SO much for her. And when she does return to Mr.
Rochester, she does not forget Diana and Mary. On the
contrary, they visit each other yearly. Before, Jane was
unhealthily obsessed with Mr. Rochester, because he was
all that she had to love - she "could not, in those clays,
see Cod for his creature, of whom [she] had made an
idol" (316). Now, however, she has kinswomen who are
her own true friends besides - she loves Mr. Rochester
and chooses to live her entire li1ie with him, but she is not
alone in the world but for him. In this case, Brontë
corrects the story of Gap 0'l?ushes by amending the
it
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Melissa Satnarin

The Ultimate Art
In the midst of the world-wide wars, political
revolutions, and social changes of the carly 1900s,
several new artistic movements emerged. These avantgarde groups each began with it small gathering of likeminded, forward-thinking artists who developed new,
radical ideologies that they then manifested in their
artwork, literature, and performances. Yet, while each
avant-garde movement distinctively established itself
upon certain principles, they all arose for one recurring,
particular reason: to redefine what art is and should he.
However, while the Dadaists, Symbolists, Futurists, and
Surrealists all proposed ideals about art, they ultimately
used art as a form, particularly theater, as a medium to
promote their philosophies. Kandinsky (lid this as well
during the movement Der Blanc Reiter, but he is
unique, because his ideology investigates the nature of
pure art itself. Kandinsky's play The )'ellorv Sound is
distinctive from all other avant-garde plays because he
pushed theater in an entirely new direction by exploiting
its artistic elements of light, music, (lance, and color to
create what I believe to he the ultimate work of art and
the ultimate artistic experience.
There are two elements to an artistic experience that
make it a truly exceptional sensation: the removal of the
mind from logic and the stimulation of the senses. An
'artistic experience' occurs when a person feels fully
enthralled in an artistic composition to the point that
his/her mind in essence becomes removed from reality.
This experience is exactly what Kandinsky coins the
"activity of the soul" or "vibrations" (Kandinsky, On
Stage Composition). The soul and the mind, to him, are
two separate entities, and one of the major problems he
grapples with in this dichotomy is that "the human being
seeks to find a material form for the new value which
lives in him in spiritual form" (Kandinsky, On the
Problem of Form). There are two worlds that exist in
his theory: the "soulless-material" and the "psychicspiritual" (Kandinsky, On the Problem of Form). While
our minds operate in the "material" world, our souls, as
well as art, exist in the "spiritual" world. When reason
and the conscious mind are overridden then, a person is
momentarily released from "material" reality and his/her
soul can begin to fully function, or "vibrate", which
includes eiljoying an aesthetic work of art, for instance.
This idea of an 'artistic experience' is a concept never

developed in art previous to Kandinskv, which is one of
the reasons his work is so uniquely progressive.
Kandinsky believed the way to access the "spiritual"
world beyond reason was through the senses. Senses are
human qualities devoid of conscious control and result
in a person 'feeling something'. The soul, not the mind,
is what ftcilitates feeling in a human, which consequently
connects it to the senses. By stimulating the senses then,
a person will feel what Kandinsky called the "inner
resonance" (Kandinsky, On the Problem of Form), or in
others words an 'artistic experience'. For this very
reason, he was particularly interested in synesthesia, the
mixing of senses. Synesthesia was not a new concept at
the time, for Charles Baudelaire's "Correspondences" is
the springboard that inspired Kandinsky, as well as other
avant-garde artists, to investigate the phenomenon. The
poem describes synesthesia as, "All scents and sounds
and colors meet as one" (Baudelaire). However, while
other artists were aware of it, Kandinsky was the first to
actually incorporate synesthesia into his artwork. He
fully acknowledges the elements of "sound, color,
words!" (Kandinsky, On Stage Composition), and uses
thern all in his art, particularly in his plays. The reason
he likes synesthesia or the "correlations between taste
and color jfbr instance] which refuse to be classified"
(Kandinsky, The Effect of Color), is that people with the
condition are constantly having their senses stimulated.
To Kandinsky, this ongoing confusion of the senses also
means the constant rousing of the soul. Synesthesia is a
continual 'artistic experience' and that is why Kandinskv
strives to recreate this phenomenon in his art.
The result of this goal is his development of
Abstraction. Kandinsky bases his art on two poles of
form: "1. the great abstraction, 2. the great realism"
(Kandinsky, On the Problem of Form). He reasons that
the more Realistic a work of art, the more abstract it
actually is, because representative art is completely fiske
and illusionary. Conversely, Abstract art is more
realistic, because it is pure art. Abstraction is devoid of
"material" imitation and can therefore circumvent the
logical impressions our minds automatically try to
impose on representative art. Kandinsky is the first
abstract artist and saw Abstraction as a means to convey
the "spiritual" world because of these very reasons. He
furthermore saw the "necessity of the inner unit, which
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implies synesthesic undertones, for a 'sound' cannot
rationally be described as 'yellow'. His entire play is a
conglomerate of these simultaneous sensory stimuli in
order to try and epitomize synesthesia much like his title
does. Scene five is a perfect example of this, for it
directs, "The stage gradual/v saturated intli a cold red
hi-lit, which slow/v /,'7VJl5 stronger .'flid equ;il/y turns
vellon" (Kandinsky, The Yellow Sound: A Stage
Composition). Not only has he instructed the stage to he
painted with a color, but he dictates it to he a c-old color,
a notion inconceivable without the knowledge of
synesthesia. In the same scene, he also notes that,
"Then one hieai:c a,ipuhi in the orchestra individual
coJoii" (Kandinsky, The Yellow Sound: A Stage
Composition). To hear color again is not logical nor is it
definable; in order to comprehend what the color
yellow, for instance, would sound like, is only possible in
a world beyond this "material" one. Because he
incorporated synesthesia as the core of the play,
however, it is possible that by this time the audience
could understand what a yellow chord sounds like, a
clear testament to the success of Kandinsky's work.
Kandinsky's play is also abstract, naturally, and was
part of a series of plays written by Kandinsky that were
the first examples of abstract theater. The reason he has
no definable setting, plot, dialogue, or characters is
because he is depicting the "spiritual" world where those
elements do not exist. Instead he portrays "Giants",
"Indistinct Beings", People, rocks, flowers, and a milieu
of colors, sounds, and movements, which are all abstract
components. Granted the people, flowers, and rocks
can he considered imitative because they do actually
exist in the material world, vet they are all removed from
reality. The Child, for instance, is an actual child, but
he/she "is pulhig s/only and i-hvthinical/v at the loner
end ola rope" and when "f/ic child drops the lope. It
becomes dark" (Kandinsky, The Yellow Sound: A Stage
Composition). Clearly this child is not portraying a child
'character', but is rather functioning as part of this artistic
composition; the Child sways with the rhythm of the bell
on the end of that rope and triggers changes in lighting,
meaning he/she is imbedded in the art. It is scenes like
these that allow the audience to steer clear from trying to
rationalize the production, even if there are some
"material" likenesses. Another great example of these
coinciding elements, like the Child and the darkness,
which make the work all the more abstract, is scene five.
In this scene, the "difiCrent-coloredi people" are directed
to "take up dillerent positions on the stge... the whole

is supported and even constituted by the external lack of
unity" (Kandinsky, On Stage Composition) as imperative
to a work of art, particularly a performance; no external
unit)' is the epitome of Abstraction. Using these
complicated and progressive artistic theories, Kandinsky
produced many canvases, poems, and plays including
The Yellow Sound that reflect all these ideologies.
The Ye/lou' Sound is not only provocative because it
illustrates Kandinsky's artistic theories, but also because
it utilizes the theater as an applicable art form and
develops a series of nonconventional theatrical
components. There is no main character, no significant
plot, no definable setting, and no dialogue in the play.
Instead of an introductory scene, the audience is graced
with "some indeterminate chords," "dark-blue twilight,"
and "a chorus un which] the source of the singing is
unrecognizable" (Kandinsky, The Yellow Soun(1: A
Stage Composition). Music, color, and singing had been
used in theater beforehand, but never in this context.
They are traditionally applied to compliment the
development of the drama, but Kandinsky is using them
as his central focus. Enveloped in this situation, a
conservative audience would he uncertain ii in fact they
were in the theater. However, while Kandinsky's play
may seem a complete departure from all conventions of
theater, he does actually base it on the basics of theater.
He borrows bits and pieces from each type: "drana words; opera - sound; ballet - movement" (Kandinsky,
On Stage Composition). Although, the elements he
takes from these types of plays are the am.'wic features
and not the technical ones. In this sense, he is
attempting to recreate theater as an art, and not just as a
means to entertain or profess ideologies. So instead of
characters, plot, and setting, the lighting, music,
choreography, and arrangement of all three become the
central and defining aspect to his sense-stimulating
composition.
Kandinsky also thoroughly exploits svnesthesia in
The Ye/lou' Sound. He not only uses an immense
amount of color, sound, music, tone, words, light,
texture, dance, and movement in his play, but does so
simultaneously. Because the majority of any audience is
most likely not naturally syncsthesic, he attempts to
recreate this quality by attacking the senses all at once so
that they may mix-up artificially. So as well its combining
different components from types of plays, he also uses
elements usually found on a canvas or in a sculpture into
his theater, which further enhances the synesthesic
atmosphere. The mere title of the play immediately
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amuigeinelit should he neither '/xvu,tjlul' nor
particular/i dc/mite land enwage ml a kind o dance, only
with licquent changes 0/ tempo, SomnetilliCs
eormrsp on dii ig 117111 (lie nmsi; soniC/mines 110/'

sitting in Kandinsky's theater with a stage that sounds
lemon yellow, smells of shrill voices, and looks like
indeterminate chords of music and believe that after
watching the entire production, I would come Out of that
theater describing it exactly in this jumbled fashion.
Kandinsky succeeded because he does anificially create
syncsthcsia and erases logic and reality in his play. But
the reason I consider this play the ultimate work of art is
that while paintings are two-dimensional and sculptures
are three-dimensional, this play is fourth-dimensional. It
is live, in motion, and dynamic, which are all aspects that
cannot he found in other types of mediums. Theater
then is the supreme form of art in the respect that the
viewer is physically watching, experiencing, and
absorbing the art as it is unfolding. In watching this
dynamic and animate world of art that The I'd/on'
Sound captures, the audience should be so
overwhelmed, so removed from reality, and Sc) dazed
from the "inner vibrations" that this composition elicits
because they are undergoing the ultimate and complete
artistic experience.

(Kandinskv, The Yellow Sound: A Stage Composition).
This display is utterly abstract and meaningless in our
rational minds, because KIiXlWSkV was not appealing to
them. He is portraying what the "spiritual" world must
he like, which we can only comprehend through the
medium of our senses and the acceptance of
Abstraction.
Kandinskv is a mastermind of theory and artistic
composition, but that is not what distinguishes him from
all other avant-garde artists. What truly makes him the
most artistic and unique member of the avant-garde era
is his focus on and achievement in conveying the 'artistic
experience' in his art. If I were to watch The Yellow
Sound, I believe I would feel "vibrations" in my soul and
become so enraptured in the play that I would loose my
sense of reason, because it is purely, intensely, and
ultimately abstract, svncsthesic art. I imagine myself
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Katy Sitnonian

From Portia With Love: Drama Within Comedy Through the Eves of a Shakespearean Heroine
in 77ie Merchant of Venice
"I am informed throughlv of' the cause. Which is the
merchant lierO and which theJew (4.1.173174)" The
climactic courtroom scene is Shakespeare's The
iWcirliant of, Venice is not the first time we encounter
the (Irnamic personality of arguably the strongest of
Shakespearean heroines, but Portia's actions in this
scene speak to the different, at times contradictory facets
of her character. The scene, in which a disguised Portia
enters the court where Antonio and Shylock's late will he
revealed, captures the essence of both the an)biguitV of
her character and the nature of the play itself. By her
own account, Portia cntcrs the trial out of love for
Bassanio and loyalty to his friend in need. However, in
this moment, the darker, more intuitive side of Portia is
revealed in the subtleties of the language which she uses
to seal the fate of all the men in her life. As a woman,
she faces the limitations of her gender in terms of ]leter
marriage and familial obligations. Beyond her poise and
marriage
wisdom, she is a young girl with desires and ambition
which refuse to he concealed by the confines of a female
body. It is through the ambiguous nature of her
character that the dramatic elements of the play surface
amid the riot of comedic nmments which have placed
the play in the realm of comedy. But is it fair to think of
the play as a comedy, when ideas of betrayal, identity,
and vile anti-Semitism dwell at the core of the stor\Q Is
Portia a spoiled heiress who manipulates those around
her out of boredom, or does she take it upon herself to
get what she wants without the permission of others or
adherence to rules To unlock the drama within the
comedy, we must observe Portia's precise actions before,
during, and following the trial and find the tragedy of
love and loss within the comedy of clowns, couples, and
wives dressed as suitors.
In order to appreciate the seemingly straight-forward
introduction she makes for herself at trial, we must first
visualize the scene. The court is filled with people, some
in support of Antonio, while most linger out of curiosity
for what a pound of flesh looks like when stripped from
its owner. When Portia arrives dressed as the young
lawyer, Balthazar, it is easy to sec the comedy in a young
bride coming to the defense of her husband's friend
under the guise of a bright and eager kllow. She is after
all, by her own admission, "an unlesson'd girl,

unschool'd, unpractic'd' (3.2.1.56) who has much to
learn about womanhood in matters of the world and
love. Why does she begin with a question which
demands such an obvious answc14 On one hand, she
may be asking for the parties to make themselves known
for the record, as that is what she knows or thinks to he
the appropriate protocol. Yet, the structure of the
players in this scene tells a difIirent story. Upon entering
the court, for anyone, let alone the presiding judge in the
case, the identity of the merchant and the Jew would he
clear. One must wonder what Portia has to gain by
surveying the court as she does and what motivates her
to carry the trial to its final moment of suspense over
Shylock's fate. The answer lies in her love for Bassanio,
not out of a sense of honor or loyalty, but rather
suspicion and discovery.
Moments before embarking on her spur of the
moment journey with Nerissa to wield her unique brand
of power over the trial, Portia is the picture of the
contented betrothed. She is in the clouds of girlish love
for her new husband, whom she sought through the
contest of caskets for her bawl in marriage. She has
attained the love and commitment of Bassanio, who she
regards as the ultimate brave, romantic knight, "her lord,
her governor, her king(3.2.16.5)." The news of the plight
of Antonio's character cuts through her romance and
provides her with a needed, but unforeseen (lose of
reality. She falls in love with a man with expensive tastes,
including but not limited to his choice of wife. He craves
luxury and winning Portia gives him access to her
unlimited wealth, Belmont estate, and her exquisite
beauty. For his part, Bassanio indeed loves her by all
accounts, but covets the wealth and influence such a
marriage would mean to him in feeding his careless
ways. Upon seeing Bassauio's distress over Antonio's
troubles, it becomes clear that the three thousand ducats
brought to coml,ete for Portia's hand, was borrowed, illgotten from the baseness of usuly. The issue of wealth is
paired with the lack of trust and dishonesty on the part
of Bassanio. The nature of his friendship with Antonio
and the circumstances of their marriage is a concern for
Portia. Her actions in the trial are reflections of her
suspicion towards her new husband and intentions with
regard to his merchant. She does not pace her through
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dynamic between Portia and Bassanio in terms of their
relationship. It is Bassanio who is made the fool and
humbled by his wife's audacity. While he remains
besotted - L. her, she is above the romance of her
idealized version of him. She loves him, but not in the
way she once (lid. Her love and outlook matures from
these experiences and she reclaims her place as the lord
of her house, master of her servants (3.2.168-170)
openly, and without need of manipulation. Belmont is
her estate, and Bassanio knows he is privileged to live
there as long as Portia finds him in good favor.
Perhaps the greatest evidence for the gravity of her
strength in relation to the other characters is her last line
in the play. While others reflect, she departs with an
order to her husband to come to her where she "will
answer all things fiuithfully (.5.1.2.59)." She leads him to
his fortunate fate, just as she leads Shylock to the result
of his vengeance, Antonio to his redemption fitr apart
from the need of her husband, and the play's other
young lovers to their contented end. Beneath the surface
of comedy, we see the broken spirit of the exiled
Shylock, the nostalgia and confusion of the flawed
merchant, and the foolishness of idealized love, from the

the court proceedings, as it novice lawyer, or frightened
girl in fear of crrors in performance. Her pacing is a
clear sign of her confidence in wielding the power she
seizes from those around her.
In taking the opportunity to careful!y observe her
husband and his demeanor toward the merchant,
Antonio, Portia witnesses her idealized image of
Bassanio end in another moment covered with the veil
of comedy. Bassanio declares his love and loyalty to
Antonio when he says "life itself" my wife, and all the
world are not with me esteemed above thy life (4.1.28428.5)." Portia's response is in irony as she reflects on how
his wife would hardly thank him for such an offer made
to someone else. One can imagine it light chuckle from
an audience upon hearing this exchange. However, there
is an underlying tone of power and disappointment
which lingers on through the play's final scene.
Bassanio's wife is indeed present in the court and does
not take pleasure in seeing the man, who is now her
husband in a new and disappointing light that does not fit
into her good graces.
Portia's disillusionment with Bassanio does not mark
the end of their love. The revelation of her disguise in
court in the play's final scene serves to transform the

perspective of a woman, in love and in command.
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Katy Sinonian

The Emptiness of Gender: The Inclusiveness of Women in the Buddhist Tradition
First, we must have an understanding of the Doctrine
of Emptiness in terms of its claims on reality and the
perfection of wisdom. The doctrine states that all things,
mental and physical are empty of essence. The five
aggregates, referring to sensations, feelings, perceptions,
the mind or consciousness, and the body, are empty of
true essence and therefore do not exist'. Many have
misunderstood this belief and have interpreted the
doctrine as a claim that no being or object exists on any
level, and that nothing in this world is real. However, the
Doctrine of Emptiness is geared more toward what we
can call evaluation of what truly matters in this world in
terms of relevance for one's attaining enlightenment and
subsequently nirvana. It is not that sensations, feelings,
perceptions, the mind, and the body do not exist.
Rather, it is that they do not have a profound essence in

"Shariputra, sons and daughters of good lineage who
want to practice the profouid perfection of wisdom
should perceive Irealityl in this \va\': They should
correctly perceive the five aggregates also as empty of
inherent existence. Form is emptiness; emptiness is
form." This statement, made by Avalokiteshvara, one of
the most important lx)dhisattvas of the Mahayana
tradition of Buddhism', opens what is known as the
Heart Sutra, and reveals much about the nature of
emptiness and its relation to all things. Although at first
glance, the words of the hodhisattva may appear vague
and highly abstract, the explanation of em)tines and the
implications of applying emptiness to evciything and
everyone (both men and women) reveal much about the
Mahayana philosophy and the inclusiveness of women in
the Buddhist tradition.
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and of themselves to exist on their own. The five
aggregates exist but are of no real significance to
enlightenment and the attainment of oneness in the
Mahayana tradition'. Unlike the Thcravi*latadition in
Buddhism, which stresses the five aggregates as the
essential elements of the self, the Mahayana Buddhists
saw emptiness as the unifying factor in achieving oneness
with the world and everything in it. According to
Avalokitcshvarra, "there is no form, no feelings, no
discriminations, no compositional factors, no
consciousnes" that inhibits its from living without
ignorance md fear, and embracing perfect wisdom as the
complete awakening to enlightenment. Instead of'
bringing all things together through meditation, the
Mahayana tradition introduced the notion that one could
meditate in order to realize that if we are all empty, we
are all one'.
In order to appreciate the gravity of the hodhisattva's
opening passage in the Heart Sutra, it is important to
consider a key, and overlooked element in the question
that was first posed to Avalokiteshvara, by the inquisitive
Shariputra, who himself was a disciple of the Buddha.
Shariputra asks, "How should a son of good lineage train
if he wants to practice the profowd perfection of
wisdom" The disciple of the Buddha refers only to the
ability of a son, or male to attain perfect wisdom. The
bodhisattva responds by saying that any sons or
daughters of good lineage are eligible, as it were, to attain
wisdom and enlightenment. And since emptiness applies
to all discriminations, compositional factors, and
consciousness, any divisions drawn to Promote the
superiority of men over women in terms of the path to
becoming a bodhisattva, must he disregarded.
Dr. Rita Gross, a self proclaimed "engaged historian
of religions" explores the issue of' gender in Buddhism
and applies the concept of emptiness in order to
highlight the textual inclusiveness of Buddhism, as it
struggles to overcome the bounds of a global patriarchal
society. Since the terms, male and female exist only as
labels, they are empty of any substantial reality. It is
importun to remember that like Christianity, and other
milior world religions, the basis of the founding and
establishing of religious practices takes place within
history. As such, religious traditions are subject to being
reflections of the time and place in which they emerged.
Many Buddhists embraced the patriarchal notion that
high levels of spiritual attainment cannot be attained by a
female body'. However, there is a great deal of textual
evidence to refute these ideas. There is a clear status
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improvement of women in the Mahayana tradition, as
both men and women were encouraged to take the
bodhisattva vow in order to pass on their wisdom to
those in need of guidanre. In one text, a Princess
named jewel Brocade uses the Doctrine of Emptiness to
refute a male disciple who objects to the equality of
i)men in the faith. She argues that if no one can attain
Buddhahood in a woman's body, then no one can attain
it within a man's body either, as both designations are
empty of essence". If sexuality does not exist in a
substantial way, and beings are more than the bodies that
encapsulate them, there should be no question as to the
status and rightful place of women in Buddhism.
Although it is clear that women are capable of the
sacrifice and discipline necessary to attain enlightenment,
it is hard for many people to detach themselves from the
socially ingrained image of maleness that is attached to
Buddhist practices toward enlightenment. Rita Gross
analyzes the Goddess of the Vimalakirtinirdesa Sutra, in
order to support the argument for an inclusive
Buddhism. When Vimalakirti invites Shariputra to his
home, the Reverend, who is a direct disciple of the
Buddha, encounters a Goddess who challenges his
beliefs in the inferiority of women. Shariputra asks her
why she does not use her power to transform out of )leter
female state. To this she responds, "Although I have
female
sought my "female state" for these twelve years, I have
not yet found it." She cannot find the innate
characteristics of the female sex, because in essence,
there are none to be found. At one dramatic moment in
the piece, the Goddess transforms Shariputra into
female form and explains to him that "all things are
neither made nor changed, and that they are not made
and not changed, that is the teaching of the Buddha."
Even though we may appear to be men and women,
when we take oil male and female forms, the being of
one's essence has nothing to (10 with the gender of a
being. By applying the doctrine of emptiness to the
matter of gender, we can see that the teachings of the
Buddha clearly preach against discrimination of any kind
as it falls under the category of that which is empty. If
dhai'ma, or what is real is neither male nor female, then
we need only look at one another as equal beings in
essence, and embrace those who seek the path to
enlightenment'.
The connective thread between what divides us on
issues of gender may simply he the language we use to
discuss such issues. Language limits its in our ability to
speak of "mankind" and include women into the

equation. Even though we know that mankind refers to
both men and women, the underlying lack of inclusion
of women and spiritual beings in essence prevents us
-aching the pure view of the world which is ideal
in attaining the Buddhist enlightenment. By applying the
doctrine of emptiness to issues of gender roles in the
practice of Buddhism, we are able to see the confines of
the patriarchal society in which Buddhism resides, and

(10 what the fundamental teachings of the Buddha
intended. In this way we can look beyond the
conventional and arrive at a place of unity with
everything through the oneness of emptiness. Thus,
emptiness becomes the thread that weaves itself through
gender and essence to complete the tapestry of the
Buddhist tradition.
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Christina Gunning
The Epic to End All Others
monster's arm after a short battle and successfully
dispatches him. Though Grendal isa"grim (lemon" (1).
102), his proportions fit the human world. Beowulf
successfully destroys Crenclal's mother as well. The
Dragon, in the end, manages to defeat him but only
because Beowulf is very old by this time and "sad at
heart/... sensing his death" (II. 2419-20). However, a
"youth" (II. 2626) in his band, \Viglaf, manages to
conquer the dragon in Beowulf's stead. The dragon may
he of mythological strength but it is overtaken by a youth
the first time he is "tested as a lighter" (II. 2628). These
battles are almost predictable because the sizes of the
players match on a human scale.
The second major epic is The Iifre Queen by
Edmund Spenser. The main hero is Red Cross Knight.
He is a "Gentle Knight" (II. 1) on a "great adventure"
(11.19) to kill a "Dragon horrible and stearne" (Il. 27). He
is obviously inexperienced in the art of knighthood,
falling into an unnecessary battle with Error at the \'eiy
beginning of the poem even with the warnings of his
lad)'. Despite his inexperience, he is a good man and a
good knight. Throughout the poem, be battles many
different enemies and each of these tests his morality
more than his strength. While the strength of Beowulf
decides his victory, the morality of Red Cross Knight
decides his. His fidelity is tested by Duessa who tempts
him away from his lady Una. He is drawn in by the
House of Pride, a palace run by Lucifera who is attended

An almost essential quality in literature is defeating
the author who came before. All writers of epic struggled
with the originals - Homer and Virgil - and the shadow
they cast on the literary world. The Bcowul/ poet dealt
with Homer and Virgil. Edmund Spenser dealt with
Homer, Virgil and Bcowulf Each poet was aware of the
poets that Caine before. The trick was to improve or alter
the poetry of those who went before in order to make
something original..John Milton, however, took the epic
to an entirely different level - doing "things unattempted
yet in prose or rhyme" (II. 16) - and left those who
followed with an impossible task. Milton's Pazadice Lost
presents the struggle between good and evil on an
enormous scale. The poets - .John Dryden and
Alexander Pope - who followed found themselves
unable to compete with the sheer magnitude and
resorted to describing the terrible banality of good and
evil in everyday life.
In the poem Beo,jiilh, the hero must light multiple
monsters: Grendal, Grendal's mother and the dragon.
Both the hero and the monsters, however, are of human
proportions. They (10 not exist on a supernatural scale.
The hero, Beowulf, is the "mightiest man on earthj
highborn, and povei1ul" (Il. 197) but he is just a man.
Grendal is a "fiend out of hell" (II. 100) able to grab
"thirty men from their resting places" and butcher them.
However, he is still of a manageable size. In his first and
only meeting with Grendal, Beowulf rips off the
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to by her "six sage Counscllours" (11. 1.55) the Deadly
Sins. Though these are large moral issues, they are still
on a human scale. Most humans (leal with similar
temptations. They are not supernatural. The battles Red
Cross Knight faces are on an earthly level.
The dimension of Milton's Paiarhse Lost cannot he
considered earthly. All of his characters are supernatural
or at the very least superhuman. Both his protagonists
and antagonists arc depicted on an immense scale. His
description of good and evil involves the very epitome of
each. He chooses as his subject the battle between God
and Satan - ultimate good and ultimate evil. His subject
is Original Sin itself.
The sheer size of Satan as he is portrayed in Book I
He is "extended long and large" (11.195)
as large as those "whom the libles name of monstrous
size" (11.197) the "sea-beast Leviathan, which God...!
Created hugest that swim th' ocean stream" (I). 200-I).
Grendal would not stand a chance in a battle with Satan.
His shield alone is the size of "the moon...! Through
optic glass the Tuscan artist views" (II. 287). His spear is
"equal Ito] the tallest pine! Hewn on Norwegian hills" (II.
292). He is the "Arch-Fiend", the angel who dared to
rebel against God himself. He is massive and with the
sheer size of him comes encompassing evil. No longer is
the epic on the earthly, human level. The evil in idise
Lost is a supernatural behemoth.
In addition to the immensity of Satan, evil also takes
the forms of Sin and Death both of which are
"formidable" (II. 649). Sin is halfwonmn, hallserpent
with it belt of "hellhounds...! With wide Cerherean
mouths" (II. 6.54-5). Death has no shape "distinguishable
in member, joint or limb,! Or substance.....(II. 678-79)
since there is no death yet in the world. Satan drags these
two forms of evil into the world with him when he enters
Paradise for the first time, unleashing Sin and Death on
the world. These two demonic characters are the
offipring of Satan and add to his magnitude.
In opposition of the Arch-Fiend stand two humans
who seem insubstantial in comparison to Satan.
However, these humans iIIC extraordinary. Similar to
Beowulf and Red Cross Knight, the characters are not
average humans but something much more. Adam and
Eve are obviously superior to their descendents in many
respects. They are "godlike erect, with native honor clad!
In naked majesty" (Il. 288-9). Through them "the image
of their glorious Maker shone,! Truth, wisdom,
swctitude severe and pure" (II. 292-3). Eve is described
as beautiful with "unadorned golden tresses" (II. 305)

that fall clowii her back "as the vine curls" (II. 307) and
also very intelligent. Adam is also described as
handsome - though not as attractive as Eve - - and
intelligent "for contemplation he and valor formed" (II.
267). Both work hard in their gardens, though they don't
have to, and learn from Raphael, one of God's angels.
Even God describes thciis as "sufficient to have stood"
(II. 99) against Satan though they are "free to fall" (11. 99).
Adam aix! Eve are not simple, fragile humans. They are
created in God's image to have infinitely higher abilities.
They are poets, lovers, astronomers, farmers and
philosophers. They may not be supernatural but they are
certainly P0SSSS superhuman capabilities.
Greatest of all characters in Paiarh:sc Lost is God the
Son. He is the only thee of God and in that thee "divine
compassion visibly appeared,! Love without end, and
without measure grace" (Il. 140). When God the Father
asks him to live amongst mankind, God the Son answers
with no manipulation "account me for man" (Il. 238) and
he says that for man he will "lastly (lie" (II. 240) in order
to erase mankind's sins. His goodness is more
encompassing the even Satan's evil. His power is
immense as well. In Book 6, Raphael tells Adam the
story of the full of Satan. In the story, the angels and
rebel angels have been fighting for three days without
stopping. On the third clay God withdraws all his armies
and send only his Son into battle. God the Son drives all
the rebel angels back without the slightest hit of effort
and causes them to fall for nine clays into Hell. God the
Son is the most powerful character in the poem next to
perhaps God himsell He is not only larger-than-life, he's
larger than death and larger than evil. He is allencompassing. By using God the Son as a protagonist,
Milton breaks the mold of epic characters. It is
practically impossible to employ a character larger and
more extraordinary than the Son of God.
The epic poets who followed Milton were fiscecl with
an intricate problem. Because of the immensity of
Milton's characters, the only way for the poets to go was
down. John Dryden conquered the problem in Mac
I'Jec,ioe by creating a character as dull and as small as
possible. His 'hero' Shadwell is the son of Flecknoe, the
ruler of "tile realms of Nonsense" (II. 6). Flccknoe is
getting ready to hand over his reign and chooses
Shadwell as his best successor. Shadwell is "mature in
dullness" (IL 16) and "confirmed in full stupidity" (II. 18).
He "never deviates into sense" (11.20) and "seems
designed for thoughtless majesty" (II. 26). The evil in this
poem is not specifically personified in one central figure
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same solemnity as Milton does in order to use the poem
to poke fi.in at the young woman Belinda is based on.
Belinda is given an epic battle and fiuls as Adam and Eve
1izes the it event,, he
do in P,,IJ:cL Lost. As Po
also seems to tease Milton's work as well. He is both
solemn and comical though the poem cannot be
considered it comedy since it does not end with a
marriage. Pope takes an entirely (lificrent stance on epic

as in .P,7I7ld1Se Lost. This poem depicts the banality of
evil in everyday life. The evil in this poem is the
celebration of "new impudence" along with "new
ignorance" (II. 146). Dryden takes the larger than uk
quality of Milton's epic characters and reduces them to
human standards. In earlier epics, the hero had qualities
that set them above regular humans, though not as much
as God the Son or even Adam and Eve. Beowulf is more
powerful than thirty men. Red Cross Knight defeats all
his enemies. Shadwell, on the other band, is basically a
vain and talenticss fbol. His qualities l)usl) him below
regular human standards. He has it "double portion of
his father's art" for vanity and meaninglessness (II. 217).
Instead of competing with Milton's characters, Dryden
dropped his character as low as possible.
Another successor of Milton was Alexander Pope.
He wrote The Rape of the Lock based on an actual
incident that occurred in the Catholic community at that
time. One of the main alterations between Pope's work
and Milton's is his use of a single kmale heroine,
Belinda, without a male counterpart. Instead of waking
earls' and facing the day, Belinda wakes "just at noon" (II.
16) and begins "the sacred rites of Pride" (II. 128). She
has "fair tresses [that] man's imperial race ensnare" (II.
27). Belinda is, unlike Shadwell, raised above other
humans. At parties "every eye [is] fixed on her alone"
(11.6) because she is more heautilul than any other
woman. She is essentially vain. She Protects her chastity
by flitting from man to man. Because she never loves just
one man, he can never convince her to "stain her Imnor"
(II. 108). However, she is Just as concerned with ]leter
"newbrocade" (II. 108) as her honor, with her necklace
"new
as with her heart (II. 109). At one point she lights in it
sort of epic battle where she competes with two
"adventurous knights" (II. 26) at ombre, it type of card
game. She wins the card game but then the Baron, one
of the men who desire her, snips off her favorite lock of
hair causing her to lose the battle.
After this event, Belinda is plunged into "Spleen" (II.
16) or 'ill-humor'. Spleen is the major evil in the story
personified in the Goddess of Ill-Natui-c. She possesses
"a wondrous bag" (II. 81) where she "collects the force of
female lungs,! Sighs, sobs, and passions, and the war of
tongues" (Il. 83). She also has it vial "she fills with fiunting
fears,! Soft sorrows, melting griefs, and flowing tears" (II.
85). These things, used by the Gnome Umbi-iel, cause
Belinda to scream at the Baron. Neither the heroine nor
the evil in The Rape of the Lock have the enormity of
Milton's characters. However, Pope treats them with the

P0t1Y
Originality is it difficult subject to address in epic
poetry. Each poet seeks to out-write those who came
before. However, none thought to break out of the style
of epic poctrY into a new style until Henry Fielding,
Samuel Richardson and Daniel Delbe finally pioneered
the novel. While the poets tried to bring in their own
style and voice to their poetry, they also borrowed liomn
those who came before. This borrowing was it wa\ of
showing up the poet that came befrc. In writing
Panidise Lost, Milton wants to 'beat' all epic poets from
Homer to Spenser. In Book 3, he compares himself to
"blind Thamvris and blind Maeonides,/ And Tiresias
and Phineus prophets old" (Il. 35). He wants to he both
Homer and the blind prophet Tiresias. He wants to be
better than ever poet that came befbre him. He does this
by stretching the epic to an incredible scale.
Dryden and Pope take different approaches to
originality. Instead of stretching the epic, Drvden shrinks
it down as lhr as possible and rubs it around in the dirt
and grime. He takes the idea of an epic and switches the
poles. Rather than make Shadwell epically large, he
makes his hero epically small. Pope applies the
techniques of epic poetry to teenage fiwcv as an
alternative to the Creation and Damnation of Mankind.
Because Milton took the glimmering, pnstine subjects,
Pope takes it true event and wraps it ill epic language. He
treats the minor whining of a young woman with a had
haircut with the siu1e earnestness that Milton employs.
All of these poets strove to find originality while
remaining inside the epic model.
Milton's impact on the epic was extensive. Befbrc
Paiadise Lost, epics were presented on it human level,
with human heroes and standard-size monsters. His
work was meant to be unbeatable and it was He
surpassed all previous poets ard discouraged all kture
ones. Jii -hs' Lost is probably the defining moment
that incited the new literary movement of the novel. It is
the work that both exemplified and destroyed epic
poetry for future generations of writers.
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Poetry - 2010 Whither Awards -First Place
Allen Feldman
Amidst All the Craziness, I Always End Up In a Cab
I. Odessa
Lime tongues dance together,
salt bitters the edges;
we savor regret stinging
the back of our senses,
Oolya and I that is,
she was my Ukrainian lover
for ten whole days,
her code for sex was—

II. New York
I Saturday-stumble into bed,
the night as clear as my childhood,
my phone vibrates, it's Abby,

Hey, Majc,ret and Ijust diuik a bottle
of wine, conic over—
I open the squealing kitchen window,
toes sweating, step onto the fire escape
tasting wet flour within my skin,
lice! like superman, I howl,
I hail it cab, no wait— I flag down
a cab, this ain't Reichstag,
those worn out leather seats
dream floating space cats,
I peer between slits onto bending
streethunps whispering soft allegories,
my snowcovered body seeps hack amid—
where'smyphone? and spare change,
the cab halts,

Let watch a movie,
we become Salmon
dancing on vibrato,
cut open clown the chest
with the sharp of our nails,
Just to stay close,
sand and sea close,
we ride it wave together in the club,
my stiff pants against her wet skirt,
till the sun bursts blood orange
down the center, it's
5:OOun,
the death march Uj) to the parking lot
is a pit stain and spaghetti legs,
she stops to hear it mandolin,
pizzicato,
dusty fingers beg
for rubles in an old fedora,
Let's get 0111 ofhere, I say anxiously,
she won't have it, the melody
reminisces her childhood,
feeling cradled, the warmth
of its transcendent tune,
rain wets her blouse
and it hits me like a Jackson Pollock—
we haggle it cab driver with the remains
of our excess, lie draped over each other
the entire sickly jarring way,
till we climb up our doorstep—
Oolya gives me her 32-caliber smile.

That'll he $22.50,
I don't remember
paying,
I scramble up endless winding stairs,
rolling along blank walls,
tiger-clawing it black door,
Abby answers, grinning like it murderer,
we walk into her room, a candle of castles—
Margaret's on the bed, sipping Cabernet,
midriff showing, smiling wildly,
S00000000 wliats the plan?T pose,
we're on the heel, rolling sex dice,
the snow is it window frame
of naked flesh and spilled wine.
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Poetry - 2010 Whither Awards -Second Place
John Jackson

The Mattress in the Sinkhole
Storm clouds were black-capped
beasts chewmg the swooning
white ones, but we relused
to ever see them.
At night they swung from stars
and rappelled down onto
the telephone wires, awl tiptoed
their way over our home.
Our white home, with a white
lence that we built, we painted,
and we kept.
It was in the unerring escapes
of breaths in each other's embrace,
when it, staring through the
window in the torpid night,
emptied its storm upon us.
Rain clapped against the roof,
walls started slipping clown
and winds lingered and pulled
our old root)' trees.
The roof sunk smile to frown,
the door a limp tongue
on the ground, and our fence
split like pulled teeth.
The worst was when our porch
cratered and a sinkhole formed,
the storm had hit
and the earth had swallowed
the heart of our home.
Time has passed.
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A kid logs the wmdow of his
mother's car with awe
as they drive by us:
a hollowed out home like a hole dug
With wood that was dirt
thrown all around,
two cars pointed at each other,
us behind blue glass
not willing to speak.
One (lay I will find
YOU

YOU

in there,

will have climbed through

the window, knee high in our
memories and junk,
crouching in destruction.
I will bear your warm face in the
teared half-moon of my eyes,
and we will lock-eves
and soon after lock-lingers
and collapse down into the muck
in our open home and lay
on our backs all breathy
with caresses.
You will raise and straighten
a picture on the scarred wall.
I will help you clean.
You will start dragging
the broken branches from our garden.
I will look for new trees.
You will start to pick up the mattress,
and I will carry it with you,
and toss it into the sinkhole.
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Poetry - 2010 Whittier Awards -Third Place
Catherine King

The 'ials Season
Prowling and prowling on the widening CiUflPUS
The poet Cannot hear the poetry
Tweets call a phone, the C.I. Calinot hold
Mere Gatorade is loosed upon the Spot
The ink-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The reddish bricks of memory are drowned.
The best lack all correction, and the worst
Are driven with tohaccoish intensity
Surely some reckoning is at handl.
Surely the finals season is at hand?
The finals season! Hardly are those words out
When a jpg from a page of Wikipedia troubles my sight:
Tanned, slow thighs move across the upper quad
A student wearied with an enormous backpack
As the shadow of Extreme Frisbee cuts the cement
The URL has failed, but now I know
That six sweet hours of deserved sleep
Were vexed to wakeness by a loud alarm clock.
And what rough freshman, her hour conic round at last,
Slouches towards Whittier to he l)orn
September 29, 2009
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Poetry - 2010 Whittier Awards -Honorable Mention
Abigail Chan.sler
You Didn't Want My Heart
I slashed my chest open
With a scalpel I found.
I pulled out the pulmonary vein
Like pulling off hoots
That were sizes too small.
I jerked out the vena cava
Like a claw of a hammer
Stuck in a chest of drawers.
I wrenched out the ventricle
Like a garden hose
From the mud.
I tore out the aorta
Like a gutter
Off the side of a house.
I scooped out all of the syrup
And the left over solids.
I slammed the sticky mess
On the granite kitchen counter.
You didn't even peer over the newspaper.
You kept your eyes safety pinned to the sports section.
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Poetry - 2010 Whittier Awards -Honorable Mention
Jeff Wilson
Isaac

'And He said, 'Take now thy son, thine only son Isaac, whom thou lovest, and get thee into the land of
Moriah; and offer him there for a burnt offering upon one of the mountains which I will tell thee of.'" Genesis 22:2
You blinked and your expression changed.
I.
Was it puzzlement? Rapture? Disappointment?
You think I'm too young to understand,
A young ram, unblemished and perfect,
The desert sun blazing hot in my memory.
Stumbling, wandered towards its destiny.
In silence, you lead me up the mountain.
Your features waxed lucid
Sand filled my throat in an earthy deluge,
And you cut the bonds.
Whipped up by tumultuous winds,
What were you thinking?
And sweat stung my eyes like bitter tears
From Heaven, sincere and irrelevant.
II.
My feet dirty and callused from the trek,
You think I'm too young to understand
I wondered, as i will forevermore,
But I know all your secrets:
What were you thinking?
Countless bloated backs
Arched and floating in the ocean,
You unfurled the ropes,
Towers crumbling under the weight of His fist,
Tangled and confused,
Cities blasted to (lust, women turned to salt.
Like a serpent drunk on its own venom,
The covenant must be sealed
And laid me on a stone
In innocent blood
As if it were a crib.
So that He may pass over us.
You tied me down, lovingly,
Your descendants will overwhelm
His voice in your soul, an echo,
The sands of the desert,
A vibration pulsing through you,
The stars of the sky,
Moving YOU to act in this way.
And He will preserve them;
The covenant must he sealed.
For I am the good son,
It all makes perfect sense, doesn't it?
And I want you to know, Father,
That it all makes perfect sense.
You looked into my eyes, then,
But what (lid you see?
A life? A souh A son?
A duty with a heating heart.
T
A sacrifice.
You think I didn't see
The wall behind your gaze.
Could you tell the difference
Between disbelief and horror
When you looked into my eyes?
The moment was eternal
When you raised the knife,
The sun sharp on the edge,
Blinding and painful
Like an excruciatingly beautiful face.
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Fiction - 2010 Whither Awards -First Place
Jessica Miller

Yellow Lemons
I crept inside it few minutes late, and
awkwardly slid into the most hassle-free chair
available. But then I saw there were cookies on the
back table, SO I sacrificed my attempts at subtlety
and got up for one.

never he forced to do anything you don't want to
do. You know that feeling when you're sitting by it
bowl of chips, and you take one.., and even though
it's stale, you take another.., and another.., and
another..."

The REC Center volunteer was already talking:
"...A woman who has helped thousands regain
control over their lives, Ronnie Delgado."

I knew exactly what she meant. Unenthusiastic
laughter bubbled over the room.
"It's that sensation. You can stop any time, but
for whatever reason, it's a more difficult, conscious
decision.

Mildly enthusiastic clapping splattered around
the room. Ronnie Delgado slinked up to the
podium. She was wearing loose, flowery clothing
which failed to conceal her miniscule frame. I
caught it glimpse of her ankles beneath her skirt as
she passed. I had seen thicker tubes of lipstick.

"Now, hypnotherapy is not the same thing as
those hypnosis shows you see in Vegas. I'm not
going to make you strut around like it rooster or
convince you your belly button has fallen off."

"Hello everyone, and thank you for having me
here. The only thing I ask is that you do not think
about a yellow lemon."

Slightly louder unenthusiastic laughter caine
again. Ronnie Delgado was on a roll.
"Hypnotherapy is a way to help you change
your lifestyle, and make you more able mentally,
physically, emotionally and spiritually. The exercise
is very relaxing."

I instantly thought of the freshest, yellowest
lemon.
I looked around me. Senior citizens. Nothing
but white-haired women with droopy faces, and the
spouses they dragged along. They were all glancing
conservatively at one another, as if to stuff out He
Who was thinking about yellow lemons.

So far I hadn't heard anything I hadn't expected
to hear, but I gave her my full attention.
"Before we begin, are there any questions"

Ronnie Delgado smirked knowingly. "Who
here thought of a yellow lemony"

Everyone fell silent and resorted to shifting
needlessly in their chairs.

Geriatric murniurs sifted through the room as
every hand inched upward.

Suddenly, an old man in the back corner
spoke. He had it thick, Slavish accent and had
clearly not mastered volume control.

"That's how our subconscious works. And it's
that part of the mind that's at work when we are
hypnotized."

"Can you help forget Because my brother died
long time ago and I still have grief and I want to
forget."
it

A sea of flufl\', white, nodding heads bobbed in
affirmation.

Ronnie Delgado, slightly ruffled, peered at him
from behind the podium. There was it brief
hesitance to her response.

"Hypnosis is it form of subconscious
persuasion. The important word here is persuasion,
as opposed to coercion. With hypnosis, you will
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"Yes," she said. "Mul)' of lily clients have used
hypnotherapy to overcome grief."

towel, and I wished I had one like it in real life,
instead of those ones with the tacky starfish patterns
all over them.

'T'here were no more questions.

"You lay your body down on your soft, cozy
towel. And as you look up at the sky, you feel
completely relaxed and content."

"Okay then. I want YOU to close your eyes, and
imagine you are on a beach."
With lily eyes shut, a million different postcard
beaches flickered through my mind. It was hard to
choose just one. I tried to hone in on a beach at
sunset, with a purple and orange sky and cattails
along the shore. I managed to hold onto this scene,
but for some reason the shore kept turning into a
cliff. The cliff was peaceful, so I kept it. I just
hoped she wouldn't tell us to wade into the water
because I'm not sure 110w I would have done that
froni atop a cliff.

And as I lay there on lily bright green towel, I
(lid feel relaxed and content. I turned my head to
the side to fice the ocean. The sun on the water
was a breathtaking spectrum of rich, saturated
colors. I was suddenh' aware of how close I was to
the edge of the cliff, and with a breeze blowing. But
I knew I Was hile kind continued to gaze into the
distance.
"Feel 110W marvelous it is to be there."

"It's a beautiful beach. The sand is soft under
your toes, the waves are calm, the sun is bright and
warm on your skin..."

"Now you're getting up, and walking back in the
direction you came."

Damn it, the sun was still up. I tried to make
the sky blue but it kept switching back to purple
and orange. I grappled with the sky as Ronnie
Delgado continued, "You feel an overwhelming
sense of calm. You feel safe 1111(1 comfortable, and
you are utterly relaxed."

I was a little sad to leave my towel, but a I)1l't of
ne knew it would probably still he there if I ever
decided to visit again. I hiked hack along the cliff,
With a sense of fulfillment.
"Now I want you to imagine a candle burning."

I let illy shoulders slum!). That was relaxed.
The scenery became clearer in my mind, but then I
would realize the sky was the wrong color and get
tripped UI) again.

Wait—what: When had candles Come into
playP My lilild stumbled for a moment, and then
the beach scene fell away. I was looking at a white
candle with wax dripping away from the little flame.
It was floating ominously in a perpetual blackness.
The candle, I realized, was slowly turning upside

"You are walking along the beach, allowing the
sand to massage tile soles of your feet. There is a
cool, calm breeze as you walk, and the SUfl is
warming your skill."
Tile breeze felt good in my nlind, and anytime
I started getting chilly I would remember the SUfl
was warming my skill. This was manageable. I had
given up on the sky. It would just have to be purple
and orange.
"And as you're walking, you come across your

(loW1l.

"Focus oil the flame, flickering. Notice how it
gets brighter."
I tried to ilomle in one the flame, but the candle
had since floated upward and the flame was just
above my frame of vision. I became frustrated with
the flame and wished it would come down. It carne
(loW!) a little hit, but not all the way.

towel. You kilOW it's your towel because it's your
favorite color."

"Tile brighter it gets, the calmer YOU feel."
I could see the glow of the bottom ilalf of the
flame, and I knew that meant I was supposed to be

lUsil, green towel. It
In front of me was
reminded me of cake frosting. It was a beautiful
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Center, in my foldout chair. My eyes popped open
and I looked around. I noticed that I was very
slouched and held my chin up higher to relieve the
pressure. The senior citizens surrounding me were
gazing around the room as well. They looked
bored, and began muttering to one another.

calm. My head Sl()Wl3' flopped to one side. The
candle came into better view, and I was no longer
angry with it.
"Now, as I count to three, you will feel
complete relaxation. On each count YOU will feel
ten times more relaxed than you did before.
One..."

Ronnie Delgado skimmed the room, smiling
all-knowingly.

My shoulders sank firward.
"'y questions Reactions Responses?"
I felt good, but I didn't have anything much
more substantial to say than that, so I kept my
mouth shut.

I no longer felt tension in my hands and knees.
I could just barely feel the ground.
"Three."
It felt as though my body was a condensed mass
of cloud. I sensed misty tendrils, like hot ice,
'sping off of my arms and neck and disapparatmg
into nothing. I was suspended in time, suspended
in being.

A wrinkly woman with frizzy gray hair and a
(feel) voice said, "I liked the ocean and, and the...
calm I got from it, it was so calming and soothing,
and I thought of the beach I went to when I visited
Hawaii. It was like I was really there, and... I felt
safe, like I knew the beach was an okay place for
ne, to be."

"Now I'm going to count back down to one,
and with each count you feel yourself coming back
to reality. When I get to one you will open your
eyes, feeling calm, awake and refreshed."

More elderly side murmurs skittered around
the room. "I didn't see anything," the Slavic man
muttered crankily, and loudly.
The voices eventually tapered off, which was as
good a point as any for Ronnie Delgado to launch
into promoting her private hypnotherapy sessions,
available by appointment and willing to work
around YOUR schedule. She then stepped down
from the podium, and evetyone clapped meekly.

As much as I liked being here at Three, I knew
I would have to return to reality and that it was
probably in my best interest to do so. I floated for a
while longer and anticipated the impending
countdown.
"Three..."

After filing out of their seats, the gaggle of
seniors herded at a snail's pace toward the door. I
was most unfortunately caught behind the mass,
and was creeping out of the room as slowly as I had
come in. It did give me enough time to gral)
another cookie on the way out, though.

Some sort of microchip in my head suddenly
clicked back into place, and I felt myself coming
back down to the ground.

Outside, the air was marvelous and clear,
excluding the faint odor of car exhaust. I walked
upright, taking in all the colors of the houses
passing by me. I thought I might get a tea. I hated
tea. I looked clown at my legs. They seemed longer,
tanner. My neck felt more slender and my hair
seemed softer as it blew against my cheeks. I
peered up at the sky, and it was the most gorgeous
blue I had ever seen.

I could sense my fingers and my heels, I was
aware of the chair beneath me. I could feel iiiy
neck, my shoulders.
"One."
Like a bug slurped through a straw, I had the
sensation of being yanked back into the REC
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Fiction - 2010 Whither Awards - Second Place
Victor Vargas

Beneath the Boards
brother wouldn't - couldn't - call, but her
grandmother didn't and she didn't appreciate that.
Her parents, both her mother and father, were
out in the forest now, along with the small police
force and most of the town. They were scouring the
woods and lake, desperately searching for her
missing baby brother.
The sky was overcast today. A dark churning
curtain rolled across the wide heavens. Behind the
swirling haze, high in the atmosphere, a bright
spherical ball of light made itself known through
the clouds: the Sun. The short little weatherman on
the television had promised an end to the incessant
downpour of the last three weeks, but there still
clung a balmy humidity to the air. Diana suspected
it might rain fora few (lays more. It wouldn't he the
first time the weatherman from Toluca had been
wrong. And it probably wouldn't he the last.
Technically, Diana couldn't see the Moon. Not
through the dense, shapeless gray blanket high
above. But she could see the man. She could
always see the man, even when the others couldn't.
Even when the Moon was on the other side of the
planet, she could see him. If she tried.
Manny had disappeared yesterday, sometime
around noon. He and Billy had been playing in the
basement. Later, when their father, the police chief,
had pressed him for information in front of the
then small assembled force, Billy had squeaked in
between sobs that the monsters had taken him.

There's a man laughing on the Moon.
You probably cant see him, but don't he quick
to dismiss his existence as mere foolishness. He's
been walking the same crags and craters since
before the dawn of mankind and in some two
hundred thousand Earth years his nature has never
changed. He's got shimmering red eyes, chalky
white skin, and lie's pregnant with a child he can
never birth. Usually lie's invisible to the naked eye,
knowable only to playing children and those
unlucky mothers of the dead. His name is
Deuteronomy and he hates the Earth in earnest.
He does not remember how he got to he on the
Moon. Nor does he remember his purpose or why
he is with child. One day he simply was and the
next day he was laughing. He's not a god by any
stretch of the imagination. He has no divine say in
the life of mortal men. He cannot strike lightning at
the greater planet. He cannot turn water into wne
or resurrect the dead. This man is incapable of
saving even himself, and yet his anguish influences
the blue Earth gently, subtly.
The man cannot leave the Moon and lie cannot
die. Cursed might not he a bad appropriation but it
doesn't seem enough. All the man can (10 is laugh.
And cry.
Diana stared up at the pale circle beyond the
glass dutifully. She was sitting awkwardly on the
(lining room table. Cross-legged, her weight
extended forward and it seemed that at any
moment gravity might push a little harder and she
would fall over the edge. Her arms were held out,
palms extended, and she prayed. She waited
patiently for the laughing man's blessing, for some
sign of his approval, but he ignored her as usual.
His head was thrown back as lie paced across the
Moon's surface in tight circles.
In the next room, the small kitchen, Diana's
grandmother was gabbing animatedly with someone
on the phone. Dr. Olivera maybe. Or old Douglas
Kent from beyond the lake. They were supposed to
he keeping the line clear in case Manny called, but
that didn't impede their conversation, they'd been
chatting happily for over an hour. Diana knew her

The spidei:c.
Diana knew where Manny was, just as Billy and
a few kids from town probably knew. He was with
the monsters, downstairs in the basement very, very
far away.
The thought of the crybaby alone, surrounded by
darkness, or even worse, in the lire, scared Diana.
More than she would ever admit to anyone. She
wanted to go, to run to him and ensure his safety.
But she wouldn't go without the laughing man's
blessing; without his help.
But he was an obstinate bastard. He saw Diana
of course, and lie knew what she wanted, but he
seemed to enjoy the sight of her calm terror. Again
and again he turned away from her, his constant
laughter shaking him more than usual.
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Diana and Billy stepped past her, through the
kitchen and it small hallway, into the open
backyard.
It was surprisingly cold; a sheer chill clung to
the ground while winds high in the sky pushed the
gray clouds faster and faster. Everything appeared
slightly colorless, even the usually vivid green and
brown of the trees seemed to have been washed
away somewhat. And the chilly breath that pushed
against Diana's lips and sent it shiver down her
spine made her all the more certain of her weather
prediction: it would rain soon. Which would he
really bad for Manny if be really had been lost out
in the woods as the adults seemed to think. That
thought might have encouraged Diana but her
mind shifted to the spiders and she knew his
situation might be more desperate than a trifle wet
and cold.
First Diana fetched the garden hose. A long
green tube spun around itself in a neat circle at the
base of the pipe at which it hung. It would be her
only protection where she was going. Her knuckles
turned white as she clutched it and Diana knew she
was afraid.

Billy was behind her, and unlike her, sitting
normally at the table. He was playing with his oldest
toys: it Ronald McDonald figure missing a left
floppy shoe (the bad guy) and it frayed little squat
He-Man figure (the good guy) that Diana had
always thought looked ridiculously toned. Every
011CC in it while lie would whistle or pucker his lips
to add sound to the dramatic exchange they were
engaged In, but the noises seemed halfhearted in
the noon atmosphere. His eyes were on his sister.
The man on the Moon froze during a half-step.
Diana's breath caught and she raised her arm's
higher. Slowly, muscles taught and belly round, lie
turned to her and smiled widely, displaying a
toothless grin and it blue tongue. He looked
ridiculous like that, one leg raised. But Diana
couldn't have been more serious.
"Please," Diana whispered to him.
The laughing man licked his lips once and then
winked at her. Then he turned back to his original
position and continued his step. But that was
enough.
Diana jumped froni the table and suddenly
Billy was at her side. His toys abandoned, it strange
little pile of clothing tucked under his arm.
"Let's go," she said simply.
As they passed their grandmother, she turned
and pushed the phone it few inches from her
shoulder. "Where do you two think you're going;"
"We're going out back for a hit, nia'un," Diana
explained simply, shrugging. "We're bored cooped
up inside."
"Yeah," Billy agreed meekly. His eyes glued to
the floor. Neither of them liked their grandmother,
but Billy had it special reason to fear her. Once,
maybe four years ago, she had spanked him
repeatedly with it belt for coming home late one
night.
Their grandmother seemed to consider them
for it moment (hut not really, Diana knew she
would say yes but she really shouldn't - any other
adult would say no. Their brother was lost and the
rain wasn't gone yet, it would he awful irresponsible
to let them go out, but their grandmother didn't
really care) and then nodded once, turning away
from them. "just mind you stay away from the
woods."
Immediately she returned her attention to her
nameless conversation partner and began laughing
at something unheard by the children. "Oh, no.
No. Don't say that. No."

But not unu,771ingi
The basement's entrance wits wide double
wooden door placed diagonally against the base of
the house. Made of some ancient wood, this door
and the accompanying basement were the One part
of the house that her parents had failed to remodel
throughout the years. It was all that remained of the
original house her mother had bought fifteen years
ago, only it few years before her birth. Sometimes,
as she passed this elderly portal, Diana wondered
why it had never rotted, even after seeing so many
months and years of the rainy season. But she was
secretly glad her parent's hadn't seen fit to replace it
with something newer yet. To Diana, the ancient
door seemed like it survivor of a time now past. She
rather liked it.

(In/ike the rest olrhe basement...
The door was kept locked with it padlock. Dull
bronze gold and silver metal against aging brown, it
was much newer than the (1001- it was supposed to
protect. But her fither had long ago lost the key so
it was never completely locked. Not that they had
anything truly worth stealing in the basement, and
besides, Diana's father didn't think anyone would
dare steal from the police chief's house.
Billy and Manny had stolen the key of course.
They were the first ones to make contact with the
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Diana stepped over the third to last step, a
broken and missing board, and waited at the
landing. Slowly, her eyes grew accustomed to the
turned to pale gray.
darkness, and stark blak
The basement was just like it had been
yesterday. It was cramped, most of the space was
taken up by furniture that had long ago fallen to
disuse, but which her mother couldn't bear to part
with. A series of mismatched cabinets, an armoire,
three stoves, it refrigerator, and it broken bed post
were aniong the casualties. The walls of the
basement room climbed and opened into it small
crawispace that spanned the entire area of the
house. Above her, the ceiling of the room was low
and pipes ran overhead, an adult would probably
have to mind their head. It smelled horribly of both
rotting Earth and new ash, disgustingly musty and
refreshingly pepper at the same time.
Diana detested this place.
Once, Diana's father had told her that the
previous occupant used to burn things in the
basement. When she had asked what exactly, he
had patted her head softly and told her: "Don't
matter no more." He had never brought the subject
up again, and something about the look of his eye
then had told her that she shouldn't either.
(But she knev it was the man oil the Moon who
burned here)
She moved to the center of the room, tugging
the hose along. The very center was the only clear
part of the congested little room, it stood directly
below an ancient light hull) that hung from above.
Diana dropped the hose there. She tugged the
sniall cord that accompanied the bulb and it
reliably flickered on, bathing the gray room in it
faint yellow luminescence. She scuttled toward the
closest overturned cabinet and ducked behind it.
There she deposited the little bundle of clothes she
carried. That accomplished, she moved back
toward the light bulb and turned back to the stairs.
She could barely make out Billy's little floating head
as it bobbed (loWfl from above the opening.
"Do it!" she cried up to him.
He stared at her for an eternal moment before
his puckered features disappeared. Seconds later, it
long winded groan gave away the swinging of the
basement door from beyond. She expected it but
nonetheless the smash of the ancient wood hitting
the threshold made her gasp. The sound echoed
around her softly and suddenly, Diana found
herself very much alone.

spiders and they liked to play in the basement.
Diana had objected vehemently at first, she didn't
trust the spiders. But her brothers had ignored her
and continued to pay them visits in secret it now
seemed. Yesterday, after Billy had gotten away 1mm
their father, lie had pulled oil his shirt and showed
Diana two long red marks that ran around his belly.
Burns.
Diana tossed the padlock out of the way. She
pulled the rusting latch away from its knob and
reached down, gripping the edge of the wood with
tentative lingers. With it little eflbrt she managed to
heave the heavy wooden door open singlehandedly, revealing the festering interior. Rotting
wooden steps descended into the darkness of the
basement. Aging support beams and cracking
cement ran(]own it steel) incline, and at the bottom,
Diana knew she would find it small square room
filled with antiquities and rubbish. And darkness.
And tJthi4's even uv1:e vet.
Beside her, Billy gulped audibly and she knew
that she had to be brave for him. She turned to
him, a smile parting her lips, and she hit his
shoulder lightly with her free hand.
"Don't worry, kiddo," she soothed. Her voice
sounded terse to her ears. "I'll have Manny back in
no time."
Billy didn't say anything. His eyes moved from
the basement to his sister, and it tight smile Pulled
at the corners of his mouth. But it disappeared
quickly enough.
"When I get to the bottom, turn on the water
and close the door, okay" she commanded, as
evenly as she could manage. "Gimme his clothes."
Billy handed her the small bundle he carried. A
small blue shirt, faded shorts, and it pair of new
tennis shoes - it was all that they had found of
Manny yesterday. She cradled the lump of fabric
and sole under her remaining arm, and then she
started her decent.
The stairs creaked pitifully in protest at her light
weight. She took each step slowly, without it free
hand to hold the wall for support; she balanced the
hose and bundle in each hand carefully. At one
point, the garden hose in her left hand yanked
backwards forcefully and she nearly toppled down
the stairs. She regained her balance at the last
moment and it pitiful apology drifted down the
stairs to her.
"Sorry!"
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room around her, the abandoned pieces of
furniture and appliance that decorated this space.
Almost because she could still make out, extremely
faintly, the sounds of her gTal1.nother upstairs,
talking on the phone.
She wasn't there yet.
Diana closed her eves and counted the seconds
wiis,j; three
by. One
Five seconds, tell, twenty, thirty, forty,
fitly. She almost counted a whole minute. Almost.
But when she reached fifty-seven, she realized
she could no longer hear her grandmother upstairs.
She opened her eves then and peered at the deep
darkness around her. Diana tried picturing the
room she had been standing in, the cramped tiny
room filled with forgotten junk, and found that she
didn't believe she was still in the same room. She
might as well have been standing in a wide cavern.
It was \'ely easy to believe that there were no walls
surrounding her, that the darkness extended
forever and ever.
And it does.
"Manny... Manny!" she cried into the
emptiness. Around her, darkness swirled
broodingly, and all she wanted was to reach above
her, pull the cord and run far, far away from this
horrible place. But she refused to leave without her
baby brother. "Manny!"
She turned in circles, willing him to appear
suddenly before her, but all she found was silent
nothingness. The smell was much worse now. More
pronounced, no longer merely rotting wood and
faint pepper, now the odors around her made her
think of the (lead clog her friends had found last
month on the highway. The disgustingly sweet smell
of rotting flesh in the rain. Her head began to spill
as her eyes wandered the unknowable expanse and
she found herself dizzy. Her only companion in the
void was the low trickle of water as it dripped from
the hose.
Then from behind her, it sudden noise made
her freeze. A great thundering 1)00111 echoed all
around her and her nerves shot wildly. The next
moment, her hand already had the light bulb's cord
clutched greedily, but she stopped.
It U'aSII 't the spidei:. Just the boiiei Get a hold
of vow:sell! Or at least she hoped. It had sort of
sounded like the familiar gas boiler thnunin lazily
as it worked itself on, only exponentially louder.
Maybe her grandmother was making coffee.
Or maybe they're ,gomng to cook me alive.

Standing there, bathed in the hunt light, the
darkness deepened and strange shadows emerged
around her. Lonely shades sprung forth fron
innocent cabinets, and the single bedpost created a
sinister crooked hice against the wall. Ominously,
laughter drifted from above her. It took Diana it
moment to realize it must he her grandmother, still
on the phone, but that knowledge did little to
relieve the fear that had stricken her legs into jelly.
The sputter of water gushing out of the hose
snapped her out of her sudden terror. She reached
clown and scooped up the garden hose in shaking
hands, bending it in order to limit the flowing water
to a slight trickle. She desperately hoped that she
wouldn't need to use it.
Diana took the moment to steady herself, she
breathed in deeply, willing her racing heart to calm.
For Manny, Ibr Manny, for A'Ianni' she chanted
mentally. It was her only mantra in the darkness.
She raised a single arm and grasped the light
bulb's cord, she prayed again then, not to the man
on the Moon this time to but to baby Jesus in the
clouds, and then she pulled the cord.
And darkness greeted her.
Unlike before, when the light from the open
basement door had aided her eyesight, this time she
found herself completely and utterly blind. The
room was no longer framed by (lark degrees of grit\'
and strange shapes, her eyes found no purchase in
the blackness. She released the light bulb's cord and
brought the hand before her face, waving it
frantically. Nothing. She couldn't even see her own
hands in front of her eyes.
The feeling was disquieting, almost numbing.
Diana remembered the Dentist then, and her mind
flooded with memories of her last visit. She
remembered getting several shots of Novocain and
soon she couldn't feel her jaw at all. She'd spent it
good few hours stroking her jaw in the mirror,
feeling with her hand what seemed like a missing
part of herself. The feeling that gripped Diana then
in the stark darkness of the basement was very
similar to then. Only now it seemed more all
encompassing, not merely affecting her jaw but her
whole hod)'. It was almost too easy to believe that
she herself was bodiless in this blackness. That she
had left her physical form behind at some point.
Almost.
Almost because she could still hear the trickle
of water from the hose she held in her clammy
hand. Almost because she could still picture the
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house now. She peered out the window but all she
could see was the green of the forest and the gray of
the sky. And the rain.
It was coming harder now, moving quickly past
a small shower into a true torrent. Seemed like that
weather boy on the telly didn't know the clouds
worth squat after all.
Then she remembered the kids and she cried
out to them. "Diana! Billy! Get in the house now,
you hear? Now!" But her orders were met only
%vith the pitter-patter of rain drops on the roof's
shingles.
Annoyed, she considered letting them he. But
her husband's woman would give her all hell if one
of them caught a cold for playing in the rain under
her watch. They've already lost one o/lier good-/oriiotlniig, she thought dryly and sighed.
"liii sorry, Dougy dear," she interrupted
whatever it was that the old fool was rambling on
about on the other end. "Can you give me a
moment Got to fetch the kids out of the rain."
"Rain?" the old coot asked absentmindedly.
"It's raining yoncleri"

The thought sent her heart into double time
and she struggled to cairn herself. They (1011'! even
know hn here, she promised herself. I just need to

find h/in. Tht;
never have to collie back down
here ever ag'un. And she was sure that Manny and
Billy would never step foot into this hell ever again.
She would make sure of it, even if she had to break
their legs.
"Manny. Manny, please. Where are you">" she
hissed into the darkness.
And then she heard it. She turned to her left
and held her breath, straining her ears. Incredibly
quiet, but there nonetheless, the sound of shallow
breathing.
"Manny?"
No response.
"Manny!"
She couldn't afford to move away from where
she stood. She would never he able to fInd the light
hull) in the darkness, but the low panting sounded
close by. Maybe only a few feet away.
"Manny? Is that youi It's me. Diana." She
clutched the hose closer to her and leaned forward.
She couldn't make out his shape, but she was
certain it was him. "Manny, please answer me!
Manny!"
And then someone answered her. Not from
ahead, but from behind.
"Wh0000's theeeere?" a low voice whispered.
Diana froze. Suddenly, everything seemed too
(lark. The stench around her seemed too vivid. Her
heart seemed to he hammering fir too first. Slowly,
she turned on her toes.
"Who iss jut?" the same strangely low voice
asked again. More of a chirp than a voice really.
This time she could see the speaker. In the
darkness, what seemed like far, fir away, a group of
small red dots floated ethereally. "Dmuanaa?"
"Iss it Diiianaa?" This time another low voice,
from somewhere to her left. She cocked her head
and another group of red clots appeared in the
distance. But these were much closer, the red much
more vividly pronounced. She could almost see the
flames.
"Haas slice come to plaay:"

How senile can you get? You've on/v over the
lake. 117t5 pouring here, Idl damn well be iiining
there.
"Just a minute," she promised with a frown, and
then she placed the phone clown. She marched
stiffly through the hallway and into the backyard.
And then she fioze. Little Billy was just standing
there, in front of the basement doors, his mouth
hanging wide. No mind paid to the rain starting to
really come down around him.
That little fool!
"William!" she practically screamed. "What in
God's good name do you think you're doing?!"
He must have jumped a foot. One foot swung
out and he ended up tripping on some mud. But
that same mud cushioned his fill so he landed
softly into a sitting position. He turned to look at
her, his expression strangely disconcerted.
"Get out of the rain and into the house this
minute!" She fumed. "And where's your sister:"
At that last word his eyes flickered away from
her and to the basement door again. Miriam
followed his eyes and saw something she hadn't
caught earlier. The backyard's garden hose was
stuck beneath the wooden basement door. And it
was on.
In her rage, she almost leaped cleanly off the
stairs.

* *

The first rain drops of the day splattered against
the kitchen window. Miriam turned her attention
away from Douglas on the phone and the boiling
water on the stove. She could have sworn someone
had just called her name. But she was alone in the
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single light bull) that hung above. Its mandibles
opening and closing furiously as spittle dribbled out
in a fine line that touched her head.
"-sh000uld bee puuniislieeci.'"'
Diana dropped the water hose. This close by,
the arachnid's flames helped to illuminate her view
and her surroundings became much clearer. There
were hundreds of spiders, maybe thousands. She
couldn't count then individually but she could now
make out their gray burning shapes against the
omnipresent darkness. Further oil they piled on
each other and clung to each other in burning piles.
And all their eyes were turned to her.
She could hear the scuttle of thousands of legs
moving to her. Worse yet she could hear the sound
of open flames drawing to her. She knew she could
not succeed against their numbers, she knew
hopelessness.
So she ran. She ran to the second noise she
heard in the darkness. The shallow breathing of
Manny close by. It drew to her in the darkness and
she ended up tripping over him. Diana crawled
back to his side, ignoring the burning of her knees,
and grabbed at his form. He didn't respond to her
touch and fear robbed her of her might. She
reminded herself that if she could hear his
breathing, lie must he alive. And then she used that
thought to bring her strength.
Diana lifted her brother's body in her arms and
turned back to the spider that had surprised her. It
twisted silently in the air as it clung to the light bulb;
a horrible parody of a light source. She gritted her
teeth and ran to it, a single shaking hand
outstretched. In one motion she had the light bulbs
cord in hand, and then she yanked it.
The hull) flickered weakly and as sweet relief
flooded her system, she had enough time to draw
one breath of victory. just one breath of assured
survival before everything went to hell.
The fiery spider that straddled the light bulb
flicked out a single spindly leg and smashed the
hull) before it could glow bright and return Diana
and Manny to the basement of reality.
It was truly hopeless now, Diana realized. Billy
would not know to save them. The light hull) was
gone. And all around her the arachnids surged in
excitement. They knew it too.
The spicier above her cackled sickeningly.
"Baaad gnirl Ii000() mOOre."
Diana hugged her brother. She would protect
him to the very end at least. She put her head

They were close enough now. Diana could
make out their features in excruciating detail. Their
burning bodies provided a sickly luminescence.
They were spiders. Horribly oversized spiders.
Some the size of dogs and others the size of horses.
Their faces were the appropriate fuel for
nightmares: hundreds of glowing red eyes
accompanied by a sickening slobbering mandible
beneath. Their bodies were a tangled mess of eight
legs and wild dancing flames. Each step produced a
gruesome click clack that reminded her
simultaneously of breaking bones and searing
flames in the forest.
"Stay away!" she cried shrilly. "I've got water!"
But suddenly the pitifully thin hose in her
hands didn't look like it could possibly deliver
enough liquid to keep what surrounded her at bay.
The shinning lights of their eyes were all around
her. Some far above her. Some to her left. Some to
her right. Some behind. Awl some ahead.
"Waaaateer?" one asked shrilly from behind
her. "Bunt wee're n000t thiiirtsy!"
"Wee doont waaant waaateer Diiianaa." From
above her.
"Weee juust waaant too plaaay," a spider to her
left whispered.
"With y0000u," another finished in a horrible
COO.

Diana unloaded on the closest one. A spicier a
big asacow had ambled far too close on her right,
less than ten feet away, and her hands unfolded the
hose and she aimed its strengthened stream at the
monster. Liquid met flame and something sizzled.
In a daze she thought of overcooked pork before
she heard it scream. The arachnid scuttled away,
further into the darkness. And then there was quiet.
Diana stood frozen. All around her, the fiery
eyes seemed to still in their procession and she was
suddenly aware that a layer of cold sweat lined her
skin.
"H000w hooriible," a single voice offered.
"Wlwyy y000u doo thaat?" another chirpier
voice reprimanded.
"Baaaad giirl, Diiiianaa." And this voice, Diana
realized in her stupor, was startlingly close by. Far
too close actually. Directly above her. "Y000u
beeeen a baad giiirl. Aaand baacl giiirls-"
Diana's head shot up and she met the spicier
head on. This one was only a few feet away. Its
horrible marionette body was wrapped around the
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against his shoulders and closed her eyes. And she
waited for it to end.
In the last moments, the raw stench of rotting
and burning flesh was all she could breathe. The
sounds of hundreds of monsters spitting her name
all she could hear.
Then there was silence.
"Diana!" an incredibly high voice screamed.
"Get out of that basement this instant!"
She opened her eyes and she was momentarily
blinded by the light.
Her eyes adjusted and found that she was back
in the basement, sitting on the cold cement floor,
overturned furniture and appliances surrounding
her. Behind her the basement's open door lit the
room in a gray light. The water hose gushed
absently beside her, spilling water into the room.
Above her, the basement's light hull) was ruined;
the cap and filament were exposed without the
shattered glass. A single tiny daddy long-legs spider
scuttled up the bulbs cord and out of sight. In her
arms was her little brother Manny, and he was
dead.
Terror hit her system, and at once there were
tears. Tears of shock, of dismay, of self-loathing,
and of loss. He was wearing the bundle of clothes
that she had placed down earlier now, but they
were different now, burned in some places and
frayed in others. She reached for his face, willing
his eves to open, and she screamed when they (lid.
He wasn't (lead. But he was seriously burned
she realized as her hands traced the remains of his
face. His breaths were shallow and pathetic but his
heart beat all the same. He was alive.
"Diana?" he whimpered in her arms as she
hugged him fiercely.

She hushed him with one shaking linger. Lifting
him, she turned to the stairs and began to climb.
Certain of only one thing: she would never return
to this particular place ever again.
The man laughing on the Moon is insane.
Relatively so, he's been insane since the first
Earth Eclipse of his sudden appearance. On his
first day he traced the small satellite's
circumference, dancing over craters and smartly
avoiding the dark side. All he found to greet him
was loneliness and the vastness of a (lark space
above him. Then, unexpectedly, darkness came
totally to the Moon and the man found himself in
excruciating pain. It's called an Earth Eclipse and it
blotted the sun from his small home. .Jagged agony
plucked and struck him, raking his form and he
found that the darkness was more than merely
scaly. It was physically agony to him.
When the accursed Earth finally moved and the
merciful sun appeared next, he was laughing. And
he's been laughing ever since.
Still he helped the girl.
And he didn't know why. Honestly, whether she
and her brother burned in the basement (like SO
many other things had burned) or lived on, their
fate disinterested him. But why had he helped
them?
The laughing man stopped in mid jostle and
patted his wide round belly, patted the unborn one
within him. This child would never be born, he
knew. And that was just as well, for the world
scarcely needed another like him. But the girl on
the Earth was achild of his in another sense and
maybe the world (lid need her.
Maybe, he concluded. And then he laughed.
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Fiction - 2010 Whittier Awards - Third Place
.Joseph I.uTea

The Cleaning Women
"How long do YOU think it's been here" Roberta
asked.
"I'd say since Friday evening." Valencia
answered.
"What makes you say
"Well, for one, it's dry, so it has to have been
here it while."
"Sure, but it's Monday now, so someone
could have easily left it on Saturday evening and it
would've still had a chance to div." The two women
stood there staring at it for it few moments. This
was nothing new to either of them. In fact, they
encountered it quite frequently in their line of
work. They had probably seen it at least once on
just about every surface in the building, in the
hallways, in the lobby, on the couch, on the stairs,
on the landing between the stairs, on the patio, in
the hushes, and in the trash. It was a common sight,
and it didn't surprise them to see it in the
bathroom. That's where it was most commonly left.
However, in those instances, it tended to he flushed
away. This wasn't always the case, but at least in
most instances it was true. This time it was
different. The person who it belonged to had not
quite made it to the toilet, so he left it on the
ground right in front of the stall nearest to the door.
Too bad. He was so close, only two feet from the
desired destination. He didn't make it though, and
its aresult, that particular stall was probably cut-oil
from human contact for the remainder of the
weekend.
"I suppose I'll he cleaning it up." Roberta
told Valencia in one of her more guilt-provoking
tones.
"Yeah, why don't you take care of that while
I clean the showers?" Valencia replied casually,
choosing to take Roberta's statement as an offer
rather than a complaint.
"Why do you always insist on having me
clean this stuff off the floors?" Roberta persisted,
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choosing to turn her passive aggression into it fullblown ultimatum.
"I don't like to kneel on the ground. It
nmkes my knees dirty."
"You think I enjoy it"
"Well I'm always the one who cleans the
showers!" Valencia retorted.
"The floors and the toilets are much dirtier."
Roberta argued, pointing to the ground directly
below her feet for evidence. "Case and point."
Valencia waved her off, saying, "I've found
worse in the showers."
"I doubt it." Roberta replied.
Valencia began to grow tired of the
argument, so she decided to bring it to its
resolution. "Enough bickering." she said, "Lets get
to work."
They set to work. Valencia put her cleaning
bucket on the sink closest to the window. She
would start at the furthest shower from the door
and work her way across. She liked to (1<) this when
she cleaned the showers. She enjoyed the feeling of
getting closer to the door as she worked. She took
out it can of Bon Aini and sprinkled it on the tile,
then began scrubbing in a circular pattern. She did
the same when cleaning the shower at home,
however she usually had to turn on the water to wet
the tile beforehand. This was rarely the case at
work. The showers were used so frequently that
they tended to be damp already, making the
scrubbing process much easier for her. However,
removing the hair balls from the dram was another
story entirely.
Roberta ran her dried sponge under the
nearest faucet until it was heavy and wet. She didn't
bother to ring it out since this job would require the
dampest of sponges. Then she knelt down and set
to work. After a moment she called over the
Valencia saying, "You know it's not much longer
that I can he kneeling down on the floor like this.

It's not healthy for me in my condition."
"Oh quit your whining." Valencia shouted
back. "You have months to go before you have to
worry about that.
Roberta scrubbed vigorously at the soiled
part of the floor with her sponge, making no
progress. It was
bigger jot) than she had
anticipated. Chipping away at it was like trying to
remove graffiti from the stall door with it wet wash
cloth; it wasted effort. The sponge was not right for
the job, it was clear that she would have to use
chemicals and it heavier tool if she wanted to make
any progress. She went out the door, into the
hallway to her cart. She grabbed it bottle of windex
from the side of the cart and then looked for a
proper instrument to use in order to pry the
substance oil' the floor. Finally she settled on it light
blue, hard plastic, (lust pan. It was the best thing she
could find without having to return to the janitor's
closet. Although it was just down the hall, she liked
to think that there was no clean-up too big for the
items on her cart and that going to the closet for
reinforcements would, in some small way, he like
admitting to defeat.
Upon returning to ground zero, she sprayed
the area with windex and allowed it to sit it while
and soften. This, of course, was not one of the
recommended uses of windex, but after several
years of janitorial work Roberta learned a great deal
about the versatility of' certain household products,
and that windex, next to baking soda, was one of
the most multifaceted chemicals in her arsenal.
While she waited, she decide(] to get started on the
toilets. So she reached into her apron pocket and
pulled out it ziplock sandwich bag full of circular
capsules resembling alka seltzer tablets. She went
from stall to stall dropping one of these tablets into
each toilet. As each one dropped into the water, it
made a small plopping sound like it pebble falling
into a pond, followed by the sizzling and the
bubbles as the capsule dissolves and effervesces.
Roberta always enjoyed the sight and the sound of
this process. She loved seeing the chemicals go to
work in such an aggressive and visible way. Within
moments the water is green with it layer of white

bubbles over the top, and all she needs to (10 is pull
the plunger and flush the toilet and all the germs go
away. If only everything was this easy. After
dropping one of these tablets in each toilet, she
went back to cleaning the floor.
The windex seemed to have softened it UI)
pretty well, now it was just a matter of' breaking it
apart and disposing of' it. It wasn't easy, but it was
no longer impossible. Site scraped vigorously with
the edge of the dust pan, chipping and chipping
until it was nothing but a pile of scattered, detached
pieces on the floor. She swept them up and
emptied them in the trash. Then, letting out it huge
sigh of relief, wiped the sweat from her brow, and
went over to the mirror to straighten herself up.
At this point, Valencia had finished with the
showers and returned to the sink area where
Roberta was standing. Roberta ofiered Valencia the
windex. Valencia thanked her, pulled dry rag out of
her apron and began cleaning the mirrors.
"Which floor (10 you think is messier?"
Valencia asked as she cleaned.
"To me, it's between the second and the
third." Roberta replied, "The first isn't too bad."
"I think that they are equally messy. Only the
second floor has trouble with toilets and third floor
has trouble with trash cans."
"Neither floor is that great with toilets."
"Well then perhaps second floor is the better
of the two."
"I just think that less people on the second
floor wash their hands. That's why the floors aren't
as littered with paper towels."
"I admire your ability to examine all sides of
this issue." Valencia said, "You would've made it
great lawyer."
"Perhaps in another lifetime."
Just then, both of the women were startled by
it loud squeak, followed by the sound of wood
cracking against tile as two young men burst in
through the door. The one in front was the larger
of the two, he was overweight, but not fat. Rather,
he was bulky in it way that implied he was athletic
but still consumed more calories than lie burned
off. He had it buzzed hair cut, which made his head
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look like a freshly-trimmed lawn. He wore it t-shirt
which most likely had sleeves at some point, but he
cut them off to give the appearance that his biceps
had become so immense that the sleeves gave way
and he burst through his shirt like the incredible
hulk. He walked like a bull dog, chest Out, stomach
in, cheeks clenched, but that may have had
something to do with the burden he was carrying at
that moment. "I have to take it shit so bad!" he
announced to everyone within earshot as he quickly
shuffled to the furthest stall from the door. He shut
the door behind him, lowered his shorts, sat clown
on the toilet, and let out unapologetic sounds of
relief.
The boy that followed behind him wasn't in
as much of a hurry, in fact he sauntered to his stall.
His hair was disheveled and his eyes weren't yet
adjusted to the light. It appeared as if he had just
woken up. His body was in pristine condition. He
looked to he the model of the ideal male physique,
like Michelangelo's statue of David. He knew his
body was beautiful and he was not shy about
showing it. He wore nothing but a pare of jadegreen boxer shorts and flip-flops, making it point of
lowering his shorts far enough clown his backside SO
as to show oil his perfectly formed obliques.
However, this meant that the crack in his gluteus
maximus was also visible, but seeing as he was quite
!hnd of that part of his body as well, he saw this as
no real sacrifice. He chose the stall right next to the
door, the very stall which Roberta had just knelt in
front of for the last 20 minutes. He didn't close the
door behind him, but would rather the two cleaning
women have the opportunity to get it look at his
chiseled plumber butt as he passed his water.
"Ali fuck dude!," the bulldog called to David,
"I have an ethnic studies class in twenty minutes!"
"Sucks for you." David replied, "What are
you taking ethnic studies for honkey?"
"It's a requirement bro. I need to take it for
my social sciences credit."
"Why'd you choose it boring-ass class like
that?" David asked, flushing the toilet and walking
out to the sink area where Roberta and Valencia
stood.

"I woke up late on sign-up clay." said the
bulldog, "That was all I could get into."
"That sucks." David said washing his hands.
the bulldog growled, "I'm not
going. I don't feel like it."
"You're gonna fail that shit dude."
The bulldog flushed, but the toilet didn't
complete its action. It made it gurgling sound for
several seconds until finally giving up. The bulldog
left the stall hooking up his belt and saying, "All I
need is it C to pass. Anyway, who gives it shit about
ethnic studies: I just need to get the credits out of
the way so that I can take some real classes." He
joined David at the sinks to wash his hands.
"What are you majoring in; David asked
while walking over to the paper towel dispenser.
"Business. I'm gonna own a company one
clay just like my dad."
"You're dumb ass? You'll he lucky if you can
get these bitches' job cleaning up Sam's puke."
The bulldog took two paper towels, and
began drying his hands with one then the other.
"Bout time they got to that." he said, "It's
been sitting there since Friday."
"You can't get good help these days."
"What(10 you expect from Mexicans?"
They walked out. David held the door open
for the bulldog who tossed his paper towels behind
him as he exited. Both missed their mark and fell
to the floor.
"What did I tell you; Valencia proudly
exclaimed after the boys left, "It's been there since
Friday night. I knew it!" Roberta ignored Valencia's
gloating. She WS distracted by what she had just
heard.
"Can you believe those guys?" Roberta
exclaimed both anger and disbelief', "Saying all that
stuff right in front of us?"
"They must not have thought we understood
english." Valencia replied, not seeming too upset by
their words.
"They said such, fowl, nasty things."
"I'd think after all this time as it janitor, you'd
he well familiar with the fowl things that conic out
of people." Valencia joked.
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"How could they allow those two into a place
like tins? I thought this institution was reserved for
the best and the brightest."
"The best, the brightest, the most athletic,
and the richest. My guess is that those gentlemen
are part of the last two groups."
"What a waste of space."
"I agree. However, unlike them, we're being
paid to come here, so act professional."
"The big dumb one clogged up the toilet."
Roberta muttered in frustration.
"Professional," Valencia reminded her.
"Yes, I know," Roberta snapped hack, "I'm
upset with him as a professional."
The women went hack to work. Valencia
mopped the floors, and Roberta cleaned the toilets.
She was forced to go back to the janitor's closet to
get it plunger for the bulldog's droppings. After they
finished their work, the two women packed up their
equipment and moved on to the next room.
"How many months along are you"
Valencia asked Roberta as they pushed the cart
down the hall.
"Three months. I'm afraid that I'll he
showing soon."
"Yes, but don't worry, that doesn't last long."
"Do you think that one clay my child will be
able to come to it place like this;
"Perhaps. If he's lucky."
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2010 Scholarly Writing Prize - First Place
Katy Simonian
Restoring jlgba/a The Transitional Character of Ezinma in Chinua Achebe's T/thgs Fa/JA part
After spending all night latched onto the back of the priestess Chielo, as they trekked through the
darkness to the furthest corners of the nine villages to the cave of the Goddess Agbala, Ezinma had fallen
asleep. Her parents, Ekwefi and Okonkwo, are equally exhausted from protecting her all night: following
Chielo all night under the cover of darkness. The three lay exhausted while the entire household and
neighborhood prepares for the betrothal ceremony of the daughter of Okonkwo's friend Obierika. Ekwefi,
out of concern over the ordeal of the previous night, waits for Ezinma to wake up:
"You need some sleep yourself," said Nwoye's mother.
"You look very tired." As they spoke Ezinma emerged from the but, rubbing her eyes and
stretching her spare frame. She saw the other children with their water pots and remembered that
they were going to fetch water for Ohierika's wife. She went back to the hut and brought her pot.
"Have you slept enough" asked her mother.
"Yes", she replied. "Let us go." (Achehe, 111)
"Yes, Let us go": The simple power of Ezinma's words signals her place in Chinua Achebe's explosive
Thing FallApart. Barely the age of ten, Ezinma carries herself with the grace of an old soul, and the biting
spirit of a warrior. Her words are direct, deliberate, and to the point, echoing the verbal style of her father
Okonkwo. Feminist theorist Luce Irigaray might call Ezinma's masculine verbal style a subordination of the
feminine for the sake of feeding the collective need, or preference for the masculine in gender discourses
(Irigaray 495). Critics like Florence Stratton indict the hook and Achebe for not giving Ezinma enough of
her own individual power through the story (Stratton 24). While women play a vital role in the novel, as well
as in historical Igho society, Stratton questions whether Achebe undermines or restores the dignity and
respect to African women through his female characters. In response to these questions and concerns over
the depth of respect given to the female characters of TJthig Fall Ap;ui, I take a position similar to one
offered by Ato Quayson in his interpretation of Ezinina. I will argue that Achehe writes female characters,
like Ezinnia, with tremendous depth and additionally that he places the most sacred responsibility of
surviving and maintaining Igbo culture amidst the rise of British colonial rule in the hands of his unlikely
heir and pride of his life: his daughter Ezinma. Far from undermining feminine agency, Achebe weaves a
po'erful exploration of the strength of the feminine in Ezinma's character and the confronting presence of
Agbala throughout the novel.
Ezinma comes to represent a transition in the novel, on the local level with the status of Igho women,
the effect of the imposition of colonial rule in her family's homeland, and the struggle Okonkwo fights
within himself over the demons he hears for his own father, and his desperation to maintain the tradition
and respect he worked so hard to earn. Part of her father's internal struggle is the disappointment he feels in
his eldest son Nwoye, who rejects his father's legacy, leaving Okonkwo without an all-important male heir to
inherit and continue his name. It is through Ezinina that we sense her flither's struggle the rising tide of
Christian colonial missionaries as they pour onto the pages of history and weave their way into the lives of
the Igho in the novel. Ezinnia's characterization as a transitional figure in fact represents the historically
accurate Igho woman in terms of their actions in response to colonial rule. Her force as transitional figure is
portrayed through the relationship she shares with her father and the impact her mere existence and
devotion has on his life and her own life throughout the novel. This, along with the other woman in the
novel who surround her, including her mother and Okonkwo's second wife, Ekwefi, her father's other
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wives, Chielo the priestess of Umuoha, and even the male characters who express their ideas about the
importance and need to respect women, prove that Achebe does not seek to condone Okonkwo's
preference for violence. Rather, through Ezinma, we see Okonkwo as an individual, bitter and resentful
over the fitilures of his own hither, the son who is not the measure of the man he wishes him to he, and the
inner devastation he feels over building a legacy that will ultimately be locked in the hands of a daughter—
even one he loves. His preoccupation with violence isaresult of his biography as well as Igho culture, but
his views on women do not represent the general beliefs of the Igho people. Ezinma's existence leads
Okonkwo to confront his pride in his daughter, despite her f'eniininity and embrace her as the child he
loves.
Despite Okonkwo's pride in Ezinma, he is plagued by his inability to separate women from weakness in
his own mind. Part of his undoing is his exile froni the land he built with his own strength and will, only to
return to find a new, effeminate crop of neighbors carrying Bibles and who woo men of Okonkwo's status
to surrender their sons and daughter in the name of God and country. Lost and disengaged with the world
he once loved, it is Ezinma who stays at her father's side through the hituer end. Her loyalty and courageous
survival enact a transition between traditional indigenous life and British imperial rule, while the arc of her
father's character invokes a quest narrative of reconciliation with one's identity.
Ezinma's ordeal with Chielo takes place toward the middle of the narrative. To get to the heart of the
dynamic between Ezinma and hei' father and the importance of their relationship for both respectively, we
must venture back to the beginning, when we are first introduced to her in the narrative. Through a close
exploration of the text and by applying a deconstructive lens for both feminist and postcolonial criticism, I
will reveal the imperative role Ezinnm plays in the narrative and how she is the connective thread between
her hither, the transitional period of Igho history, and her own ability to fully inhabit her role with mixture
of' determination and grace. In order to understand Ezinma's significance, it is crucial to consider her
origins as an Igho daughter. We are first introduced to her through a violent scene in which Okonkwo beats
Ezinma's mother Ekwefi for plucking leaves off a banana tree.the beating results from Okonkwo's
frustration and is early evidence of his (lefensive masculinity. "Okonkwo gave hei' a sound beating and left
her and her only daughter weeping. Thus satisfying his anger, he goes out hunting" (38). At this tense
moment, Ekwefi challenges Okonkwo's sexual prowess, commenting snidely and with Okonkwo in earshot
"about guns that never shot (39)." Okonkwo's reaction is nnmediate—he chases her, fires his gun, narrowly
missing her. Seeing that she is unharmed, he gives a heavy sigh and the two go on about the day's
celebration of' the New Yam Festival. The scene represents the passionate nature of' their relationship and is
depicted with a sense that such occurances, though tumultuous, are the norm between the two.
Ekwefi is Okonkwo's second wife, with whom he shares an obviously tumultuous and passionate
relationship that can only he understood and appreciated when we consider its origin. Their love began at
the same New Yam Festival years earlier, when Ekwefi, the village beauty, saw the young Okonkwo for the
first time. The festival itself is a symbolic reminder of their passion for each other and conjures memories
for Ekwefi:
There was no festival in all the seasons of the year which gave her
as much pleasure as the wrestling match. Mans' years ago when
she was the village beauty Okonkwo had won her heart by
throwing the Cat in the greatest contest in living inenmly. She (lid
not marry him then because he was too pool' to pay her brideprice. But a few years later she ran away from her husband and
came to live with Okonkwo. (39-40)
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The passion exists between Ekwefi and Okonkwo is unlike what he feels for his two other wives. For
Okonkwo, wives signify a man's success in being able to afford to keep three women and it growing funiIy
on his farm. His marriage to Ekwefi is not like that of his other wives in that no formal engagement took
place. She loved him, but both Were bound by tradition and his lack of wealth prevented them from being
together. However, it is clear early on in the discourse between Ekwefi and Okonkwo, that she is not an idle
housewife who lives and breaths obedience to her husband's demanding will. Ekweli is significant in
highlighting the freedom Igho women had to divorce, it freedom not shared by women in nmny western
countries, including Great Britain in the 1890s when the action of the novel takes place. She decides to
leave her husband for the man she truly loves and does SO 01) her own accord. Indeed, she does satisfy be)
ertraditional role as an Igho wife and as such, is not afraid, even after an unprovoked beating from her
traditional
husband, to criticize Okonkwo. Through Ekwefi alone that we see some glimpse into Okonkwo's own
history and the origins and causes of the passion he feels for her which at times with an overwhelming white
heat that leaves then) both scorched in the wake of domestic combat.
Much of the family dynamic of the novel revolves around Okonkwo's authority which instills fear in
those around him, all except Ezinma, Okonkwo's daughter by Ekwefi. The parent-child bond is prevalent
throughout the novel and is not limited to Okonkwo and Ezinma. The conflict in this dynamic runs
throughout the novel between Okonkwo and his eldest son Nwoye, and begins with Okonkwo's
relationship witi) his own father, Unoka. It soon becomes apparent that Okonkwo's preoccupation with
overt displays of masculinity stems for his desire to be the epitome of everything his thther was not in life:
brave, hard-working, dependable, proud. Okonkwo is haunted by the memories of his father and the
resentment he bears fbr his gentle, idle nature, and penchant for music and merriment over what Okonkwo
considers to he more appropriately masculine endeavors like war and working to pay off his many debts to
support his fiunmlv. Okonkwo, was forced to be the man of the family, from an early age due to his father's
neglect of financial security. Traces of Okonkwo's inner rage and reactive sense of masculinity are evident
in the narrator's reflection:
Even as it little boy he had resented his father's failures and weakness, and
even now he still remembered how he had suffered when it playmate had
told him that his father was agbala. That was how Okonkwo first came to
know that agbala was not only it name for it woman, it could also mean it
man who had taken no title. (Achebe 13)
Kwando Osei-Nyame references Bakhtin's theories 01) heteroglossia to analyze the ways in which
Okonkwo's language links women with the idea of weakness. The Igho word for women according to
Achebe, also means "gentleness" or "idleness." Such weakness is connected to Okonkwo's bitter memories
of his thther and the fear he inwardly bears of losing his own strength (Nyamne 148). While the Igho culture
in general is one that values strength, which Okonkwo equates with overt masculinity. But here, Achebe
makes it clear that while some elements of Igho life in Umuofia fall under the wing of a patriarchal
structure, Okonkwo's feelings (10 not represent the broader Igho society presented in the novel. The
privileging of the masculine while denouncing anything peaceful or meek as feminine, it word which serves
as a substitute for weakness, is specific to Okonkwo's character.
Nyame reflects how Okonkwo's tumultuous relationship with Ekwefi and his loving relationship with
Ezinma represents the assertion of independence of women in the novel as they stand up to his dominant
nature and assume his power of decision making in key places in the novel. This idea is further supported
by "companionship of equals" between with regard to Ezinma and Ekwefi. It is easy to understand then that
when Okonkwo finally takes Ekwefi as his wife, it is not merely for the prestige of a second marriage. For
Okonkwo, it is it moment of accomplishment in proving his worth as it man. Losing Ekwefi earlier in his life
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wounded his pride, as he had no father of honorable name or communal respect to hid for her hand on his
behalf. Looking at Ekwefi is a reminder to Okonkwo of not only his true love for her, but of the uphill
climb to high respect in society that he earned only through his strength and will. In doing so, he steps out
of his father's shadow and carves a nasme for himself that commands respect and represents honor in the
nine tribes. Having a (laughter IS not the ideal bearer of a legacy of masculinity for it man with such inner
torment. Yet, it daughter is the perfect lens through which Okonkwo's humanity is revealed to his society
and to himself.
Ezinma is her father's (laughter, an only child, and the center of her mother's world:
Ezinma (lid not call her mother 1%/ne like all of the other children. Instead
she called her by her name, Ekwefi, its her father and other grown up
people (lid. The relationship between them was not only that of mother
and child. There was something in it like the companionship of equals,
which was strengthened by such conspiracies as eating eggs in the
bedroom. (Achebe 76-77)
It is clear that Ezinma is the center of her mother's world, and that center is comprised of love and a mutual
protective bond they share with one another. The mention of their secret penchant for eggs, as children
were not permitted to have them for fear they would encourage them to steal (76), is significant in the fact
that Okonkwo has prior knowledge of their habit. Though he threatens to beat Ekwefi, she and Ezinma
continue and Ezinma's appetite for the eggs, and perhaps the quiet subversive quality of eating them in
secret, grows keener as time goes on. Even though there is a bond between Okonkwo's three wives, there
does exist a hieravchical structure in terms of duty granted to each, depending on their rank as it were,
within the household. With Ezinma, we see an equal born into a family, as it woman and as the daughter of
her father's second wife. She may be an unlikely person to be the equal in the patriarchal structure of her
father's house, but she is one nonetheless. Ezinma's assertion of independence asacharacter and her
father's aversion to feminine weakness sets the initial terms for masculine and feminine discourse in the
novel.
At the heart of this discourse is Okonkwo's inner struggle over the fact that Ezinma isawoman, it
daughter and not it son. His closeness to Ezinma contrasts with his strained relationship with his eldest son,
Nwoye. He has high expectations for his boy, who is the obvious heir to the legacy his father worked so
hard to build. Okonkwo (lid not wish his children the same childhood shame he experienced with his own
father. His tough exterior and status as one of the greatest Warriors gives his children a sense of pride in
their father, which he hopes they will both respect and move to emulate in their lives. As one can imagine,
having a son who reminds Okonkwo of his own father, is a source of regret and rage and puts a knife
through his desire to escape his past and create a present and future of sons to car-my on his feared and
revered name. Okonkwo wants for Nwoye a future life that validates his masculinity:
He wanted him to he a prosperous luau, having enough in his barn to feed
the ancestors with reguhu sacrifices. And SO he was always happy when he
heard grumbling about women. That showed that in time he would he
able to control his women-folk. No matter how prosperous a man was, if
he was unable to rule his women and his children (and especially his
women) he was not really a man. (Achehe 53)
Okonkwo's preoccupation with his son's future is linked to his defensive masculinity. A mall who can
control his wife can control himself and those around him and those who cannot are not real men. Control,
power, and prosperity, are the values that motivate Okonkwo and he hopes to see that same fire in his son.
But as the novel shows, Okonkwo fails in this precisely due to his hyperbolic masculinity, which is rooted in
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his desire to dissociate from the feminine qualities of his father. In doing so lie neglects the tenderness and
communication necessary to forge a relationship with his young, impressionable son, Nwoye.
Nwoye, for his part, knew that it was right for a man, according to his father, to he masculine, strong, and
violent, but lie could-not -help but feel more at ease with himself when at home with his mother and the
women and children of the family. His grumbling about women is in fact not his own, but of the influence
of Ikemefuna, the young man sent from it neighboring village as payment for a debt that was owed over the
murder of an Umuofia man's wife. The boy is sent to live with Okonkwo and his family until the Council of
Elders decides what is fit to do with him. The boy stays with the family for three years, and in that time
grows out of his initial shock and homesickness to become a beloved member of the family. He even grew
in high esteem in Okonkwo's eyes, though his presence would unnerve Okonkwo, who he referred to as
hither. Okonkwo's emotions are usually kept inward unless they are displays of violence or anger, but his
pleasure in the development of his son in Ikemefuna's presence is made clear. Ikemefuna is the Son
Okonkwo wished he had; he is it hard worker and mature beyond his years. Despite the liking Okonkwo
takes in him, Ikemefuna's presence highlights, by contrast, Nwoye's gentle disposition and character, and
the more Okonkwo shows pride in Ikemefuna, the more he feels the intense disappointment over the plight
of his own son by blood.
Having a suitable heir is it problem early on for Okonkwo and persists throughout his emotional
journey in the novel. Okonkwo's pleasure over at least the prospect of a son to match his potential is swiftly
taken from him when the Elders of Unuiolia decide to kill him. Here were see Okonkwo and his
preoccupation with masculine displays set apart when lie beats Nwoye heavily for breaking into tears when
be hears Ikemefuna will "be taken home the next (lay" (57). The fate of the boy is obvious to all those in the
household and his impending death inwardly devastates Okonkwo. He is losing the son of his heart. True
to form, not wanting to appear weak, Okonkwo goes so far as to accompany the men holding Ikemefuna
into the heart of the forest. As one of the men in the group raises and fires his machete, Ikemefuna runs
toward Okonkwo shouting "My father, they have killed me!" (61) and "dazed with fear Okonkwo drew his
machete and cut him down" (61). The fear the narrator speaks of is Okonkwo's fear of his own weakness,
which can he interpreted as femininity and lack of masculinity. His fear runs deep enough within his
tormented soul to move him to be the one to strike down the boy who called him hither, whom he loved
and wished was his own.
It is through Ikeinefijna's death that Ezinma emerges as it force in the narrative through her relationship
with her hither and Okonkwo's growing admiration and nostalgia over the realization that the best of him is
secure I her. Though he admires her strength and wisdom beyond her years, he is further tormented by the
fact that in his mind, its it woman, she cannot fulfill his legacy. The dynamic between Okonkwo and Ezinma
is one of comfort and (led) mutual understanding as seen through the few exchanges they share throughout
the narrative:
"You have not eaten for two days," said his daughter Ezinma
when she brought the food to him. "So you must finish this." She
sat down and stretched her legs in front of her. Okonkwo ate the
kxxl absent-mnindedly. 'She should have been it boy' lie thought as
he looked at his ten year old daughter. He passed her it piece of
fish. (Achehe 63-64)
As he sits contemplating what he has done, lie repeats the words once again to himself, "She should have
been it boy" (64). Such statements along with the tone of Ezinma's speech serve as examples of what
Irigaray would refer to as "the path", the one historically assigned to the feminine: that of niimiciy"(Irigaray
795). The direct feminine challenge to the condition of it purely feminine voice is to speak as masculine, in
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order to exhibit qualities more associated with maleness. Irigaray points out the tradition of women needing
to assume masculine qualities in terms of voice and action in order to he deemed strong, or even relevant in
the eyes of the reader. I-Icr reflection on the distinction between the masculine and the feminine and the
collective preference for the masculine in literature reflects Ukonkwo's admiration and pride in Ezinma's
strength as he sees it as mirroring his own.
Next, a discussion between Okonkwo and his friend Obierika shows that Okonkwo is aware of his
daughter's strength and character, and his pride in her independent spirit. Okonkwo vents to him about the
worry he feels for his son Nwoye, saying that "a bowl of yams can throw him in a wrestling match (66)" and
that he sees nothing of himself in his son or any of his children except Ezinma. He goes on to say, "Where
are the young suckers that will grow when the old banana tree dies? If Ezinma had been a boy I would have
been happier. She has the right spirit"(66). These lines directly link Ezinma with the idea of preserving his
legacy. When he, the banana tree in question (lies, his sons are to grow in his stead. However, he feels the
chill of a man who knows he will wither away, and that his tree as it were will bear no leaves for the future
generations to admire their origins. He would have been happier if Ezinma had been a boy, because he sees
in her a spirit of determination that he feels he possesses. The more lie tries to compliment the nature of
Ezinma's character, the more he feels nostalgic over his perfect child being trapped in the confines of her
gender. We also see another important revelation in this scene in Obierika's point of view on the death of
Ikemefuna. Okonkwo questions his friends' reasons for not being there at the execution, to which he is met
with firm resolve in Obierika's unwavering position on Okonkwo's actions. He feels that though it was part
of tradition, the act of killing the boy is not something the Earth Goddess will reward, and even if Obierika
himself had been in the same position, lie declares that "if the Oracle said my son should he killed I would
neither dispute it nor he the one to (10 it" (67). His views are another way in which the discourse proves that
Okonkwo's penchant for violence is not an inherent tradition for the Igho, but rather the manifestation of
his own rage. Obierika's character acts as both a mirror and a source of conscience for Okonkwo.
His trust in Obierika reveals the inward emotions Okonkwo feels toward the subject of his children, and
his son's lack of potential, which is boiling up inside him after the death of Ikemefuna and the spark he sees
in Ezinma. Soon after this exchange, Obierika's son Maduka enters the room, who we know from a
previous scene, is an accomplished wrestler and intimidating figure for his young age. Through the insertion
of this subtle detail, we see what could be a pang of envy in Okonkwo for the fortune of his best friend to
have such a promising son. Despite his hard work for everything that he has, lie does not see the ultimate
reward of a SOfl to bear his name. While these scenes between Okonkwo and Obierika may seem to be
peripheral moments in the richness of the story, the interaction between the two friends serves to emphasize
the beginning of Okonkwo's isolation and alienation from the culture and community he loves the most. It
is apparent that while lie outwardly justifies the killing of Ikemeflina, the fact that lie takes the matter up
with Obierika reveals the pain in his heart rather than the strength of his list. The revelation of his heart
comes to the surface even more through the exertion of his protective nature for Ezinma.
Despite Okonkwo's chauvinism, there is a subliminal privileging of the women in Igho life as depicted
in the novel. Ezinma shares common ground with her father, not just in her sharp sense of necessity and
rather brief way with words. The two share the identity of an ostracized child, alienated li-on) others (10 to
the circumstances of their birth. While Okonkwo feels a sense of alienation for his ftther's failures, Ezinma
feels the pressure and staple of being the only child among her mother's several miscarriages. For this
reason, she is a miracle to her parents, but also a source of concern as her health is precarious throughout
her childhood. She is thought to be what the Igho call an ogbane, or a changeling; a child who repeatedly
(lies and returns to its mother's womb and is then reborn in what is often an unending cycle. The only way
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for an ogb.ruije to survive is for it special kind of stone which forms the link between an ogb;u?/e and the
spirit world, known as the ,vj-uua to he broken:
Everybody knew she was an ogbanje. These sudden bouts of
sickness and health were typical of her kind. But she had li.'ëcDi
long that perhaps she had decided to stay. Some of them did
become tired of their evil rounds of birth and death, or took pity
on their mothers, and stayed. Ekwefi believed deep inside her that
Ezinma had come to stay.
(Achebc 80).
One can easily imagine the terror Ekweli feels when Chielo, the Priestess of Agbala comes to call on her
daughter to present her to her God. Asawoman and priestess, Chielo commands the respect of those
around her, who dare not offend her. To offend Chielo is to offend Agbala, and no manner of protestations
can match the will of the Goddess. When she arrives at Okonkwo's compound unexpectedly, she asks
Ekwefi, "Where is my daughter Ezinma? Agbala wants to see her" (101). There is a level of sisterhood
imbedded in her words and a level of trust between the discourse of the women. Chiek)'s tone in speaking
with Ekwefi is far more genial then her tone with Okonkwo. As he tries to plead for his daughter, saying that
she is ill and still asleep, the priestess screams, "Beware, Okonkwo!" she warned. "Beware of exchanging
words with Agbala. Does a man speak when it God speaks Beware!"( 101) Here, we see Okonkwo in his
first moment of vulnerability in the novel when he feels helpless desperation to protect the daughter he
admires and loves. He sees so much of himself in her, that though her gender is problematic for his manly
persona, her will to survive is a match for her fither's own.
But there is something far more revealing in this discourse, as it is just as playful as it is profound. The
discourse between Chielo and Okonkwo marks a subliminal turning point in the novel that manifests itself
in the final chapters of Okonkwo and Ezinma's narrative. She warns him not to exchange words with
Agbala, her Goddess. If we remember from earlier on in the text, Agbala is a word which has humbled
Okonkwo before, as agbala is the word that was once used to describe his father. Agbala is the Igho word
for woman. He must beware not to exchange words with the Agbala, a woman, as mere men (10 not speak
or challenge the words of a God, in this case being the spiritual personification of women. Biodon .jeyifo
describes this episode between Ezinina, Ekwefi, Chielo, and Okonkwo as it subplot of the novel that
showcases the determination of Okonkwo to protect his daughter and the feature of strength exhibited by
the female characters at this turning point in the narrative (Jeyifo 874). For the first time, the feminine is not
subordinated in the discourse but rather elevated to the dynamic of equals between Ekwefi and Chielo, and
the assertion of the superiority of the feminine over Okonkwo by both Chielo and Agbala.
The elevation of the feminine discourse comes at it time when Okonkwo and his family are exiled after
he inadvertently shoots and kills the son of a prominent Elder. When faced with immediately having to
leave the land and life he built, he retreats to his mother's homeland of Mhanta, as is Igho tradition under
such circumstances. jeyifo examines the importance and significance of the absence of Okonkwo's mother
from the narrative. There are very few details given about her life, and little Wally outward mention of her
impact on her son's life. However, it is important to note that when he is humbled by his exile from the
home where he holds prominence in society, he retreats to the home of his mother's people for asylum
(Jevifo 874). While the motherland is it source of spiritual healing and nurturing from his mother's
kinsmen, it is also a living reminder of his shame. It is here in Mbanta that he is greeted by his mother's
kinsmen, and it is here where he ultimately learns of the arrival of colonial forces.
Write men had only previously been described once earlier in the text, when we get the first hint at
their arrival, hack when Okonkwo had his place in Umuofia:
Ill

"And have you seen thein" asked Machi.
"Have youi" asked Obierka.
"One of them passes here frequently," said Machi.
"His name is Amadi."
Those who knew Amadi laughed. He was it leper, and the polite
name for leprosy was "the white skin" (74).
Uiter when they are said to arrive on "iron horses" (1 3l) we know immediately of the opinions of the Igho
on the impending settlement of the uninvited guests. As depicted in the novel, especially for Okonkwo, they
are exactly that; uninvited guests who carry with them unwanted offerings of inquisition. For Okonkwo,
there is truth in jest of the reference to the whites as lepers. He sees the influence of the colonists as a
disease which will flourish throughout the Igho if they do not tight to mark what is theirs. His feelings run
deeper as he loses Nwoye to the Christian religion and the seemingly kind nature of the colonists. Nwoye's
renouncing of his identity as Okonkwo's son is due largely in part to Okonkwo repeatedly expressing his
disappointment over Nwoye's rejection of his values. He is not born a suitable heir to his father's legacy but
he is his eldest son and his loss is a personal strike against Okonkwo's masculinity, as Nwoye opts for it life
of acceptance among the colonists rather than the pitiless endeavor of trying to live up to his father's
expectations. The loss of his son represents it permanent loss of masculinity and power in his home life and
in the Igbo community at large through the impact of the colonists, who Okonkwo finds effeminate and
weak.
It is important that Okonkwo reestablish himself on his return from his seven year exile in order to
secure the protection and freedom he has in being the ruler of his household. Now that Nwoye is an
abomination in his eyes, Okonkwo suddenly finds himself in a fortunate position as he is lucky to have
beautiful, desirable daughters, especially Ezinnm. "He never stopped regretting that Ezinma was it girl. Of
all his children she alone understood his every mood. A bond of sympathy had grown between them as the
years passed"(1 72). During their exile, Ezinma grows from the frail child with it fighter's personality to one
of the most beautiful girls in Mbanta. While the hardships of exile led to her own bouts of depression, she
could bear the company of no other person but her fither. Known as the Crystal of Beauty, she comes into
her own in the land of her grandmother, and many men express it desire to marry her;
But she refused them all, because her father had called her in one evening
and said to her: "There are many good and prosperous people here, but I
shall be happy if you marry in Unmuoha when we return home." That was
all lie said. But Ezinma had seen clearly all the thought and hidden
meaning behind the few words. And she agreed."
(Achebe 173)
Her obedience to her Father's wishes is not a mark of subordination, but rather an example of her intuitive
perception of her fither's situation. She is the one to refuse these men, who would provide her with it stable
life, because of her understanding of her father's intentions. She knows that marrying in Umuoha will
reopen the door of their old life and she is eager to be the key to their return. Her eagerness to (10 what her
father wishes is not it sign of her being it subject to his dominance, but instead reveals her awareness of the
power of her own beauty and position its it wonmn which will give her family their life back. Her presence in
this portion of the text solidifies her as Okonkwo's only heir. History speaks of the plight of the women in
Igho life in the lower part of Nigeria during the time in which the story takes place. We know that the one
economic resource that women did not own was land, but that Igho society was flexible when it came to the
gender system, and women (lid own their own livestock, rich fields in farm and garden crops, and the
"presents" from their wealthy in-laws upon roam-lying influential sons (Amadiume 31-32). Ezinma alone can
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bring herself and her family stability, prominence, and flilfill the promise of redemption Okonkwo
envisions on their return.
A common critique of the novel by Stratton and others is that while Ezinma is presented as it promising
characttr for action—she seems to disappear from the pages the end of the story. Throughout this paper,
I have sought to (liSnuSs such claims through the clear evidence within the discourse of the novel. I would
argue that it is in the final pages of the novel that Ezinina fully comes into her own, not simply froni the
perspective of her father, but from the reflection of the narrator, whose observations represent those of the
other characters in the story, and subsequently our own. Ato Quayson points out the fact that women are
important, active, and revered in Igho society and that we see this in Ezinma as she is represented as it
"tough-minded and questioning personality (Quayson 12.5)." Given the importance of her marriage upon
her return to Umuofia, perhaps the greatest display of bravery and love comes when Okonkwo is arrested
by the local colonial magistrate and is facing his impending death. It is Ezinma who rises to the occasion and
does not accept or submit to the rule of any force, even one as great or as masculine as the British imperial
troops. When facing the hitter end, it is Ezinma who boldly abandons her engagement and makes a call to
action on behalf of her father:
Okonkwo's compound was like it deserted homestead. It was as if cold water had been poured on it. His
family was all there, but everyone spoke in whispers. His (laughter Ezinma had broken her twenty-eight day
visit to the family of her future husband, and returned home when she heard that her father had been
imprisoned, and was going to be hanged. As soon as she got home she went to Obierika to ask what the
men of Uinuofia were going to do about it.
(Achebe 197).
This is not it woman governed by any sense of imposed propriety, but by the call of her own conscience and
the need for action in defending the father she loves. In doing so, she postpones the expected display of
proving her worth to her in-laws, and instead safeguards her identity as an Igbo woman through action. True
to history, when facing colonial rule women played it vital role in their direct participation in the resistance
of colonial domination, and Ezinma is it literary testament to the true spirit of Igho women of the time. In
1900, when all other ethnic peoples of Nigeria accepted British colonial rule, the Igho of southeastern
Nigeria continued their war of independence until 1906, paying it heavy price for their struggle. While the
Igho warriors of Okonkwo's era (lid not win then, their descendants led to the struggle and victory for
independence in 1960 (Crowder 72).For Okonkwo, the intrusion of colonialism and losing his grip on his
family and place in the world places him in a child-like position, where as an Igho son he must he
submissive to the rule of the colonists, who in his eyes are an outside version of his own effeminate father.
He takes his own life only when he realizes that there is no place left for him in his old world, as the best of
who he once was is secured in Ezinma. He is not disappointed in seeing himself and his legacy handed
down to his daughter, but he cannot help but equate his legacy and being delivered to the hands of women,
as a sign of the Igho culture being enveloped by the weak, effeminite, but overwhelming power of colonial
rule. It is clear that Okonkwo's reservations about his legacy being secured in Ezinma, is not a product but it
symptom of the effects of his own (lemons as an Igho son. Ezinma comes to represent a fusion of
discourses, both masculine and feminine, as her character is it marker of transition between the spiritual,
indigenous world of her ftither, and the occupation of colonial Nigeria. Through Ezinina, Achebe
establishes one true discourse in which we are left with a womu1 of' dignity and guile, tradition and power,
who is not defined by her father but by the love she hears him and the innate wisdom, audacity, and sense
of' her own identity as she is it woman,it daughter, an Igbo—she is Agbala.
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Mary Helen Truglia
Labyrinth, Lahourinth, Labor in/us:
Inner Work and Female Subjectivity in Lady Mary Wroth's Painph.ilia to Amphilanthus
In Lady Mary Wroth's Painphilth to Ainphilanthus, the labyrinth can be seen as representative of
internal and private space, both constructed and confusing. In it time where a woman was seen to be good if
she remained "chaste, silent, and obedient," the labyrinth serves as an excellent metaphor for the internal
struggle that "inner work" can cause. Adhering to the Petrarchan symbolic, Pamphilia simultaneously has to
articulate her desire and be the sexualized object. As a result, Pamphilia suffers more than her male
counterpart. The significance of Painpliilia to A inphi/antlnis is identified by Natasha Distiller: "Wroth is the
first woman to enter the amorous sequence as its other, and to begin to speak back" (96). Subjectivity in this
sequence is all about perception: woman as subject, viewing and being viewed, seeing and seeming, eyes and
"I's", internal and external, and most significantly public versus private perceptions and personas.
Labyrinthine themes run throughout the sequence, evoking associations with the myth of Ariadne, who
rescued Theseus only to later he betrayed by him. This reinforces the connection between the labyrinth and
tragically frustrated love. In the corona, Pamphilia wanders through a nmze of repeated efforts to pay
homage to her captor, Cupid (she is "all-loving", after all) but emerges with a renewed feeling of entrapment
in an understanding of the relation of love and the self. Her strategies involve inverting modes of cultural
regulation in order to construct and legitimate certain conceptual, psychological, and physical spaces for her
narrative. The labyrinthine theme that runs through the sequence serves to remind the reader of the
struggle with female sulljectivity its it is displayed through the depiction of the pain of having to selfrepresent and the self-representation of pain.
Lady Mary (Sidney) Wroth is best known today as the first English woman writer to have published an
original work of prose fiction during her lifetime. For her contemporaries, her primary identity was as it
member of the illustrious and learned Sidney family. As the elaborately decorated title-page of The
Gouiitesse olMountgoumere s- [ininia announced to the world in 1621, she was, after all, "Daughter to the
right Noble Robert Earle of Leicester, and Neece to the ever famous, and renowned Sr Philip Sidney
knight, and to the most excilet Lady Mary Countesse of Pembroke, Late deceased" (Fitzmaurice 110). It
was an identity which left it decided mark on all her writing. Because of her relation to these two famous
authors, Wroth followed not only in the tradition of a writer, but as it Sjo'nevwriter.
The foremost literary precedents in Lady Mary's life were, as noted above, two - her illustrious uncle,
Sir Philip Sidney, and her aunt, the Countess of Pembroke. The Countess was a noted literary patron, and a
poet and translator in her own right. In choosing to edit Sidney's Airadii and continue his translations of
the Psalms after her brother's death, she had in it way appropriated the authority which had been
posthumously vested in Sir Philip Sidney as the ideal Protestant patron and author, while still conforming to
the established and acceptable genres of feminine writing. Breaking with this powerful precedent, Wroth
ventured into a totally different literary arena in which men had always been the creators and women the
passive recipients. This was the world of romance, love, and Petrarchan lyrics.
In the case of Wroth's sonnets, the issue of gendered address is probleniatic because Paniphilia avoids
speaking to Amphilanthus directly. Although he is named in the title, he is never explicitly mentioned in the
103-sonnet sequence. The sonnets tend fir more often towards apostrophizing abstractions such as Night,
Hope, and Time. Part of this evasiveness on the part of Pamphilia may he Wroth's nod to the context in
which she was writing. There were a great deal of social constraints on an Elizabethan/Jacobean woman
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writer dealing frankly with the subject of desire. Through Pampijilia to ilijipinla,jtln,s, Wroth revises the
sonnet form, removing it from the public and even 'political' arena and placing it Within it more private, selfcreated, psychological space. In (10mg so, she resists the performative aspect of other sonnet sequences
("blest he these sonnets, source of all my fame 11). Consequently, while the writing itself may not engender
the kind of intrigue suggested by other sonnets, it does represent the trials of female authorship and
Wroth's transformation of the Petrarchan sonnet. Wroth develops subtle techniques to circumvent these
obstacles, as in the following sonnet: "Dear famish not what you yourself gave food/destroy not what your
glory is to save/kill not that soul to which you spirit gave" (P1.5 1-3). The lines can be read as an open
confession to her beloved, but cm just as easily he interpreted as an address to Cupid. The mythological
veil allows the speaker to speak with the same bluntness as Astrophil in Sir Philip Sidney's Astropin! to
Stella: "Your sight is all the food I (10 desire." Occasionally one of the sonnets will have an internal turn, a
subtle shift of address, as in Sonnet P47 beginning with "You blessed stars" and which moves from it
description of the celestial heavens to refer to the "light of my joy, fixed steadfast, nor will move"(lO).
Rather than blatantly attacking or admonishing Amphilanthus for his infidelity, Pamphilia at times links him
to the mischievous actions of Cupid, and describes the various punishments the 'child' undergoes, as in
P58, 64, and 70.
One of the most significant tropes in the sequence is when Pamphilia reveals herself to be it woman
lover writing about her male beloved, rather than solely it disembodied lover. One factor is how she
frequently assigns it feminine gendei'ing to the abstractions that she addresses. In sonnet P13, she speaks of
Night as it female companion and fellow love-sufferer: "My thoughts are sad; her face as sad does seem/My
pains are long; her hours tedious are." (9-10) This bonding with a female Night recurs again in Sonnet P17
when Pamphilia sees herself as part of' it larger body of' "oppressed" lovers, emphasizing the female
perspective of the speaker in contrast to "men's phant'sies" (Miller "Rewriting" 297). Pamphilia's fellowship
with feminized Night reappears when she invokes the name of darkness, which "does truly suit with [site]
oppressed" (P22 3), as it covers it carpet woven together from dead leaves: "If trees and leaves for absence,
mourners be/ No marvel that I grieve, who like want see"(P22 13-14). Wroth's most 'graphic' reference to
the l'enmle body comes in Sonnet P40:
False hope which feeds but to destroy, and spill
What it first breeds; unnatural to the birth
Of thine own womb; conceiving but to kill
And plenty gives to make the greater dearth. (1-4)
Wroth perceives the kind of display associated with birth (as it metaphor fbr creation) as dangerous. To
"birth" the sonnets would be to leave them vulnerable to the betrayals of the public world of the court. The
contrast between birth as a metaphor for creation, so prominent in male-authored sequences, versus birth as
an image of silent betrayal demonstrates how, for the male author, the reader may observe both the public
and private spaces he inhabits - the inner self may be revealed to the public eye. On the other hand, the
reader of Pamphilia to Aniphilanthus must intrude upon the private experience of miscarriage and
ultimately find his or hei' own way out of' this private domain, just as Pamphilia must attempt to work her
way out of her inner labyrinth. She describes false hope in it distinctly female image of miscarriage, and
links it in the next stanza to an example of the political ruler who rewards and advances his subjects only to
betray them. By ti'ansitioning from the natural body to the "body politic", she hints towards love's tyrannical
power to employ false hope to ensnare the lover. Up to this point all is familiar enough fi'oni traditional
literature of unrequited love; but there is it shift in the seventh sonnet, addressed to Cupid, signaling the
presence of it "resolved soul":
I do confess, 'twas thy will made me choose,
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And thy fair shows made me a lover prove,
When I my freedom (11(1 for pain refuse.
Yet this Sir god, your Boy-ship I despise;
Your charms I obey, but love not want of eyes. (10-14)
Cupid's fiunous blindness does not impress her. She admits her powerlessness before his channs but will
not allow this as an excuse for not taking responsibility for her own actions. Although, like darkness in the
opening sonnet, Cupid has caused her a "want of eyes" (read "I's"), she will still retain enough of her inner
self to remain constant. This ethic is the basis for her honor and is the ethic she is recommending to
Amphilanthus. In P24, she makes this recommendation explicit:
Then, since my faith is such, so kind my sleep,
That gladly thee presents into my thought,
And still true lover-like thy face does keep,
So as some pleasure shadow-like is wrought.
Pity my loving, nay, of conscience give
Reward to me in whom thy self does live. (9-14)
Wroth uses the Petrarchan convention that an act of fealty must be recognized and rewarded by the
beloved. Masculine voices use the argument to gain sexual access--the woman, if she consents to "ease his
pain," consents to being treated as an objective and as an object. Pamphilia's objective, however, is not
Amphilanthus himself (whom she has already attained) but rather his constancy. She is so faithful that she
dreams of him: "my faith is such." The dream image, however, is not the Amphilanthus of experience but
the Neo-platonic potential she sees in him ("true Lover-like"). She will not objectify, for to do so would
deprive her beloved of the only example available to him of a non-objectifying love, and so seal his fate. In
like manner the remainder of the sonnet sequence turns inward, with many poems meditative and
contemplative in character, or self-exhortatory: "Yet Faith still cries, Love will not falsify" (P68 14). The
echo (and reversal) here of Philip Sidney's "But ah, Desire still cries, give me some food!" (Astivpini to
Stella 72 14) is instructive: where Astrophil seeks escape from virtue through the voice of personified
Desire, Punphilia seeks to hold to the virtue of constancy through the personified voice of Love.
In prior male-authored sonnet sequences, it was through the mediating figure of the female beloved that
the division between public and private space could he imagined. Peter Stallybrass notes that it is through
this "sonnet mistress" that "it is possible to envision a retreat from the claustrophobic court...into a world of
private desire" (67). Similarly, William Shullenburger describes sonnets as the only pure space, a space
away from the "persistent sense of social intrusiveness" (49). Although for women private space was not
necessarily representative of freedom, Wroth nonetheless uses he emergent division between public and
private to construct a textual space for Pamphilia - one that could resist the social stigmas attached to
female speech and writing.
With no female predecessors to model her new Petrarchan-style poet upon, Wroth constructs a textual
space that favors Painphilia's voice, simultaneously repressing the social constraints that would interfere with
her speech and showing the labyrinthine internal struggle of self-representation. PainpInJii to Aiiipinia,ithus
traces the shadowy boundaries of Pamphilia's psyche, and Wroth's emphasis on her inner emotion avoids
depicting her in ways that might transgress societal norms. Jell Masten describes the text of Fainpliilia to
Ainpiniajithus as an "almost inscrutable private language" (67), noting the extreme lack of social referents
that would tie the reader hack into the public world. Pamnphilia, and therefore Wroth, desires that the
reader remove him or herself fi-om the constant view of eyes (society) and instead focus in on the internal
gaze, self-construction and the search for self-knowledge within a maze that seems to be inescapable.
Paniphilia's "inscription of absence as the central force in the sequence indicates that Wroth transforms the
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restrictions of poetic discourse into its very theme" (Wall 335).
The textual space of the sonnets, located in Pamphilia's labyrinthine thought, effectively eliminates the
pressing social constraints and referents that would compete within the sequence with Pamphilia's position
as lover-poet and \Vroth's as female writer. This distancing begins with the inward turn of thchi-st sonnet in
the sequence, which is initiated under the cover of darkness: "When night's black mantle could most
darkness prove,/And sleep, death's image (lid my senses hire/From knowledge of niyself" (P1 1-3). During
her dream vision, Pamphilia is separated from her "self." No longer attached to her physical body that
causes such problems for her representation in the physical and social world, she is transformed into it
"lover" (14). Her transformation is it wholly private experience that excludes even Amphilantlius. The
concluding lines confirm Pamphilia's deliberate entrance into this private space: "I, waking hoped as
dreams it would depart/ Yet since, oh me, it lover I have been" (13-14). Wroth does not present Pamphilia
as it writer struggling to find the best words to describe her beloved, but rather as one literally caught in the
private dilemma of love - it lover unable to free herself from the flames that are now burning within her.
The dream initiates a form of agency by creating a secure textual space. By distancing Pamphilia from her
physical and inherently social body, by taking the heart and thrusting it further inward, Wroth opens it
textual arena located beyond the social and public realm. The speaker in the initial sonnet is not specifically
gendered, but the title of the sequence itself reminds the reader of the speaker's voice: Pamphilia's.
Throughout the sequence the reader remains within Pamphilia's private space, within her mind. In
direct opposition to the typical female persona present in it sonnet sequence, nothing is known about hei'
external appearance. Sonnet P48 epitomizes Puuphilia's distance from her physical body: "Then look on
me, I am to these addressed,/I am the soul that feels the greatest snmrt,/I am that heartless trunk of heart's
depart" (5-7). In these more assertive lines, Pamphilia exposes herself asa" soul" compared to ]leter
"heartless trunk" (trunk glossed as human body). Masten reads Pamphilia's "heartless trunk" as embodying
"heai'tless
the potential for it female subject rather than object - the gutted body is therefore representative of her
"refusal to circulate as it Petrarchan sign" (74-75). The contrast between Pamphilia's gutted body and her
spirit suggests the importance of Painphilia's psyche rather than her body. Wroth proposes that Pamphilia
is essentially bodiless, leaving the reader with the impression that Pamphilia's emotion, and the text that is it
product of this emotion, are located in her "soul". Nonetheless, the conclusion of the sonnet reveals
Wroth's painful awareness of the impossibility of constructing it wholly private space: "I should not have
been made this stage of woe/Where sad disasters have their open show" (12-13). Although Wroth
recognizes that a written manuscript is an inherently public gesture - once the words are written down they
become much 11101-c difficult to keep contained - she demonstrates her resistance to the text being a part of,
the public spectacle. Paniphilia is it spiritual essence and "should not" be understood as it part of' the
spectacle of the stage.
Wroth's emphasis on Pamphilia's soul allows her to distance herself from the social implications of the
act of writing and focus instead on expressing inner emotion. Throughout the sequence, Wroth promotes
the truth and sincerity of what remains unseen. Sonnet P54 begins with this theme: "Oh stay mine eyes,
shed not these fruitless tears" M. The eyes, it symbol for the visible world, are "staved", turned inward upon
themselves, upon the self, and Pamphilia reveals that "(rue sorrow" is kept within:
True sorrow never outward wailing beat's,
Be ruled by me, keel) all the rest in store,
Till no I'OOIll is that may contain one more,
Then in that sea of tears, drown helpless me (8-11).
This sonnet echoes the inward momentum of the opening sonnet. By keeping 11cr grief private, Pamphilia
effectively internally drowns herself. By drowning herself in her teal's, Wroth implies that Pamphilia is
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separate from the "me" of the sonnet. The conclusion proposes that if Pamphilia can successfully come to it
type of self-actualization, she will then he free, stating, "[this] done, we shall from torments freed he" (14).
Wroth uses emotion to define Panphilia as a Petrarchan subject rather than object and simultaneously
suppresses her "social" body. This is demonstrated again in Sonnet P55, which uses fire as a metaphor to
suggest Pamphilia's interior passion. Again Wroth notes the fallibility of the eyes in fully affirming her
affection: "Mine eyes can scarce sustain the flames, my heart/ does trust in them my passions to
impart,/And languishingly strive to show my love" (9-11). Pamphilia's eyes are unable to fully demonstrate
the passionate emotions of her burning heart; consequently, the true emotion is contained and the
conclusion of the sonnet reinforces this image: "My breath not able to breathe least part/ Of that increasing
fuel of my smart,! Yet love I will till I but ashes prove" (12-14). She is breathless, and therefore speechless.
The fire that burns inside of her is part of her private experience and cannot escape through her mouth or
eyes - it must he written. The reference to "eyes" can also he read as "I's". Line 9 implies that even her
writing cannot sustain her emotion, in spite of the fact that Pamphilia trusts them (her "I's") to show her
love. Her overwhelming passion finally causes the dissolution of her physical body. Pamphilia's body is
burnt to ashes, but love triumphs and remains.
Pamphilia's thoughts are the immutable landmarks of the private space that Wroth constructs - the
indelible markers of her psyche. In Pamphilia's sleep of the initial sonnet "thoughts did move! Swifter than
most swiftness need require" (3-4). Within the darkness present in her vision of Venus and Cupid,
Pamphilia's thoughts take precedence over her physical location. This stress is also depicted in another
sonnet, showing Wroth's comparison of Pamphilia and it traveler "who tired sought/ in places distant far,
yet found no end! Of pain or labor" (P11 103). While the traveler suffers from physical exhaustion,
Pamphilia is tired within her "mind" (9). The traveler finds happiness through "ease of limbs" (10), where
Pamphilia's content is internal: "I, greatest happiness that I do finch Belief for faith, while hope in pleasure
swims" (11-12). Wroth suggests that Pamphilia voyages in her mind and that the destination, the way "out'
of the labyrinth, is to find her burning heart, also internal. Even when the world of the court is evoked, as in
sonnet P26, Pamphilia's reflections focus on her internal pursuits. She is in a space that has been created
"free fi-om eyes" (5) and characterized by "daylike night" (6). There, Paniphilia can leave courtly activities to
"poor vanities" (8) and continue to prize her thoughts above those worldly activities. Pamphilia eschews
public pursuits of pleasure in order to discourse with her "spirit" (11) and chase her "thoughts" (9). For
each of the public activities of the court Wroth provides it comparable private pursuit for Pamphilia.
Fienberg sees this comparison as gendered and suggests that Pamphilia "redefines the terms that allow her
to create her own subjectivity" (186). Masten also attributes masculine qualities to the activities, arguing that
Wroth repudiates the "rhetorical trappings and metaphorical suits of male Petrarchan discourse" (73).
While it is evident that Wroth avoids placing Pamphilia within a social context in order to repress the
contradictions associated with a female Petrarchan speaker, this refusal should not he understood as merely
negative. Rather, Pamnphilia's private space in opposition to the court maybe understood as food in itself.
The final couplet, written in the form of two questions, serves to stress Pamphilia's self-reflective nature as
representative of her created private space. In distancing Pamphilia from the activities of the court, Wroth
effectively rejects "public" displays of love. The image of the court is presented as characterized by
deception and external spectacle as opposed to Pamphilia's internal pathos. "'Tis not it show of sighs or
tears can prove,! Who loves indeed" (P46 9-10), Pamphilia notes, citing the deceptive quality of publicly
displayed "famed love" (10). Instead, she argues, it is in "the soul" where "true love in safety lies" (12).
Sonnet P9 clarifies the separation between Pamphilia's interior space and any written representation of her
pain. She seeks "fbr some small ease by lines, which bought! Increase the pain; grief is not cured by art" (34), indicating the distance between the public and unsatisfactory act of writing and what is in Pamphilia's
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heart, which is "true, and free from changing thought" (P9 6). This sentiment is confirmed in sonnet P45
wherein Pamphilia states, "Iforl where most feeling is, words are more scant" (10). For Wroth the act of
writing is too closely connected at times to the "fined love" and "outward shows" of the court to prove fully
satisfactory.
Not only is the language of the court suspect, but Pamphilia's as well:
Nor can I, as those pleasant wits, enjoy
My own framed words, which I account the dross
Of purer thoughts, or reckon them as moss
While they, wit sick, themselves to breath employ. (P45 5-8)
This suspicion regarding writing and public activity in general serves to emphasize the inherent truthfulness
of Pamphilia's "thoughts" in comparison to the words of the "pleasant wits" of the court who are, according
to Wroth, "wit sick" (8). Later, Wroth compares "ancient fictions" to the "disguised pleasures" of the stage:
"To iiie it seems as ancient fictions make/ The stars all fashions, and all shapes partake! While in my
thoughts true form of love shall live" (P100 12-14). The prominence remains on the sincerity awl truth
intrinsic to Pamphilia's private thoughts.
Wroth's emphasis on the private nature of the text of P;unphiJia to AmpIiiZuithus allows her to promote
Pamphilia as it sincere and constant character. It is not unusual for sonnet sequences to emphasize the
author's inner and consequently more truthful emotion, especially here were there are essentially two
authors: Wroth penning Painphilia and Pamphilia penning the sonnets themselves. Wroth is thereby not
only writing as it Renaissance woman but also i,iithiga Renaissance woman. In her discussion of the literary
practices of the Renaissance, Wendy Wall notes that "the truth of what is said is grounded in the intimate
and the private, in that which is hidden from public view" (384). However, \Vroth's text is distinctive in the
way that she uses textual space and syntax to create the emotional feeling within the reader of Pamphilia's
authenticity. Textual clues that link the sonnets to the outside world, the attributes that make other sonnet
sequences political and public, are noticeably absent in Pamphilia to Aniphilanthus, tying the poetry's
existence more closely to the private sphere of Pamphilia's psyche.
The labyrinth referenced explicitly in the corona is evident here - how does one escape the words one
has created to express feelings when the only escape is through the self? The disorientation of the steadfast
lover brought to the edge of despair is expressed by the randomness of the early poems of the second
section, and then becomes the focus of a highly organized analysis in it fourteen-sonnet corona, a "crown" of
sonnets, in which each poem begins with the last line of the preceding one. The problem is stated in the
first stanza of the first sonnet of the corona:
In this strange Labyrinth how shall I turn
Ways are on all sides while the way I miss:
If to the right hand, there, in love I burn,
Let me go fbrward, therein danger is (P 77 1-4).
And it is resolved in the eighth:
He that shuns Love, does love himself the less,
And cursed he whose spirit, not admires
The worth of Love, where endless blessedness
Reigns, & commands, maintained by heav'nly fires (P84 1-4).
While the mode of this poem in its setting is soliloquy, the pronoun with which it begins reminds us that
Pamphilia's advice is not to herself alone but to all. The love that here is "shunned" is the non-objectifying
love Painphilia has herself embraced, and she argues to herself that she must not now waver; at the same
time she universalizes the argument, and suggests that the grace of honor is accorded only to perseverance
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in constancy. Remembering in her crisis that constancy is for everyone, she achieves a spiritualization of
love that, unlike the spiritualization of earthly love by Petrarch and SO many of his masculine followers, does
not depend Upon dressing ill) the beloved as God. Instead, the beloved is pointed the way to become like
Pamphilia herself, who in her constancy has found a way to union with the divine. She attains a costly clarity
in so doing: she sees she must he prepared to give up her pursuit of Amphilanthus if her constancy is to
remain exemplary.
The corona also serves to further emphasize the interiority of the sonnet space that Wroth has created.
Wroth's corona of sonnets represents perplexity even as it perplexes. Wroth achieves this effect through
syntax and poetic forms that mimic two traits of labyrinths: enclosure and complexity. Like mazes in
classical literature, the sonnet is identified through poetic tropes in English as enclosed space and highly
crafted form. Wroth magnifies the confines of the sonnet through contracted syntax, suggesting the difficult
fit of her meaning to the poetic form. The corona formally embodies enclosure through reiterative opening
and closing lines, creating a closed poetic crown, thus dramatically engaging the reader in the female sense
of self that Wroth depicts. Wroth's labyrinth echoes and alludes to those of her predecessors, but she also
voices new meanings through the figure's influence on style and its relevance to gender. In poems by
women - whether the author is the fictive poet, Pamphilia, or Wroth herself - the tension between form
and syntax suggests the difficulty of fitting female experience into forms created to suit the shapes of male
erotic desire.
The labyrinth's enclosure reinforces another trait of Wroth's work: that it is private. Pamphilia's
fictional privacy allows her to blur her transgressive expression of erotic desire. Fu' from denying female
subjectivity, Wroth depicts afemale sense of self through the labyrinth—presenting a self' that is isolated,
enclosed, difficult, and complex. The labyrinth's several meanings are inherent to its three-dimensional
form, which makes possible two positions: inside and outside. Seen from inside, the labyrinth confuses the
wanderer, as it does Pamphilia. Seen from the outside, the perspective the reader takes, the labyrinth
reveals its complexity and artistry. Labyrinthine images can thus simultaneously anmze and please.
Wroth's use of darkness and solitude throughout Paiiipinia to Aiiij.thilaniinis is particularly significant
in Sonnet 1 of the 103-sonnet sequence. Allusions to Petrarch and Dante are understood in the chariot of
Venus and the image of the speaker's heart as food, and they serve to validate Pamphilia's (and Wroth's)
poetic credentials. Love's appearance during sleep creates isolation, which contrasts with the initial
experience of love In most Petrarchan sequences. In Sir Philip Sidney's and Peti'arch's second sonnets, for
example, love strikes through the beloved's sun/eyes, their light beams becoming arrows. By contrast,
encapsulating Pamphilia's experience in the dream vision isolates and encloses her experience of love.
Further, love itself, as personified in Venus and Cupid rather than the sight of the beloved, creates
Pamphilia as both love poet and lover: "Yet since, 0 me: a lover I have been" (line 14). The (li'eaifl vision's
isolation introduces an element of Wroth's sequence related to the labyrinth-intense enclosure. The absent
beloved is, of course, a central topic of Petrai'chism, but the physical beloved, conventionally depicted in
ways explored by many scholars, appears as image, imagined or remembered.
Wroth's absent beloved occupies a more substantial gap. He is never physically described, as the female
beloved is in the imagery of male sonneteers. This absence f'urther isolates and encloses Pamphilia in her
own complexity. While her treatment of the beloved distinguishes Wroth's h'om other Petrarchan
sequences, Pamphilia presents herself as a typical Petrarchan poet, evoking labyrinthine themes of
blindness and desire. Her assertion, for example, that night and sleep "did my senses hire / From
knowledge of myself" represents the unconsciousness of sleep as loss of self-knowledge (2-3). Further, the
absence of light, emphasized through the physicality of the "black mantle", and the repetition in night and
"most darkness" (1) creates a sense of peril.
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The poem's contracted syntax creates a labyrinthine texture that supports these meanings. Sonnet 1
manifests both Pamphilia's trouble being able to know herself and the author's trouble containing her
experience In literary forill. The lack of certain articles and personal pronouns, for example, create gaps in
meaning: "thoughts" in line 3 most likely means "my thoughts," but it also may mean all thought; likewise,
the phrase "Swifter than those Iwbo] most swiftness need require" lacks the pronoun "who" and inverts
word order in a Shakespearian manner, complicating understanding. An intricate phrase like "When night's
black mantle did most darkness prove" suggests several meanings: when night could test degrees of
darkness, or when this night proved the darkest of nights, or when night proved the darkest of all things.
The corona of sonnets, poems P77-90 of Pampijilia to Anipinianthus, names the labyrinth explicitly.
Here, spiritualized diction evokes the labyrinth's theological meanings, while distinctly gendered imagery of
reproduction suggests female poetic production. The line "In this strange labyrinth how shall I turn; " opens
and closes the corona, whose interlocking paths, like the repetitions, pauses, "turns", and "returns" of the
first poem, stylistically mimic the labyrinth. Once again, this line has many possible meanings: it may refer
to the poem itself (line 1)-the most immediate "this"-or the word may refer to the poet, her life, her
amorous experience, even to all of these. Brief clauses and repetitive diction ("Ways are ... the way" lIme
21; "If to the right hand, there ... / ... / If to the left" lImes 3-51; and : Let me go forward ... / . . / Let me
turn back" [lines 4-6]) enact labyrinthine turns and returns, (lead ends, and restarts. This reflects the
sameness of paths when no path is ever truly "tile way." The omitted word in the phrase, "shanle cries I
ought [to] return" (line 6), like other omissions, enhances an impression of contracted energy, of forced
containment just as there would be within a physical labyrinth. Further, the phrase "Stand still is harder,
although sure to mourn" implies that standstill itself mourns (line 8), purposely confusing the poetic subject
and her feelings with the action of negotiating the labyrinth.
This fusion of place, action, and speaker, however, exactly represents the labyrinth as subjectivity, as the
speaker's own self, a self whose enclosure constrains as well as contains. Like the difficult syntax, the corona
form plays off the labyrinth's classical associations with artistic intricacy while imitating its enclosure. The
corona links individual poems together: the first poem's last line becomes the second poem's first line, and
50 on, concluding with the final poem's last line repeating the first poenl's first line. These echoing lines
bring the corona POCIll5 into a complete circle, a fitting poet's laurel crown. Between poems, reiterated
opening and closing lines parallel other reversals and imitate echoing voices in enclosed spaces, giving the
reader an aural image of the labyrinth. Wroth's corona of sonnets represents perplexity even as it perplexes.
The concluding sonnet of Painpliilth to Anipiniantlius reiterates Wrotll's positioning of Pampllilia in an
ulterior space. The first line, "My nluse now happy, lay thyself to rest" (P103 1), seems to be an appropriate
counterpoint to the dream vision that induced these poems at the beginning of the sequence. Pamphilia's
private vision has sustained her throughout and now she may return, to sleep possibly, in the outer public
world. She will not "wake to new unrest" (4), leaving the dream and the labyrinth of sonnets behind. When
she does choose to reflect upon love, those thoughts will he "addressed/ to truth" (5-6). The writing itself
may be happily left, as it is it painful process to selffiishioii one's own words about one's own passion, but it
is Pamphilia's thoughts that will he it source of "true joy"(7).
This clarity stays with Pamphilia as she pens her parting sonnet. Though it is ostensibly a "farewell to
love" addressed to her muse, it is it farewell not to love but to immaturity in love. The poem shifts in
address until it ends in advice not only to herself but to Alllphilallthus, to whom the sequence as a whole is
addressed:
My Muse now happy lay thy self to rest,
Sleep in the quiet of a faithful love,
Write you no more, but let these Phant'sies move
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Some other hearts, wake not to new unrest
But if your study be those thoughts addressed
To truth, which shall eternal goodness prove;
Enjoying of true joy the most, and best
The endless gain which never will remove.
Leave the discourse of Venus, and her son
To Young beginners, and their brains inspire
With stories of great Love, and from that fire,
Get heat to write the fortunes they have won.
And thus leave off; what's Past shows you can love,
Now let your Constancy your Honor prove. (P103 1-14) IPainpliilinj
The concluding signature, found in the manuscript, strengthens the address. Only his conversion to the
"womanly" virtue of constancy will make Amphilanthus the man of honor Pamphilia knows he can he.
Assuming his thoughts are addressed to truth, Wroth's argument that it single standard of virtue precedes
gender proves to be an argument from it position of strength.
Pamphilia's voice is determined by her "thoughts." Wroth illustrates the importance of Puiiphila's
psychological landscape through her use of the Petrrackui conceit of the shipwrecked lover in sonnert P68.
In spite of the fact that within the physical realm she is "lost, shipwrecked, spoiled" (9), her inner realm,
where "thoughts have scopej Which wander may," (10-11), provides considerably more liberty. Thus,
Pamphilia's freedom - presumably her freedom to write - is connected to her ability to speak (and think)
within the circumscribed environment of her psyche. In Song 3 (P21), notably not it Sonnet, she restates the
importance of her thoughts, as they are aligned with her freedom: "Let me thinking still be free,/ Nor leave
thy might until my death! But let me thinking yield up breath" (22-24). The inability to think poses a threat
greater than death. 'While the act of writing is framed (the walls of the constructed labyrinth) in negative
terms throughout the sequence, inner emotion (self-knowledge) signals liberty.
Petrarchisin fragments and displays the self in poems meant to he circulated. Isolation enables the
female poet to lay claim to it speaking part in the Petrarchan drama of self-knowledge, creating her as
subject, not object, of speech, vision, and desire. Finally, Wroth's labyrinth of style illuminates it
contradiction between Renaissance theology and cultural constraints on Women. While the culture
controlled and inhibited a woman's sense of self by defining her as owned by another and prohibiting her
access to "public language" - it primary aspect of subjectivity as Stephen Greenblatt and others have shown
- self-knowledge is urged its it theological necessity. A theology of self- knowledge, further, implies the
existence and value of it self. A woman creating a poetic labyrinth in a Petrarchan sonnet sequence speaks
from the very center of this contradiction, transfonmng public self-analysis into it spiritually respectable
private search for self-knowledge. Wroth's labyrinthine style dramatizes this search, engaging her reader in
the very process she represents in this difficult but accomplished work of art.
In Famphihi to Ainpljiiaiitlnis, Wroth is not engaged in it complete repudiation of Petrarchan
discourse, but rather has chosen to reinvent Petrarchanism by removing transgressive elements to construct
it space for Pamphilia's psyche. The text is therelore presented as a product of Pamphilia's inner self and in
this intensely private space the terms "master" and "mistress" are basically meaningless. Wroth describes
Pamphilia's inner characteristics rather than giving references to her external beauty; her "thoughts,"
"mind," and "spirit" are far more significant. The sequence illustrates Wroth's rejection of the body-as-sign
and instead proposes a space where Pamphilia's "inner work" might signify.
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Fiction as Truth as Fiction:
How Slaughterhouse-Five Iroubles the Notion of Ficonalitv in Novels
Is Slaughterhouse-Five it work of hction While the obvious answer seems to he it resounding "yes," as
the plot of the novel Is an unusual, otTheat tale of science fiction— the bizarre story of a man's travel through
time and to a far oil plaiet. However, while many dismiss it as fictional for the sheer niention of aliens and
time travel, those who know better understand the use of the story to reveal it complex discussion of it man's
experience in war amidst it culture that glorifies it to satisfy their need for heroes.
While Vonnegut's work is valuable in understanding the dark underbelly of American policies and
culture, it is often difficult to tell when—and if—he is being serious. His simple sentence structure belies the
importance of his message. In the beginning to Slaughterhouse-Five, in which lie makes an appearance as
the narrator, he states, "All this happened, more or less. The war parts, anyway, are pretty much true. One
guy I knew really iris shot in Dresden for taking it teapot that wasn't his. Another guy I knew really did
threaten to have his personal enemies killed by hired gunmen after the war. And so on. I've changed the
names" (1). The conversational tone implies a casualness that runs in contrast to the themes of the novel
itself, which examines the complex effects and violence of war. It is this sensibility that perhaps influences
the feeling of fictionality the novel has—that, and of course the story of Billy Pilgrim, which serves to deliver
the experiences of war in a character that both is and is not Vonnegut himself. Vonnegut creates Billy with
intention as it separate character:
Billy was born in 1922 in Ilium, New York, the only child of a barber there. He was it
funny-looking child who became a funny-looking youth—tall and weak, and shaped like a
bottle of Coca-Cola. He graduated from Ilium High School in the upper third of his class,
and attended night sessions at the Ilium School of Optometry for one semester before
being drafted for military service in the Second World Wu(30).
Vonnegut includes minor details that mirror his own life, such as birth year and marriage to it high-school
sweetheart, but mainly Billy represents an entirely plain, if rather unextraordinary, man who goes to war—
which is an important divergence from literature dominated by valiant men and heroes.
Vonnegut's troubling of fiction, though intentional, is not it new conflict; fiction has often been in
conflict with truth and fact, it often seeks to mimic it, thus creating difficulty in determining proper
definitions of both fiction and truth. Though words within it language rely on the acceptance of a common
definition in order for it to function properly, that does not mean that there is not room for debate. Even
for a word as seemingly clear-cut as fiction, which has an entire genre relying upon its (lefinitlon, there has
been and is continued vacillation on the true meaning of fiction. Though it is thrown around in common
conversation with seemingly a common agreement on its meaning, it is important to find the definition of
fiction. According to Dorrit Cohn, " 'The word 'fiction' is subject to chaotic and perverse linguistic
usage... Ithe] only Common denominator, it appears, is that they all designate 'something invented'—a notion
no less vaguely denotative than (though oh not exactly identical to) the word's Latin root, ling-ere, 'to make
or form' (2).
The history of the connotation of the word plays into the blurring between fact and fiction. Cohn writes,
We may also conjecture that it was its pejorative meaning of untruth that delayed the lexical move of
calling novels 'fiction' to it time when this genre had become it well—established, highly respected literary
form
pretense of factuality in the prefaces to first person novels like Robinson Cnisoe was clearly an
attempt to escape the charge of titlsity by escaping the charge of fiction, or vice versa, or both at once.
Historians of the novel have shown that, as the century advanced and as readers learned to accept the
norms of literary realism, novelists tended to drop claims to reality or factuality." (3) Fiction initially sought
out to be truth—which leads to the blurring between truth and fiction. In many ways, fiction still seeks to he
truth, even when acknowledging its own flilsity.
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However, its falsity is often perceived as negative, and used in it derogatory form to emphasize the
untruth of a statement or work. Ironically, perhaps, it has dehned a whole genre of literature that strives to
Create it world that appears realistic. Cohn writes,
When, in our daily lives, we charge journalists or rumor mongers with having written or
told "a fiction," we use the term in its derogatory meaning of it doubtful or untrue
statement—alternately attributing it to deliberate deception, fuulty memory, or
misinformation. This meaning is, on occasion, specifically signified in works of literary
criticism as well: thus it scholar, examining Mary McCarthy's autobiographical writings for
the intentional and unintentional "lies" she tells, informs its that, as we enter the private
world of the self, we inevitably "meeting the grinning face of fiction at the door"; another
asks word-playfully whether 'the distinction between fiction and nonfiction is fiction or
nonfiction' (3)
The mention of the autobiography brings up an interesting point. In S1;iu,thterIiouse-Five, Vonnegut tells
the reader that this hook is about his experiences in Dresden, but then creates a world that, for the most
part, does not include him. In niany ways, Vonnegut acknowledges "the grinning face of fiction" its 1)ui of
one's memory by creating a fictional world to tell the story. He understands the unreliability of human
mernoly, perhaps best outlined in his conversation with O'Hare, in which such a monumental event in both
their lines is outlined by meaningless stories about men they knew. Even so, if the two were to address the
experience of emerging into a charred, empty world outright, it is likely that it too, would be fuzzy front the
years of trying to forget it—though, like Billy experiences, it never really goes away.
Cohn is relentless in the need for definitive clarification, noting that
As we have seen, however, this standardization of fiction its it generic term has not resulted
in eliminating its other meanings. And this is true despite the fact that in all four of these
meanings it is used as synonym for other, readily available words: untruth, abstraction,
literature, narrative. Though it is no doubt futile to campaign for lexical refonu, one may
perhaps hope that it clearer awareness of the word's semantic instability will prompt literary
critics to adhere to its restricted generic meaning (12)
To clarify the ambiguity Cohn claims fiction to he, she conies up with three primary criteria by which to
discern fiction, aptly named the "signposts" of fictionalitv (109). The first of the signposts is "cognitive
privilege" (Cravens 79), or what is more commonly known as omniscience—"a character who is known to
his narrator in it manner no real person can be known to a real speaker" (Cohn 116). She differentiates
from historical, or "truthful" writing, by claming that "this is not, at any rate, the manner in which historical
figures are known to historians," (118) that any emotions known about the person by the narrator have been
properly documented based on fttct. Clearly, Vonncgut violates this first rule throughout the entirety of
Slaughterhouse-Five with his involvement with Billy; there are countless statements wherein he provides
intimate knowledge of Billy's state of mind, such as "Billy was mystified. Billy wanted to be friendly, to help,
if lie could, but his resources were meager. His fingers now held the two objects from the lining of the coat.
Billy decided to show the surgeon what they were" (193). Additionally, as Craig Cravens states, "Not only
are we privy to a character's mental life in certain types of fiction, but we often experience time and space
from a character's perspective as well. Hence, only in fiction do we come across such grammatically odd
constructions as, 'His plane left tomorrow,' where the past tense refers not to the past in relation to the
speaker (the narrator), but rather to the present of it fictional character looking Ibiward to the following day
(24-25)" (79). Undoubtedly, readers have that experience with Billy Pilgrim as lie bounces in and out of'
time and they are witnesses to all of it.
Cohn determines the second signpost of fictionalitv as dual vocal origin. She writes, "1 will assume,
then, that the reader of it nonfictional narrative understands it to have it stable univocal origin, that its
narrator is identical to it real person: the author nuned on its title age. The notion of a cleavage of this vocal
unity in fiction is actually of fiuirly recent vintage, having entered the mainstream of narrative poetics Ithati
'the narrator is it created character into which the author has transformed himself" (124). Again,
Vonnegut's novel has no choice but to fall under the category of fiction. Cohn explains the differentiation
between historical writing and fiction further:
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First of all, it must he emphasized that there is a world of (Ii erence between the two vocal
domains of fiction in respect to the explicitness of the author/narrator distinction... the
nominal cliflerentiation between narrators and authors of fictional autobiographies is, as
Philippe Lejeune has extensively demonstrated, a decisive signal for the reader's
recognition of their novelistic status: a status that is determined by the presence of an
imaginary speaker incarnated asacharacter within the fictional world (125).
Though there are allusions to the Connection between Vonnegut and Billy, according to Cohn's assertion,
Billy is imaginary, and, consequently, that makes the novel fiction. However, Vonnegut seems to heat her to
her own label, making the transition from "non-fiction," or, autobiography, to his hook, which he concedes
is the end of a long process of his inability to write about Dresden.
Cohn's third and final signpost of fictionality is the referential nature of historical writing versus the lack
thereof in fiction. She states,
What most immediately jumps into view is, of course, the presence of an entire
'perigraphic' apparatus (foot- or end-noted, prefatory or appended) that constitutes a
textual zone intermediating between the narrative text itself' and its extratextual
documentary base. But this base also penetrates into the textual terrain itself, which, as
Michel de Certeau puts it, 'combines the plural of quoted documents into the singular of
quoting cognition'...there is, as a rule, nothing that corresponds to this testimonial stratum
in fictional narrative (115)
According to Cohn, in order for something to not he fiction, it must have a constant stream of quotations in
one fornm or another that reference documents and thoughts that have properly been recorded by someone
else. Though she says, as there are for most rules, exceptions, her example is the historical novel, which
undoubtedly has a whole other set of qualifications that Slaughterhouse-Five does not meet. And yet,
according to Croswaithe, in SOWC ways, it does. He writes,"What makes Vonnegutl'sI... writings of this
period particularly striking—what distinguishes them as 'postmodern'...is the way in which they state the
dislocation and dispersal of the moment of origmary rupture through an eerie intertwining of their own
historical moment with that of the war. Not only is the referent projected by these novels often shrouded or
obscure, it is rarely singular, so that the works enact the separability, in psychic temporality, of
chronologically divergent historical moments" (6). According to Crosthwaite, Vonnegut's writing about the
war, which includes Slaughterhouse-Five, POSSCSSCS referential moments to World War II, not only in the
general sense but also in the personal experience of it. While Cohn's point is well taken with the majority of
the novel wherein Billy is the primary character, and the story supports him as he makes his way through
time, Slaughterhouse-Five cannot be purely ruled a work of fiction because it possesses the fiictual and
autobiographical aspects Cohn marks are not being those of fiction. While Cohn looks to find it thorough,
clear-cut answer to the trouble of fiction and truth, the postmodern novel, in daring to include elements of
both, troubles the line she so carefully drew in the sand.
While Cohn seeks to answer the problem that, "Narratologists themselves have, to it quite astonishing
degree, ignored the question of demarcation between fiction and nonfiction" (3) by defining fiction in a
clear way that determines what it is and is not, Percy Lubbock focuses on the narrative strategies used by the
author and the effects on the reader's perception of the text. Lubbock agrees with Cohn that fiction should
he properly analyzed, but has not because of a sentimentality one seems to have for it, questioning, "It
spoils the fun of a novel to know how it is made—is this a reflection that lurks at the back of our minds?"
(90) He continues his assertion that the inability to properly discern between fiction and nonfiction is not
the difficultly in clarifying the two, but the attachment we have, "...We are haunted by a sense that it novel is
it piece of life, and that to take it to pieces would he to destroy it" (90). Despite this, however, Lubbock
believes one can and should pay attention to the form, stating, "The impressions that succeed one another,
as the pages of the hook are turned are to be built into a structure, and the critic is missing his opportunity
unless lie can proceed in a workmanlike manner. It is not to be supposed that an artist who carves or paints
is so filled with emotion by the meaning of his work—the story in it—that he forgets the abstract beauty of'
form and colour—in the art of literature, still the man of letters isacraftsman, and the critic cannot he less"
(89). However, it is, according to Lubbock, not the reader's task to determine how the author has created
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the story, but to analyze the Story as it is presented. He writes, "HOW a novelist finds his subject, in a human
being or in a situation or in a turn of thought, this indeed is beyond its; we might look long at the very world
that Tolstoy saw, we should never detect the unwritten hook he found there... For this reason we judge the
novelist's eye for a subject to he his cardinal gift, and we have nothing to say, whether by way of exhortation
or of warning, till his subject is announced... Front point to point we follow the writer, always looking hack to
the subject itself in order to understand the logic of the course he pursues" (90). Lubbock appears to think
the ability of the author to sweep the readers into it believable story is crucial, as that is his mission. As it
result, he views the ability to create it narrator that the readers can trust as important:
"The whole intricate question of method, in the craft of fiction, I take to he governed by
the question of the point of view—the question of the relation in which the narrator stands
to the story. He tells it as lie sees it, in the first place; the reader faces the story-teller and
listens, and the story my he told so vivaciously that the presence of the minstrel is forgotten,
and the scene becomes visible, peopled with the characters of the tale... If the spell is
weakened at any moment, the listener is recalled from the scene to the mere author before
him, and the story rests only upon the author's direct assertion... [The author's] assertions
gain in weight, for they are backed up by the presence of the narrator in the pictured scene.
It is advantage scored; the author has shifted his responsibility, and it now fills where the
reader can see and measure it; the arbitrary quality which may at any time he detected in
the author's voice is disguised in the voice o! his spokesman. Nothing is now imported into
the story from without; it is self-contained, it has no associations with anyone beyond its
circle" (91)
Lubbock seems to he speaking about verisimilitude, an important quality—no, a necessary quality when
creating fiction. According to Beckson and Ganz, verisimilitude is "A quality possessed by a work the action
and characters of which seem to the reader sufficiently probable to constitute an acceptable representation
of reality. What degree of probability, or likeness to fact, is necessary to achieve verisimilitude has never
been finally ascertained...for some, it close depiction of actuality—for others, it degree of imaginative power
sufficient to capture the reader's life" (295) Vonnegut does both, in the moments where Billy is ordinary:
"Billy dozed, awakened in the prison hospital again. The sun was high... Englishmen were building
themselves it new latrine" (175) and when he is not:: "Billy, with his memories of the future, knew that the
city would he smashed to smithereens and then burned—in about thirty more days" (192). Vonnegut uses
the fantastical moments in it secondary form its well; to build a "depiction" of trauma suffered from wartime
experiences.
In his analysis, Lubbock also stresses the importance of it steady, if not reliable narrator within fiction,
stating "Now if he speaks in the first person there cal), of course, he uncertainty in the point of view; he has
his fixed position, he cannot leave it. His description will represent the thct that the facts in their sequence
turned towards him ..it is rounded by the bounds of the narrator's own personal experience" (93). Lubbock
implies that readers must have one or the other; they desire the author as narrator, or a secondary character
that may reflect the author's views, but do so in it way that is masked. Vonnegut violates this rule, like he
does with so many of Cohn's, and leaves the reader to decide what to make of his multiple narrators.
However, Lubbock argues that even in it secondary narrator, there are seemingly two narrators:
Nobody notices, but in fict there are now two brains behind that eye; and one of them is
the author's, who adopts and shares the position of his creature, and at the same time
supplements his "it... there are touches in it that go beyond any sensation of his, and
indicate that someone else is looking over his shoulder—seeing things form the same angle,
but seeing more, bringing another mind to bear upon the scene. It is an easy and natural
extension of the personage's power of observation. The impression of the scene may be
depended as much as need be; it is not confined to the scope of one mind, and yet there is
no blurring of the focus by a double point of view (94).
While Cohn and Lubbock seem to agree that this is a primary aspect of fictional writing, it is precisely what
allows Vonnegut to tell his story about his war experiences. Vonnegut has the creative license to do with
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Billy's character as he pleases; however, he can use Billy as it means to portray his own thoughts. While it is
not stated or known that Billy is supposed to he relating the thoughts of the author, Billy is an animated
version of the emotions Vonnegut lays out in the outset of the novel regarding the reality of war: " 'If I ever
(10 finish [tile booki though, I give you my word of honor: 'frr won't he it part for Frank Sinatra orjolm
Wayne ... I tell you what,' I said. 'I'll call it 'The Children's Crusade"" (19) Billy stumbles around in wartime, described as having it "feeble will to survive" (193) and "his daughter laccuses] him of acting like a
child" when he begins reporting his time travel. Billy goes to war it child, and cannot process the events of
Dresden like the "man" he is supposed to he.
While this is a seemingly roundabout way for Vonnegut to relay his feeling about war to the readers, as
Thomas Marvin says, "Conventional storytelling techniques encourage writers to glorify war by
concentrating on the heroic exploits of their characters. Experience taught Vonnegut that real wars rob
people of the ability to act heroically. He could not make the people he knew (luring the war into
conventional literary characters and still he true to his own experience" (114). The creation of Billy Pilgrim,
which cements the novel's status as it story of "fiction," allows Vonnegut to tell his own personal story; in the
beginning of the novel, he relates to his readers the difficulty he has in telling his story, even phoning an old
war buddy to recall members that will inspire his ability to write about his experiences in Dresden. Marvin
addresses this conflict, "1-laying discarded traditional ways of telling it story, Vonnegut has to invent it new
way that will allow him to overcome another obstacle: the fallibility of huniui memory. When he and
O'Hare sit down to reminisce about the war, they discover that they recall only insignificant detail. If he
cannot clearly recall an event as important as the tire bombing of Dresden, how can Vonnegut hope to give
readers an accurate impression of his wartime experiences?" (115). "I think of 1mw useless the Dresden part
of my memory has been, and yet how tempting Dresden has been to write about" (3) Vonnegut confesses.
Though Vonnegut never outrightly makes the connection between the invention of Billy and his inability to
tell the story himself, he says,
And Lot's wife, of course was told not to look back where all those people and their homes
had been. But she did look back, and I love her for that, because it was so human. So she
was turned to a pillar of salt ... I've finished my war book now ... This one is it failure, and had
to be, since it was written by it pillar of salt(28).
He acknowledges the story as his own, looking back at the massacre he witnessed. Vonnegut seeks to stress
the fragility of human memory, particularly when shaken by trauma—as Vonnegut says, the war has pushed
the characters, and imaginably, the people lie knew in the war to be so weakened and weary that they are
the listless playthings of enormous forces" (208). Ironically, however, lie emphasizes human trauma to the
highest degree in most unreal aspects of his story.
The most outlandish aspect of Billy's story, which further detaches the novel from the conventions of
truthfulness of wartime experience is, as Marvin says,
His surprising solution to this problem is to give his protagonist, Bill), Pilgrim, the ability to
travel in Time. Time travel allows Vonnegut to create the impression that readers are
looking at events as they happen, rather than through the mists of memory. But because
most readers do not believe in time travel, the technique also highlights the artificiality of
any writing about the past. While a conventional novel gives readers the illusion of it clear
and accurate depiction of events, Slaughterhouse-Five constantly reminds its that we are
reading fiction. Yet Vonnegut begins the hook by claiming, "All this happened, more or
less," and he often comments on his own presence at crucial moments in the story.
Slaughterhouse-Five is it curious hybrid of fact and fiction that insists on its factual truth
even as it uses fantastic fictional techniques. (115)
While Vonnegut's use of time travel adheres to the overall themes within his hook, it is also a postinoderii
convention. . As Steven Connor states, "Fiction has always subsisted upon the larger ideological fiction of
the reader's continuous and uninterrupted attention, or the synchronization of the narrative time of the
novel and the reader's actual reading time. In it post modern epoch, this normative link between reading
time and the individual subject begins to dissolve..."(77). Billy's concept of time does not match that of its
readers, which challenges the readers' ability to remain interested in the novel. However, as Connor says,
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"Under these conditions, it is a matter for the novel no longer of keeping its reader in step with it, or of
protecting itself against interruption, but of synchronizing with that can he called a 'culture of
interruptions."(78). In this particular situation, Billy's life is it series of interruptions, as the war was on his
memory and his innocence—and Vonnegut' 'rits his novel to he in conflict with his readers' concept of
time SO that they may understand Billy's plight. The readers, like Billy, change time without any warning, for
example, "[Billy] got out of bed, said, 'Excuse me,' went into the darkness of the bathroom to take it leak.
He groped for the light, realized as he felt the rough walls that he had traveled back to 1944, to the prison
hospital again" (Vonnegut 157). The "unreal" elements of the novel, in many Nvays, discredit Vonnegut's
intention on writing "a book about Dresden"(Slaughterhouse-PYve 4). However, it is the only way in which
Vonnegut is accurately able to illustrate his feelings about war and the individuals who fight it. As Marvin
says, "Stories about antiheroes teach us about our limitations"(124). Without it doubt, Billy is the epitome
of it anti-war hero; as Marvin says, "[Billy] never learns to enjoy life, and it often seems that he would rather
he dead. He has no strong preferences, so he is content to drift through life wherever the winds of change
many blow him. ..without it helmet or it single weapon, wearing cheap civilian shoes, he is more like an
innocent bystander than it participant in the war" (124). Billy's weakness allows Vonnegut to point out to
readers the impact of the brutality of war has on an individual.
Therein lies the question of Slaughterhouse-Five's fictionality. Because Billy Pilgrim is not it real person,
and the sequences of events his life follows are not real either, it is, in a very simple sense, fiction. But
knowing Kurt Vonnegut's participation in the Dresden bombings and his struggle to write a story about it,
Billy exists only through Vonnegut's experiences. By splicing himself into his story, Vonnegut directly
acknowledges the author's influence on it work of fiction, becoming it literal voice within the novel that
serves asareminder. Through the lens of Slaughterhouse-Five, the artificiality of fiction is c1eu'—tIiough
other novels may not acknowledge the merging of truth and fiction with such honesty as does Vonnegut.
Even it plot or it character that is not as deeply connected to the author's life as Billy is to Vonnegut requires
some Sort of truth—the language an author uses, the visual they paint, is available only because of the
author's understanding of the world, which has occurred through experiences.
However, an author's fiction wields power only if the reader acknowledges it as having some relevance
to their own life. Even in the most outlandish stories—such as though with fantastical elements, such as
Slaughterhouse-Five—there must be some way for the reader to trace the character to themselves or their
life—or it becomes meaningless. The author must use the conventions of fictional writing in order to
achieve the important connection with the reader.
Michael RifThterre discusses the conventions author use in his attempt to distinguish the novel as an
effort of truth or fiction. While lie notes that narratology has "emphasized narrative structures, plot
typology, and the functions embodied in the personae of narrator and characters, including the impact of
their viewpoints on the telling of the story rather than on the personae themselves" (xiii) he focuses on the
words themselves its acreation of fiction or fact. He seeks to resolve the dissension between the two by
claiming that, "The solution of the truth-in-fiction paradox evidently lies in redefining referentiality.
Whereas relCrentiality assumes an actual or potential relationship between language and reality, we have to
hypothesize that this assumption suffices only so long as it respects the rules of representation that exist in
any language and with which all speakers of that language are familiar" (Rifl'aterre xiii). Riflaterre's argument
relies on the basic concepts crafted by Ferdinand die Saussure, who determined that the sign is created from
the signifier—the phonetic components of an image identified and accepted by a culture, and the signified—
the idea that is paired with the sound (Rivkin & Ryan 333). According to the basic principles of the "sign,"
one must agree upon the accordance of the signifier and the signified for a word to mean anything in a
culture. Riffiterre argues that the reason truth seems to appear in fiction relies upon the code of signs the
readers agree upon. He states, "Rather, truth in fiction rests on verisimilitude, it system of representations
that seems to reflect it reality external to the text, but only because it conforms to a grammar. Narrative truth
is an idea of truth created in accordance with the rules of that grammar" (xiv) One can only understand a
character having car trouble, for example, if there is an accepted understanding of what a car is and how it
works. The significance of' the event to the story relies on the readers' understanding of the concept.
However, as Riffimterre points out, there are other factors that affect the way that an event or idea is
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understood. He provides a detailed example of how the idea of "having a drink" is dependent On not on
not only its implications as a sign:
The action having a drink or just the idea of it drink, in any narrative or indeed any
conceptualization, depends on the availability of'a verbal sequence: ordering and obtaining
the drink (conflated into making oneself a drink, i the epic of thirst conquered is a private
quest); drinking the drink with the proairesis of slow sipping, fast bottoms-up, or spilling;
paying for it, and so on. Parallel to this narrative unit are valorizations with their own readymade sequences, such as conviviality, including the option of the bartender as consciencedirector, versus solitary soaking-up, etc, etc. Such sequences are essentially unchangeable
orders of succession: action first, then consequences. They therefore form a syntax, it
grammar of linear distribution with the be/ore-alter rule basic to narrative, and appropriate
props like tense and conjunctions for retrograding from the end to the beginning, from the
present to the past (4).
There are grammatical and syntactical codes within language that craft how one communicates with another.
Though Vonnegut's grammar in large part follows the traditional pattern found in the English language, the
pattern in which he tells his story is skewed. Much like a sentence has a sequence, stones traditionally follow
a linear, often chronological sequence; because Billy has no control over his travel in time, the trajectory of
the story is uneven and rebukes the traditional story sequence.
RiffiLterre states, "...verisimilitude can substitute an idea of truth for an actual experience of actuality"
(6). Because Vonnegut does not follow it traditional layout for a story sequence, he uses other elements of
the story to entice and interest the reader. Billy, though an unusual character, possesses traits that make
him, in many ways, a believable person according to the "code" we follow in terms of what a functioning
human being would be like. As Riffatei-re writes, "Words may he lies yet still tell a truth if the rules are
followed" (xiii). While Billy is not an existing member of American society, he feasibly could be—because,
I'm the most part, he adheres to the "rules" of what readers perceive it person to he. Furthermore, he serves
as a ineuis by which Vonnegut displays his true, human emotions and experience in war—which are both
very real. In general, though the scenarios in it novel of fiction that an illlthOr writes are not true in the sense
that they (lid not happen, the author writes them with the assumption that the reader will comprehend,
based on the code the two share—as RifTaterre writes,"IFiction'sI yen' name declares its artificiality, and yet
it must somehow be true to hold the interest of its readers, to tell them about experiences at once imaginary
and relevant to their own lives" (xii). However, the supporting characters that support Billy are largely
undeveloped and thus not relatable to the readers. Though it seems Vonnegut does this for a particular
purpose; Billy is the only one traveling in time and with knowledge of the Tralfunadorians, and similarly,
he is the only one within his post-war world that understands the destructiveness of war. Vonnegut uses
characters like his wife, Valencia, to emphasize the vapidness and glamour with which Americans
comprehend battle. Billy thinks of his own marriage as, "at least bearable all the way" (153) and asks Billy
to tell her war stories. Though readers would not readily admit and in many instances, find it difficult to
relate to such it character, Vonnegut uses Valencia—among others—as it code for the darkness readers don't
see in themselves and in their culture. However, in large part, the ability of' a fictional story to resonate lies
primarily within the reader because "Narrative truth is thus a linguistic phenomenon; since it is experience
through enactment by reading, it is a performative event in which participation on the reader's part can only
serve to hammer the text's plausibility into his experience" (RifEterre xiv).
However, despite the author's desire to make a story one that can occur within the human experience,
"Being a genre, [fiction] rests on conventions, of which the first and perhaps only one is that fiction
specifically, but not always explicitly, excludes the intention to deceive. A novel always contains signs whose
function is to remind readers that the tale they are being told is imaginary" (Riffluerre 1). Vonnegut seems to
(10 both in Slaughterhouse-Five, taking the time and effort to create it fictional story with enough elements to
he somewhat plausible, but undoing his efforts by introducing himself' as the first narrator of the hook.
However, as Riffrterre reminds, "The wonder is that fiction still managers to interest, to convince, and
eventually to appear relevant to the reader's own experience, despite containing so many reminders of its
artificiality" (1). While his argument is for fiction, Vonnegut's hybrid text is blatant in its artificiality, aware of
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its "untruths," as it were, and yet is considered an important text because it speaks to truths that readers can
understand. Ultimately, not just fiction, but all literary works in general fall to this problem: "In fact, exterior
referentiality is but an illusion, for signs or sign systems refer to other sign systems: verbal representations in
the text refer to verbal givens borrowed from the sociolect, but such verbal givens are actually presenting the
text, explicitly or implicitly, as presuppositions" (3) Ironically, Thomas Pavel says that "the convention of
fictionality warns the readers that the usual referential mechanism are for the most part suspended" (123).
Similarly, Cohn says that truthful works are those with referentials. However, the refèrentials of which
narratologists seem to base their claims of "fiction" and "non-fiction" are merely another form of codes,
required in order for the reader to understand the work ahead of them. In an attempt to clarify, Cohn
merely confessed that kict and fiction are closer than they are separate. This is never clearer in
Slaughterhouse-Five, wherein there is an obvious separation from what is widely accepted as truth—the voice
of Vonnegut, it real person, and the world of Billy, which seemingly epitonlizes fiction. However, Vonnegut
relies on language codes and refers to his own memory to craft the story of Billy, which either means that
the entire novel is real—or all of it is not, because the world that is so blatantly accepted as "fact," relies
solely on the foundation of language.
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